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Abstract

A major drawback of the de�bration or re�ning process in manufacturing pulp is that of
its large energy requirements� If the mechanics of the process were better understood�
large amounts of energy could probably be saved� The initial de�bration seems to be
crucial for both the quality of the pulp and the total consumption of energy� Numerical
simulations by means of the �nite element method represent a powerful tool that can
be used to analyse and simulate di	erent de�bration processes� The present study
was undertaken with the aim of gaining more thorough knowledge both of suitable
material modelling approaches for this type of simulation and of the mechanics of the
initial de�bration� Both experimental and numerical work is presented�
The experimental study involves three types of tests� The chip shearing tests serve

to illustrate the complex behaviour of wood when loaded perpendicular to the grain
under conditions resembling those present during re�ning� In particular� the in
uence
of specimen orientation versus loading direction was investigated� The combined com�
pression and shear tests� in turn� concern the behaviour of wood when loaded by both
radial compression and shear� The tensile tests� �nally� deal with the e	ect of the
loading rate on fracture mechanical properties� The experiments show that the me�
chanical behaviour of wood loaded perpendicular to the grain is very complex and is
characterized by the development of cracks and� in the case of earlywood subjected to
compression� by large volumetric changes� It is also shown that the mechanical prop�
erties of earlywood are very di	erent from those of latewood and that the specimen
orientation versus loading direction has a strong e	ect on both the failure process and
energy consumption� On the basis of the combined compression and shear tests� it
could be concluded that the combined loading modes require about the same energy as
pure compression does� although the cell collapse produced by the combined loading
appears to be more well�de�ned than that obtained through pure compression� An
increase in fracture energy was found as loading rates increased� A strong e	ect of
moisture content on the mechanical properties of wood was also demonstrated�
When numerical analyses of initial de�bration processes are to be performed� two

main approaches may be applied in the modelling of the wooden material� One ap�
proach is to use continuum models based on smeared material properties� The other
approach is to develop models of the cellular microstructure involving modelling of the
individual �bres� Numerical simulations� related to initial de�bration processes� using
each of these two approaches� are presented in the thesis� The simulations were per�
formed using the �nite element method� taking both the nonlinear material behaviour
and geometric nonlinearity into account�
The continuum modelling approach involves use of a foam plasticity model and a



�ctitious crack model� The inhomogeneity of the material was taken into account by
separating the earlywood from the latewood and also by assuming small variations in
properties in the radial direction within the earlywood zone� Several simulations of
the chip shearing tests and the combined compression and shear tests were carried
out using this modelling approach� Close agreement between the simulations and the
experiments was obtained� The e	ect of loading rate on the failure process and on
energy consumption was investigated� loading rates of up to �� ms being considered�
The e	ect of the knife design on wood cutting was also studied�
At the microstructural level� the consequences of making di	erent constitutive as�

sumptions for the cell wall material� ranging from the basic assumption of linear elastic�
ity to more sophisticated approaches involving both plastic behavior and microcracking�
were investigated� The e	ect of the ray cells and of friction within the cell lumens was
also studied� results of the simulations and the experiments being compared�

Key words� de�bration� wood� �bre� deformation� fracture� �nite element simulations�
microstructure



Notations

Notations and symbols are explained in the text where they �rst appear� A list of main
notations used is given below�

General notations

�� � incremental quantity
d� � di	erential quantity
�� � time di	erentiation of � �
�� � second time di	erentiation of � �
�� � quantity referred to local system

� �in quantity at increment n and iteration i

Roman upper case letters

A transformation matrix for stress and strain vectors
B transformation matrix for crack elements
C Jacobian matrix of constitutive model
D rate of deformation tensor
D material parameter de�ning strain rate dependence for foam plasticity model
E modulus of elasticity
F yield function
G out of balance force vector
G shear modulus
GF fracture energy
Hfn ratio of normal softening stress at current loading rate to the stress at

reference loading rate
Hfs ratio of shear softening stress at current loading rate to the stress at

reference loading rate
Hp ratio of yield stress at nonzero strain rate to static yield stress
I identity tensor
J ratio of current to original volume
Jel elastic part of the ratio of current to original volume
Jpl plastic part of the ratio of current to original volume
K tangent sti	ness matrix



Kload load sti	ness matrix
�K Jacobian matrix
L velocity gradient
M mass matrix
M constant used in yield function for foam plasticity model
N interpolation functions
Pext external forces
Pint internal forces
�R rotation increment
S deviatoric part of Cauchy stress tensor
T� R� L tangential� radial and longitudinal direction
V volume
V� volume in reference con�guration
W spin tensor
X material coordinates

Roman lower case letters

a nodal displacements
b body force vector
c parameters used to approximate weight functions v
e strain vector
e nominal strain
fd yield stress at nonzero strain rate
f� static yield stress
fs shear strength
ft tensile strength
f�t shear strength at reference loading rate
h potential function for plasticity
k� initial sti	ness of crack elements
k� slope of the �rst softening branch for crack elements
l length
lc critical length of specimen for stable test performance
l� initial length
m�n coupling parameter for mixed mode fracturing
m� weight of wood in oven�dry condition
mw weight of wood with moisture content w
n unit normal vector
p equivalent pressure stress
pc yield stress in hydrostatic compression
pc�� initial yield stress in hydrostatic compression
pt strength in hydrostatic tension
q von Mises equivalent stress
r material parameter de�ning strain rate dependence for foam plasticity model
s stress vector



t traction vector
t time
u displacement vector
uh horizontal displacement in combined compression and shear tests
uv vertical displacement in combined compression and shear tests
v vector of weight functions
w moisture content
x spatial coordinates

Greek letters

� parameter for numerical damping
� parameter used in Newmark�s algorithm
� parameter used in Newmark�s algorithm
� relative displacement at fracture zone
�n relative normal displacement at fracture zone
�s relative shear displacement at fracture zone
�n� relative normal displacement for zero normal stress
�s� relative shear displacement for zero shear stress
�n� relative normal displacement at breakpoint on

normal stress�displacement curve
�s� relative shear displacement at breakpoint on

shear stress�displacement curve
� total strain
�� strain rate tensor
�
�
el elastic part of strain rate tensor
�
�
pl plastic part of strain rate tensor
�log logarithmic strain
�vol volumetric strain
�elvol elastic part of volumetric strain

�plvol plastic part of volumetric strain
�� ����� angles
�� plastic multiplier
� coe�cient of friction
	 Poisson�s ratio

 current density

� density referred to the reference volume

��
� breakpoints de�ning the density variation over a growth ring

c density of a cell

c� cell wall bulk density

e average density of the earlywood region

l average density of the transitionwood region

t average density of the latewood region

t average density of the growth ring
� Cauchy stress tensor



�n normal stress at fracture zone
�n� normal stress at breakpoint on stress�displacement curve
��n normal stress at fracture zone for reference loading rate
�p contact pressure at fracture zone
�s shear stress at fracture zone
�s� shear stress at breakpoint on stress�displacement curve
��n shear stress at fracture zone for reference loading rate
�� initial yield stress in uniaxial compression
� Kirchho	 stress tensor
�� Jaumann rate of Kirchho	 stress tensor
�� material time rate of Kirchho	 stress tensor
�� orientation of local coordinate system for crack elements
�a� �b orientation of crack element boundaries
 angle de�ning direction of loading in combined compression and shear test
� mixed mode fracture angle
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Chapter �

Introduction

��� General Remarks

The pulp and paper manufacturing industry is of great importance to Sweden� which
is one of the leading pulp and paper exporting nations of the world� There are two
main types of pulp� chemical and mechanical� In chemical pulping� the wood �bres
are separated by chemical means� whereas in mechanical pulping they are separated
by mechanical processes� Mechanical pulping has several advantages in comparison
with chemical pulping� such as its having a very high pulp yield and low investment
costs� Because of its unique properties� mechanical pulp is used extensively in many
printing paper and paper board grades� Newsprint and magazine papers are mainly
produced through use of mechanical pulp� A major disadvantage of mechanical pulp�
ing� however� is the large energy consumption it results in� In Sweden approximately
� TWh of electrical energy are needed annually for producing some � million tons of
mechanical pulp� Only a small percentage of the electrical energy supplied is utilized
to create well�re�ned pulp �bres� however� The majority of the energy is converted
to heat without it having much e	ect on the properties of the pulp� There is thus
a large potential for saving energy ����� If the mechanical pulp industry is to remain
competitive� energy e�ciency needs to be increased� The fact that the mechanics of the
de�bration processes are incompletely understood� however� prevents the development
of improved de�bration methods�

��� Aim and Scope of Investigation

Numerical simulations by means of the �nite element method represent a powerful
tool that can be used to analyse and simulate di	erent de�bration processes� For
instance� the in
uence of di	erent combinations of loading modes� loading direction
and loading rate can be studied numerically in order to �nd more optimal combinations
with respect to energy consumption and �bre properties� This information can then be
used to optimize the mechanical pulping processes currently employed� or to develop
new processes and de�bration techniques� The main application dealt with in this
thesis is that of mechanical pulping� It should be emphasized� however� that there

�



� CHAPTER �� INTRODUCTION

are also other industrial processes that aim at disintegrating wooden materials� such
as sawing� wood chipping and lumber cutting� For these applications as well� �nite
element simulations could be very useful for improving and further developing the
techniques currently employed�
Numerical simulations of such complex processes require the use of proper consti�

tutive models� From a mechanical point of view� wood is a very advanced material�
Its anisotropy and inhomogeneity as well as its elastic� plastic and fracture mechanical
properties need to be taken into account in order for realistic numerical simulations to
be performed�
The thesis deals with di	erent aspects of the material modelling of wood when

disintegration and de�bration of wood are simulated� The major aim of the study
is to increase knowledge of suitable material modelling approaches for simulation of
this type� One of the main issues involved is the level of modelling� Two modelling
approaches are considered in the thesis� one involving continuum models and the other
modelling at the microstructural level� Continuum modelling is needed in order to
simulate the initial breakdown of the wooden chips� and micro�modelling in order
to analyse the later stages of de�bration� Numerical simulations related to initial
de�bration processes� using the two modelling approaches just referred to� are presented
and are compared with experimental results�
A signi�cant part of the work performed involved experimental investigations� The

mechanical behaviour of wood chips subjected to a number of well�de�ned loading
modes was studied� Material tests concerned with elastic� plastic and fracturing char�
acteristics were also carried out� These tests were performed in order to obtain input
for the material models� as well as to contribute to a basic understanding of the com�
plex mechanical behaviour of the wooden material� A further aim of the project was
to obtain improved insight into the mechanics of the initial de�bration processes�
The study focuses on the initial conversion of wood to �bres rather than on the

�nal transformation of the individual �bres through further treatment� aimed at giving
them suitable paper�making properties� This is based on the fact that the initial
de�bration has a crucial e	ect on both the �nal quality of the pulp and the total
energy consumption required� It is essential to be able to control the initial de�bration
so that breakdown occurs in the best possible way� A tough initial de�bration� for
example� may result in a considerably more favourable initiation of fractures in the
wood structure than de�bration does which is carried out under milder conditions�
The study is limited to wood loaded perpendicular to the grain� This direction

of loading is of considerable interest in connection with mechanical pulping applica�
tions� in which it is highly important to obtain well�collapsed �bres so that the pulp
will possess good paper�making properties� Also� only clear wood is dealt with� in�
homogeneities such as knots and anomalies are not considered� De�bration is a very
complex process� and not much is known about how chip disintegration and �bre sepa�
ration and preparation take place� In order to be able to perform simulations and gain
sound knowledge of wood de�bration� a number of limiting choices were made� result�
ing in the conditions used di	ering from those present in de�bration processes used
commercially� The aim is thus not to take all parameters of importance into account�
Instead� certain speci�c parameters that could be controlled both in simulations and
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in experiments are studied� The di	erences between the conditions and parameters
considered in this study and the conditions in actual industrial de�bration processes
are pointed out in Table ����

Table ���� Comparison between conditions in current industrial de�bration processes
and parameters considered in this study�

Variables De�bration Experiments Simulations

Raw material Mainly spruce Spruce Spruce
Moisture content Normally above �� � ��� �� � ��� �� �
Temperature � ���� C � ��� C � ��� C
Loading rate Up to ��� ms Mainly quasi�static ���� ms
Loading mode Random Well�de�ned Well�de�ned

Pre�treatment of chips Chemical or mechanical None None

The study was carried out during the past �ve years in collaboration with other Swedish
researchers� Certain parts of the work presented in the thesis has been published
previously� in a licentiate thesis ����� a refereed paper ����� internal reports ���� ��� and
in conference papers ���� ��� ��� ����

��� Outline

The general background to the study is considered in Chapter �� A description of the
structure and the mechanical properties of softwoods� which constitute the main raw
material for mechanical pulping� are presented together with a brief description of me�
chanical pulping� The major processes in use� the modes of �bre separation� properties
of the pulp and of the �bres as well as the huge energy consumption� are discussed�
Chapter � deals with experimental work� three di	erent types of tests being dealt with�
compression and shear tests concerning the behaviour of wood when loaded in radial
compression and tangential shear as well as in di	erent combinations of compression
and shear� tensile tests dealing with the fracture mechanical behaviour of wood� and
chip shearing tests demonstrating the complex behaviour of wood when loaded per�
pendicular to the grain under conditions resembling those present during re�ning� In
particular� the in
uence of specimen orientation versus loading direction is studied�
Chapter � concerns the constitutive modelling of wood� Modelling at both the

macro� and the microstructural level is considered� modelling approaches for both these
structural levels being taken up� A mixed�mode fracture model is presented� In Chapter
� the procedure used for the numerical simulations dealt with in the two subsequent
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chapters is outlined� The �nite element formulation� the solution techniques employed�
and the implementation of the fracture mechanics model are described� Chapter �
concerns numerical simulations of wood disintegration at the macrostructural level�
Several numerical examples are presented and comparisons are made with experimental
results� The e	ect of the loading rate on fracturing behaviour is also studied� In
Chapter �� numerical examples of modelling at the microstructural level are presented�
The e	ects of di	erent constitutive assumptions on the behaviour of the cell structure
are investigated� In Chapter �� �nally� concluding remarks are presented and possible
future work is discussed�



Chapter �

General Background

��� Introduction

This chapter considers the background to the present work� The �rst section contains
a brief description of softwoods� which represent the most suitable raw material for
manufacturing mechanical pulps� spruce being particularly good in this respect� The
spruce �bre is relatively long and has a cross section favourable in order to give it a
suitable 
exibility by mechanical treatment� The softwood structure is described at
the macro� the micro and the cell wall level� the mechanical properties likewise being
discussed� For a more complete description of the structure and properties of softwoods�
see e� g� Bodig and Jayne ���� Dinwoodie ���� ���� and Kollmann and C�ot�e ����� The
second section of the chapter deals with mechanical pulping and focuses on re�ning�
which is the dominating mechanical pulping process� The mode of �bre separation� the
properties of the pulp and the �bres� and the huge energy consumption are discussed
as well�

��� Structure and Properties of Softwoods

����� Macrostructure

Wood is a cellular material with a high degree of anisotropy� Figure ��� shows a wedge�
shaped segment cut from a twelve�year�old softwood tree� The tree consists of a central
core containing conductive tissues on the inside and dead protective outer bark on the
outside� The central core is composed mainly of wood in the inner parts and of the
inner and living layer of bark towards the outside� with a cambium layer separating
the two� The innermost part is called the pith� The growth and formation of new cells
takes place in the cambium� which is a zone of cells capable of repeated cell divisions�
Each growing season� the cambium forms a new layer of wood and a certain amount
of additional bark over the entire surface of the stem� resulting in an increase in stem
diameter� The growth and formation of new cells can be characterized as proceeding
rapidly in the early spring and slowing down late in the summer� before �nally ceasing
in the fall� Such a growth pattern results in di	erent kinds of wood being formed in

�
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various seasons in the year� The light�coloured portion of the growth ring� termed
earlywood� is formed in the spring� whereas the darker part� the latewood� is formed
later in the season� mainly during the summer�

Pith

Outer bark

Inner bark

Rays

Sapwood

Heartwood

Cambium

Latewood
Earlywood

Growth ring

T

L

R

Figure ���� A wedge�shaped segment cut from a twelve�year�old softwood tree� R� T
and L denote the radial� tangential and longitudinal directions� respectively�

The wood material in the outer growth rings of the stem� called the sapwood�
serves to conduct water and nutrients to the crown of the tree� The wood material
inside the sapwood where there is no transportation of water and nutrients is called
the heartwood� The primary di	erence between the heartwood and the sapwood is the
appearance of extractable chemicals� These are primarily responsible for giving the
heartwood its unique properties� such as its high resistance to insects and to decay� an
increase in density� and for some species a darker colour�
Because of the manner in which a tree grows and the arrangements of the wood

cells within the stem� three principal directions are usually referred to in describing the
properties of wood� These are the longitudinal� the radial and the tangential direction
�the latter being in the direction of the growth ring�� these being denoted as L� R and
T� respectively�

����� Microstructure

Softwoods contain di	erent cell types� By far the major part of the wood in softwoods
�������� is composed of long slender cells known as longitudinal tracheids� Ray cells
constitute most of the remainder of the wood in softwoods� Although a few other types
of cells may occur� these make up an insigni�cant part of the volume�
The longitudinal tracheids are oriented almost parallel to the axis of the stem� Lon�

gitudinal tracheids are normally ��� mm long and only ����� �m thick� which means
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that they are about ��� times greater in length than in cross dimensions� These tra�
cheids are almost rectangular in cross section and have hollow centers �lumens�� which
are closed at the ends� The main functions of these cells are to provide mechanical
support in the stem and to transport water and nutrients to the crown of the tree� The
transportation of water and nutrients is restricted to the living cells� speci�cally the
sapwood tracheids� whereas both the sapwood and heartwood cells are active in sup�
porting the tree� The ray cells are oriented perpendicular to the longitudinal tracheids�
They extend in radial direction from the pith to the bark� Their function is primarily
that of water and nutrient transportation in the radial direction�
The cellular structure of softwood is illustrated in Figure ��� in which earlywood

tracheids� latewood tracheids and ray cells are shown� At this level of magni�cation�
it is easy to see with the unaided eye why wood formed in the latter part of a growing
season appears di	erent than that formed earlier in the year� The latewood tissue is
of greater density� being composed of cells of relatively small radial diameter� thick
cell walls and small lumens� It is this tissue that forms the darker�coloured portion of
the growth ring� Characteristic for softwoods is that the cells are aligned in straight
parallel rows� combined with straight rays that cross them�

T

L

R
Ray cells

Earlywood 
tracheids

Latewood
tracheids

Figure ���� Cellular structure of softwood� R� T and L denote the radial� tangential
and longitudinal directions� respectively� From Barrett ����
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����� Cell wall

Wood can be regarded as a composite material with a cellular structure� the cells being
built up of small units called micro�brils� which are embedded in a matrix consisting
of lignin and hemicellulose� The cells in turn are embedded in a matrix of lignin� The
micro�brils consist of cellulose chains and have a thickness of ����� nm and a length
of approximately ���� nm�
The cell wall consists of several layers� di	ering mainly in their micro�brillar ori�

entation� see Figure ���� The outermost layer� or the primary wall �P�� is a thin layer
with randomly�oriented micro�brils� Inside this� there is a secondary wall consisting
of three distinct layers� a thin outer layer with crosswise�oriented micro�brils� a thick
central layer with the micro�brils nearly parallel to the cell axis� and a thin inner layer
composed of micro�brils roughly parallel to those in the outer layer� except that they
are not oriented crosswise� The three layers are designated as S�� S� and S�� respec�
tively� The S� layer is the thickest� constituting the bulk of the cell wall �approximately
�������� Consequently� this layer has a major in
uence on the mechanical behavior
of the cell� Between the cells there is a layer consisting mainly of lignin� This layer�
referred to as the middle lamella �ML�� serves as a bonding medium holding the �bres
together�

Secondary wall:
      Outer layer (S1)
      Middle layer (S2)
      Inner layer (S3)

      Primary wall

      Middle lamella
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Figure ���� Schematic illustration of the cell wall structure indicating the micro�brillar
orientation within the layers�

The volumetric fractions� the chemical composition and the micro�bril angle of the
di	erent cell wall layers are given in Table ���� The values of the micro�brillar angle
given in the table are only average values for the layers� The micro�brillar angle appears
to vary systematically along the length of the �bre as well as across the wall thickness�
Systematic di	erences in micro�brillar orientation between radial and tangential walls
have also been found�
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Table ���� Volumetric fractions� chemical composition and micro�bril angles of the cell
wall layers in spruce tracheids according to Fengel ���� and Dinwoodie ����

Layer Thickness ��m� Chemical composition ��� Micro�bril
Earlyw� Latew� Cellulose Hemicellulose Lignin angle � ��

ML ��� ��� �� �ML P� �� �ML P� �� �ML P� �
P ��� ��� �� �ML P� �� �ML P� �� �ML P� Random
S� ��� ��� �� �� �� �

�
�����

S� ��� ��� �� �S� S�� �� �S� S�� �� �S� S�� �����
S� ���� ���� �� �S� S�� �� �S� S�� �� �S� S�� �����

����� Mechanical properties

Due to its cellular structure� wood is a highly anisotropic material� Because of the
manner in which a tree grows and the arrangement of the wood cells within the stem�
wood can basically be considered as a cylindrical orthotropic material� one that pos�
sesses three principal directions� the longitudinal ��bre direction�� the radial and the
tangential� denoted by L� R and T respectively� see Figure ���� Hooke�s generalized
law for a linear elastic orthotropic material can with these indices be written as
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or shorter as

ee ! Cs �����

or in the inverse form

s ! Dee� D ! C�� �����

where ee is the elastic strain vector� s is the stress vector� C the 
exibility or compliance
matrix and D the material sti	ness matrix� The parameters EL� ER and ET are the
moduli of elasticity in the three orthotropic directions and GLR� GLT and GRT are the
shear moduli in the respective orthotropic planes� The parameters 	LR� 	LT � 	RL� 	RT �
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	TL and 	TR are Poisson�s ratios� The compliance matrix is symmetric� which implies
that

	RL
ER

!
	LR
EL

�
	TL
ET

!
	LT
EL

�
	TR
ET

!
	RT
ER

� �����

There are thus nine independent parameters describing the sti	ness of an orthotropic
material� If the principal orthotropic material directions do not coincide with those of
the global coordinate system� a transformation of the constitutive matrices must be
made� For a change of coordinate system� the stress vector transforms according to

s� ! As� �����

where s� is the stress vector with reference to the global directions� s is the stress vector
in the local material directions and A is the transformation matrix� Since the strain
energy sTe is invariant it can be concluded that the strain vector transforms according
to

e ! ATe�� �����

By using Eq� ����� and ����� the transformation rules for the constitutive matrices C
and D� expressed with reference to the local material directions� into C� and D�� with
reference to the global directions� can be established

C� ! �AT ���CA��� D� ! ADAT � �����

The strength and sti	ness of wood are considerably greater in the longitudinal
than in the perpendicular directions� This is easily understood since ������ of the
�bres are oriented longitudinally� There is also a di	erence in properties between
the radial and tangential directions� Reasons for the di	erence in sti	ness between
the two directions perpendicular to the grain are the presence of the rays� which are
oriented in the radial direction� the di	erence in cellular structure between the radial
and tangential directions and possibly also di	erent orientations of the micro�brils for
radially and tangentially cell walls� The elastic moduli vary with species� moisture
content� temperature etc� but in general the moduli are related according to the
following ratios ����

EL � ER � ET � �� � ��� � �

GLR � GLT � GRT � �� � ��� � �

EL � GLR � �� � ��

By using the transformation rules� Eq� ������ the elastic moduli for arbitrary mate�
rial orientations can be determined� In Figure ��� the modulus of elasticity perpendic�
ular to the grain Ey is shown as a function of the annual ring orientation� The example
is based on the sti	ness ratios given above and assuming a value of the modulus of
elasticity in the longitudinal direction of EL!����� MPa� This yields the following
values of the moduli perpendicular to the grain� ER!��� MPa� ET!��� MPa and
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GRT!�� MPa� Poisson� s ratio 	TR is set equal to ����� The annual ring orientation is
de�ned by the angle �� For the case of �!�� the global direction coincides with that of
the radial direction and Ey!ER� and for �!��

� the global direction coincides with that
of the tangential and Ey!ET � For many of the intermediate orientations the modulus
of elasticity Ey is considerably lower than ET � The lowest values are even lower than
half of that of ET and are obtained at an angle of about ��

�� The reason for the low
sti	ness values is the low modulus in rolling shear GRT � Low values of the modu�
lus of elasticity perpendicular to the grain have also been determined experimentally�
Gustafsson and Enquist ���� report values for Pinus Sylvestris L� as low as �� MPa for
tensile loading and ��� MPa for compressive loading�
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Figure ���� Modulus of elasticity perpendicular to the grain as a function of the annual
ring orientation�

The moisture content has a considerable in
uence on the elastic properties� The
reduction in sti	ness as the moisture content increases is approximately linear up to
the point of �bre saturation� further increase in moisture content has no in
uence on
the sti	ness� The in
uence of moisture content is signi�cantly greater on the radial and
tangential elastic moduli than on the longitudinal moduli ����� The sti	ness perpen�
dicular to the grain at the point of �bre saturation is only about half of that under dry
conditions ����� The in
uence of moisture content on strength is also of considerable
importance� up to the point of �bre saturation� The moisture content w is here de�ned
as

w !
mw �m�

m�

�����

wheremw is the weight of the wood with the moisture content w andm� is the weight in
oven�dry condition� The point of �bre saturation for spruce corresponds to a moisture
content slightly below �� ��
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There is also a dependence of the temperature on the elastic properties� strength and
sti	ness decrease with increasing temperature� The relations between these properties
and the temperature are often treated as linear and reversible up to a temperature
of about ������� At higher temperatures� thermal degradation of the wood substance
takes place which may result in permanent sti	ness and strength reduction� It has
also been shown that the in
uence of temperature is greater the higher the moisture
content ��� ����
The sti	ness and strength properties of wood are strongly dependent on the density�

Normally� the larger the density� the higher the sti	ness and strength� This is obvious
since density is a function of the cell wall thickness to the cell diameter� Due to the
large di	erence in cell wall thickness between earlywood and latewood� the density of
wood varies considerably over a growth ring� Figure ��� shows the fraction of the cell
wall area to the total area over some growth rings� Due to the large di	erence in density
between earlywood and latewood� the mechanical properties di	er markedly between
the two phases� The sti	ness and strength are considerably higher for latewood than
for earlywood� and the latewood acts as a sti	 reinforcement�
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Figure ���� Variation in density� in the radial direction� over some growth rings�
Wigge �����

For wood� several ways of de�ning the density are used� One common measure is
the oven�dry weight divided by the volume in the green condition� other measures are
those of the oven�dry weight divided by the oven�dry volume or the oven�dry weight
divided by the volume at a speci�ed moisture content� In this study� density in terms
of the oven�dry weight divided by the volume in the green condition is used�
When wood is loaded beyond the elastic region� irreversible changes in the material

take place� Wood behaves highly nonlinear above the limit of proportionality� and its
behavior is in
uenced by several factors such as density� moisture content� temperature�
duration of loading etc� Typical stress�strain curves for wood in dry condition loaded in
compression and tension in di	erent directions are shown in Figure ���� When loaded in
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compression the response can� for all three main directions� be characterized by a initial
elastic region� followed by a plateau region and �nally a region with rapidly increasing
stress� Compression in the tangential direction gives a smooth stress�strain curve rising
gently throughout the plateau� whereas compression in the radial direction may give
a slightly irregular stress plateau often starting with a small drop in stress after the
linear elastic region has been passed� The tangential and radial yield stresses are about
equal� The yield stress in the axial direction is considerably higher than that in the
radial and tangential directions� and the plateau region is serrated ����� For compression
perpendicular to the grain� three basic failure patterns can be distinguished� depending
on the orientation of the growth rings in relation to the direction of loading� Figure ����
For radial compression� crushing failure occurs in the earlywood zone� Tangential
compression may result in buckling of the growth rings� whereas shear failure often
occurs for loading at an angle to the growth rings�
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Compression (L)
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Figure ���� Typical stress�strain curves for wood loaded in compression in the longitu�
dinal� radial and tangential directions and for tension in the longitudinal direction�

The compressive behavior of wet spruce loaded perpendicular to the grain has been
studied by Uhmeier ����� Uhmeier� Vansteenkiste and Salm�en ���� and Vansteenkiste �����
In ���� the in
uence of various parameters such as loading rate and temperature on the
mechanical response of spruce compressed radially was investigated� In ���� the in
u�
ence of specimen height and of loading rate was investigated� results of both radial and
tangential compression tests of earlywood being presented� From these investigations it
was concluded that the compressive response is clearly dependent on the loading rate�
the higher the loading rate the higher the stress in the plateau region� The in
uence
of the loading rate was greatest for the highest loading rate� probably due to a high
resistance in squeezing out the lumen water from the saturated specimens ����� Higher
temperatures result in lower stress plateau values� and the in
uence of temperature
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Figure ���� Failure types in compression perpendicular to the grain� Adopted from ����
Left� crushing of earlywood� Middle� buckling of growth rings� Right� shear failure�

was found to be linear for all strain rates in the temperature and strain rate inter�
val studied� In ���� the response of earlywood� latewood and a mix of earlywood and
latewood loaded in tangential compression was investigated� The tests were performed
on spruce in wet condition �saturated� and at low strain rates� It was found that the
latewood was considerably sti	er �and stronger� than the earlywood� the plateau stress
being higher and the plateau region shorter and steeper for the specimens containing
latewood�
The aim in mechanical pulping is to create fractures in the wood so that the �bres

are separated� In wood� eight systems of crack propagation might be identi�ed� as
illustrated in Figure ���� Each system is identi�ed by two letters� the �rst indicating
the normal to the crack surface and the second the direction of crack growth� Due to
the density gradient in the growth rings� a microscopic asymmetry is introduced� The  
sign means that the crack propagates away from the center of the tree whereas the � sign
that it propagates towards the center� For each of the eight cases de�ned above fracture
can occur in three di	erent modes� see Figure ���� Mode I represents symmetric opening
perpendicular to the crack surface� while Modes II and III denote antisymmetric shear
separations� For wood� cracks may then arise in �� di	erent manners� The resistance
to crack propagation across the grain �the LT and LR systems� is much higher than
in the other systems� The ray cells are of great importance since they act as crack
initiators in the TL and TR systems and as crack arrestors in the RL and RT�
Tensile loading perpendicular to the grain gives rise to three di	erent failure pat�

terns� tensile fracture in the earlywood for radial loading� tensile failure in the wood
rays for tangential loading and shear failure along a growth ring when loaded at an
angle to the growth rings� At the microstructural level the crack propagation for Mode
I loading may occur in two di	erent ways� Figure ����� The crack may advance across
the cell walls �cell wall breaking�� or it may propagate between two adjacent cells close
to the middle lamella �cell wall peeling�� The cell wall breaking type propagation is in
general not considered desirable in mechanical pulping since it gives rise to damaged
�bres� The cell wall peeling type with fracturing at the S� or S� layer of the secondary
wall is preferred� whereas fracturing in the middle lamella should be avoided� Crack
propagation in thin�walled earlywood is commonly caused by cell wall breaking� When
cracks propagate in the TR direction� the peeling type predominates ���� Cracks in
the TR direction seek rays and then propagate along them� Johnson ����� The peeling
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Figure ���� Eight crack propagation systems in wood� The distinction between R 
and R� directions arises due to the asymmetric structure of the growth ring� Gibson
and Ashby �����

type is favoured by thick cell walls ��� and high temperatures� At room temperature
the failure commonly occurs in the primary wall and in the S� layer of the secondary
wall� whereas in the case of high temperatures the crack path� due to the softening of
the lignin and the hemicellulose� is gradually transferred towards the middle lamella�
Koran ����� ����� Koran and Salmen �����
An important parameter for characterizing fracture mechanical properties is the

fracture energy GF � de�ned as the energy needed to bring a unit area of the mate�
rial to complete fracture� Di	erent test methods for determining fracture mechanics
properties of wood have been developed ���� and the most comprehensive studies have
been performed in Mode I fracture perpendicular to the grain� One method used to
determine the fracture energy for Mode I tensile fracture perpendicular to the grain is

Mode IIIMode I Mode II

Figure ���� The three di	erent modes of fracture� Mode I� the opening or cleavage
mode� Mode II� the forward shear or sliding mode� and mode III� the transverse shear
or tearing mode�
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Figure ����� Crack propagation at the microstructural level for Mode I loading� Left�
cell wall breaking� Right� cell wall peeling� Gibson and Ashby �����

a three�point bending test of a notched beam composed of three pieces of wood glued
together� The fracture energy is evaluated as the total work to fracture divided by the
area of the fracture cross section� The main assumption made in the evaluation is that
no less and no more than the external work goes into creating the fracture surface�
This method has been applied by several investigators� e� g� ���� ��� ��� ���� Another
type of test is fracture softening tests� In this type of test the stress versus deformation
performance of the material is recorded� including the descending branch of the curve
showing the gradual decrease in stress at increasing deformation� One problem with
this type of test is achieving su�cient stable test performance and avoiding unstable
brittle failure� This implies that the length of the specimen must be small� the critical
specimen length for spruce is in the range of ��� mm� Also� the cross section needs to
be small in order to get as uniform stress distribution over the fracture zone as possible�
The specimen must be large enough to enable accurate handling during preparation and
gluing� however� This type of test thus involves some di�culties concerning specimen
design and preparation� on the other hand� it yields much information and material
data that are needed in cohesive fracture models� This test method can be applied to
evaluate fracturing properties for tension perpendicular to the grain ��� ���� forward
shear ��� ��� ��� and combined tension and shear ����� The e	ect of the grain orien�
tation on the fracturing properties in Mode I tension perpendicular to the grain was
examined by Bostr�om ���� He investigated fracturing in the RL and TL modes and
also for one orientation between RL and TL� It was found that the curves had the
same shape for all three orientations with an initial rapid decrease in stress after peak
stress� followed by a region with considerably slower decrease with increasing defor�
mation� The di	erences in tensile strength and fracture energy between the directions
examined were about �� �� Investigations of the shear fracturing properties treat
longitudinal shearing exclusively� references to the properties in rolling shear fracture
were not found in the literature� Typical values of the fracture energy for softwoods
at low moisture contents and at low temperatures for the case of Mode I tangential
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tensile fracture are in the range of ������� Nmm� and for Mode II shearing about
�������� Nmm�� i� e the fracture energy in longitudinal shear is about three times as
high as that for tensile fracture� By comparing fracture energy values reported in the
literature� it can be concluded that higher values of the fracture energy are often ob�
tained from the three�point bending test than from stable tensile tests� This is because
the major assumption made when evaluating GF from the test results is not ful�lled�
i� e due to inelastic response of the material outside the fracture zone andor external
work being transferred to kinetic energy which is lost by damping ���� ����
The moisture content is� perhaps� the most important environmental parameter

that has to be taken into account for the fracturing of wood� There is no doubt about
the in
uence of moisture content� but there is no agreement on how the moisture
a	ects the resistance to cracking ����� The e	ect of the moisture content on the Mode I
fracture energy using the three�point bending specimen has been investigated by e� g�
Kretschman ����� Smith ���� and Rug et al� ����� Kretschman found that the fracture
energy of Southern Pine increases linearly with increasing moisture content for moisture
contents varying between � � and �� �� The fracture energy was found to be about
�� � higher for the highest moisture content than for the lowest� Smith studied the
in
uence of the moisture content on the fracture energy of Red Pine for moisture
contents between � � and �� �� He found that the fracture energy increases with
increasing moisture content up to a moisture content of �� �� For higher values of
the moisture content� the fracture energy decreases with increasing moisture content�
The maximum value of GF for a moisture content of �� � was �� � higher than the
corresponding value at a moisture content of � �� and �� � higher than the value
obtained at �� � moisture content� In ���� Rug et al� report values of the Mode I
fracture energy at three di	erent moisture levels� ��� �� and �� �� for Pinus Sylvestris�
They concluded that there was a small decrease in fracture energy when going from
�� � to �� � moisture content and no change when going from �� � to �� ��
The in
uence of temperature on the fracture mechanical properties is of great im�

portance for mechanical pulping applications� Results of how fracture energy varies
with temperature have been presented by Koran in e� g� ���� and ����� The tests per�
formed by Koran were unstable however� and the recorded work�to�maximum�load is
not a proper measure of the fracture energy of the material� Unfortunately� no conclu�
sions regarding the in
uence of temperature on the fracture energy can therefore be
drawn from Koran�s investigations� see Holmberg �����

��� Mechanical Pulping

����� General remarks

The objective in producing pulp is to separate the wood �bres and give them properties
suitable for making paper� There are two main types of pulp� In chemical pulp� the
�bres are separated by removing the lignin by chemical means� �Lignin is the binding
agent holding the �bres together�� In mechanical pulp� the �bres are separated by
mechanical processes� Two main types of processes are employed in manufacturing
mechanical pulp� In the grinding process �groundwood pulp�� logs are pressed against
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a revolving stone� water being used as a lubricant� In the re�ning or de�bration process
�re�ner pulp�� wood chips are disintegrated� the �bres being prepared in the small gap
between parallel and patterned re�ner discs� where either one or both discs revolve�
An elementary presentation of the di	erent processes involved in producing chemical
and mechanical pulps is given in �����
The advantages of mechanical pulp over chemical pulp is that the mechanical pulp

making process is relatively simple� the investment costs are lower� the pulp yield is
very high and the optical properties are better� Drawbacks are that the mechanical
pulp has lower strength than chemical pulp and that its aging behavior reduces its use�
The optical properties of groundwood are excellent� but their poor mechanical prop�

erties make it necessary to reinforce them with chemical pulp �bres� Re�ner pulp is
signi�cantly stronger than groundwood pulp and the need for chemical pulp �bres is
eliminated or reduced� The broader supply of raw materials is another advantage of
re�ning over grinding� �Remnants from sawmills� material from thinnings and dis�
torted wood can be utilized since the wood is subdivided into chips�� This study is
focused on the re�ning process� since it is the dominating mechanical pulping process�
Approximately �� � ������ of the mechanical pulp manufactured in Sweden is re�ner
pulp� The various types of pulp di	er in their properties� regarding both paper strength
and printability� and they are therefore used in di	erent products� Mechanical pulp is
mainly used for newsprint and magazine papers� Other areas of use are the production
of paper boards� tissues and 
u	� Approximately one quarter of all pulp produced in
Sweden is of the mechanical type�
A major drawback of the mechanical pulping processes is their large energy con�

sumption� A substantial part of the total energy production in Sweden is in fact
consumed in manufacturing mechanical pulps�

����� The re�ning process

When re�ner pulps are manufactured� the logs are �rst subdivided into chips with an
average length of about ����� mm in the grain direction� a thickness of about ��� mm
and a width of about ����� mm ����� The chips are fed� randomly oriented� to the center
of two re�ner discs� In a single�disc re�ner� only one of the discs revolves� whereas in
a double�disc re�ner both discs revolve� in opposite directions� see Figure ����� The
chips are successively disintegrated� the �bres being separated while moving towards
the periphery of the discs�
An example of a disc pattern is shown in Figure ����� The discs have a system of

elevated parts called bars and of lower parts called grooves� Forces are applied by the
bars to the chips and �bre bundles� In the grooves� the wooden particles are transported
in the radial direction towards the periphery� There are also restrictions� called dams�
located in the grooves� These force the pulp out from the grooves so that it can be
subjected to further treatment� The wooden material �rst reaches the breaker bar
zone� then the intermediate zone and �nally the re�ning zone before being discharged
from the re�ner� The design of the re�ner discs has mainly been based on empirical
knowledge� since the course of events in the re�ner is quite complex� Normally� the
discs have a coarse pattern near the center �breaker bar zone�� whereas the bars of
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Figure ����� View of a single�disc and a double�disc re�ner� The upper shaded disc
does not rotate�

the discs possess much �ner cross�sectional dimensions at the periphery� The discs can
be up to ��� m in diameter� They operate at between ���� and ���� revolutions per
minute� resulting in loading rates at the periphery of up to about ��� ms� The gap
between the two plates decreases from the center to the periphery� where it can be as
small as ��� mm� The loading caused by the two discs is illustrated in cross section in
Figure ����� The residence time for the wooden material in the re�ner is only about a
few seconds�

Breaker bar zone

Dam

GrooveBarRefining zone

Intermediate zone

Figure ����� Example of a disc pattern�
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Bar

Groove

Figure ����� The loading caused by the re�ner discs�

The mechanisms basic to the re�ning process are incompletely known� The process
can essentially be divided into two main phases� In the �rst phase� the wooden material
is separated into �bres and �bre bundles� This phase is referred to as the phase of
initial �bre separation or initial de�bration and takes place in the breaker bar zone�
The separated �bres are not yet ready to be used for making good�quality paper and
need to be further re�ned in order to possess better papermaking properties� In this
phase� the �brillation phase� the �bres are given suitable properties� such as good
optical properties� improved 
exibility and �bre�bonding ability� In addition� debris
and �brillar materials� or so�called �nes� are produced which signi�cantly contribute
to the �bre bonding and the optical and printability properties of the paper�
There are several modi�cations to the original re�ner mechanical pulp �RMP� pro�

cess� In the thermomechanical pulp �TMP� process� the wood chips are pre�heated with
steam prior to re�ning� The re�ning zone is pressurized and the re�ning is performed
either in one stage or in two stages� In two�stage re�ning� untreated �bre bundles
from the primary re�ner �rejects� are separated and further re�ned in a pressurized
or atmospheric re�ner� About �� � of the heat evolved during the re�ning process is
recovered as steam� This process was developed in the late sixties and has expanded
extensively since then� The TMP �bres are stronger than the RMP �bres� but the pro�
cess requires more energy than RMP� In the chemical thermomechanical pulp �CTMP�
a small amount of chemicals are added to the wood chips prior to re�ning� The CTMP
pulps are somewhat stronger than TMP pulps� The energy consumption is higher� the
wood yield lower and the opacity much lower� however �����

����� Fibre and pulp properties

High opacity and high brightness are desirable optical properties for all printing papers�
In order to get a good printability the surface smoothness needs to be high� Mechanical
properties such as high strength and sti	ness are also desirable� The �bre separation
and preparation should be done so that these optical� printability and mechanical
properties of the paper can be achieved� The structure of a paper for newsprint is
shown in Figure ����� It is essential that the �bres are collapsed� see Figure ����� This
gives good �bre bonding abilities� which is essential for the sti	ness and strength of the
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Figure ����� Micrograph of a paper for newsprint� From STFI�

paper� and high bending 
exibility of the �bre� which prevents or limits �bre rising� The
�bre should also have su�cient axial sti	ness and strength� According to Hartler ����
re�ner pulp �bers contain a large amount of axial microcompressions� These give rise
to reduced �bre sti	ness and strength� This may not reduce the strength of the paper�
however� since the bond strength normally is the critical factor for mechanical pulps�
Hartler ����� The following requirements are thus desirable in the re�ning process� high
brightness of the pulp� high degree of �bre collapse� optimum combination of strength
and sti	ness� high opacity and a low content of �bres with low bonding ability�
It should be emphasized that the pulp is a mixture of di	erent �bre types �early�

and latewood� juvenile and mature wood etc� and �bre fragments of various size �shives
and �nes�� This means that very di	erent paper qualities can be achieved by varying

Figure ����� Undeformed and collapsed �bre�
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this mixture� Pulps intended for di	erent use are mainly characterized by their di	erent
distributions between long� middle and �ne �bre fractions�
The most important properties used in characterizing the pulp are the shive content

and the freeness of the pulp� Shives are coarse� sti	 �bre bundles with poor bonding
ability� and the shive content should normally be as low as possible� Freeness is a
measure of the dewatering capacity of the pulp and gives a good indication of the
strength of the pulp and the �nal quality of the paper� Freeness is measured using a
standard test and given in ml CSF �Canadian Standard Freeness��

����� Fibre separation

The mode of �bre separation in the re�ning process is not well known� Atack and
May ��� observed that the wood chips in a double disc re�ner were� in the breaker
bar zone� reduced to small matchstick�like particles of rather uniform size with their
main axes in the grain direction� In ���� however� Atack et al� state that the chips are
disintegrated into coarse pulp at the inlet of the re�ner before entering the breaker bar
zone� According to May ���� the chips are broken down by fracture along the grain in
fairly well�de�ned stages� First� they are split into matchstick�like material� then into
more slender pin chips� larger �bre bundles� smaller bundles and �nally into separate
�bres as they move towards the periphery of the re�ning zone�
The importance of the conditions present during the initial de�bration has been

pointed out in a number of studies in recent years� Investigations of two�stage re�ning�
carried out by Falk et al� ����� showed that primary�stage re�ning is largely responsible
for establishing the characteristic properties of the pulp� whereas secondary re�ning has
only marginal in
uence� Stationwala and Karnis ���� studied a method for producing
pulp based on a combination of re�ning and grinding� They found that the manner
in which the �bres were separated during the initial stage of wood disintegration is
important in determining the �nal properties of the pulp� They also concluded that
the di	erences in quality between groundwood and re�ner�mechanical pulp arise from
the di	erence in the way in which the initial �bre separation occurs� The importance
of the initial de�bration step has also been emphasized by Heikkurinen et al� ���� and
Stationwala et al� �����

����� Energy consumption

The huge energy consumption required is a serious drawback in manufacturing re�ner
pulp� It has been estimated that only a small fraction of the electrical energy supplied
is utilized to create well�re�ned pulp �bres� Htun et al� ����� The majority of the energy
is converted to heat without a	ecting pulp properties� The energy in manufacturing
re�ner pulp is about ���� kWhton� In general� more energy is required to produce
pulp with higher quality� The increasing quality demands have therefore led to higher
energy consumption�
The total energy consumption in re�ning can be divided into the energy used to

separate the wood chips into �bres and �bre bundles �the initial de�bration phase��
Es� and the energy used to re�ne the �bres for development of �bre properties �the
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�brillation phase�� Ed� Marton et al� ���� found that Es corresponds to between ���� �
of the total energy consumption in producing a spruce TMP at a freeness of ��� ml
CSF� Based on re�ning experiments� Marton et al� ���� determined a theoretical value
of the separation energy Es at �� kWhton� This theoretical value only constitutes a
small fraction of the corresponding experimentally determined values for Es� indicating
an excessive waste of energy in the �bre separation phase� According to Atalla and
Wahren ��� an upper limit of the theoretical separation energy is �� kWhton� Several
other studies concerning theoretically determined energy values for �bre separation
and �bre development� and concerning the energy e�ciency in mechanical pulping�
have been presented� indicating a large energy saving potential� e� g� Atack et al� ����
Lamb ���� and Leider and Nissan� �����
Many e	orts have been made to decrease the energy consumption� For instance�

changes of the plate design� e� g� Miles and May ���� and Sabourin et al� ����� ad�
justments of the disc speed� e� g� Sundholm et al� ����� M�unster and Dahlquist ����
and Sabourin et al� ����� or changes of the re�ning temperature� e� g� H�agglund and
H�oglund ���� and H�oglund et al� ����� have been tested� Di	erent types of mechanical
loading on the wood chips as a pre�treatment has also been investigated� for instance
axial compression by Frazier and Williams ���� and screw press pre�treatment by Mur�
ton ����� Johansson et al� ����� Some improvements concerning the energy e�ciency
andor the pulp quality have been found� but no major breakthrough in energy reduc�
tion has yet been made� The most energy e�cient systems today work at a low plate
gap� which means that the �bres are treated more intensely and some ine�cient mild
loadings are avoided� H�oglund �����
In ���� H�oglund et al� present a new two�stage re�ner mechanical pulping system�

The system is based on the fact that the �nal pulp properties are mainly established
during primary re�ning� and that conditions during secondary re�ning are therefore of
less importance in determining the �nal pulp quality� Accordingly� secondary re�ning
is carried out at a temperature well above the softening temperature of the lignin�
so as to take advantage of the lower fracture strength of the wood structure at such
temperatures� This allows the energy consumption in producing news quality pulp to
be reduced by about �� �� The pulp quality� except for certain minor exceptions� is
equivalent to that of the reference pulp� If the primary re�ning were likewise carried
out at a temperature above the softening temperature of lignin� however� this would
lead to higher energy consumption and to relatively poor optical properties� This is
related to di�culties that exist in creating �ne material suitable in quality from �bres
that were initially separated in the lignin�rich middle lamella �����
H�oglund and Wilhelmsson ���� conclude that initial treatment at high frequencies

and temperatures well below the softening temperature of lignin is bene�cial for energy
consumption and for optical properties� whereas low frequencies and high temperatures
are unfavourable�

����� Concluding remarks

Conditions present during initial de�bration appear to be crucial for both the quality
of the pulp and the total consumption of energy� even though only a minor part of the
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total energy supplied is consumed during initial de�bration� Fracture initiation at the
beginning of the process appears to largely control the further fracturing of the wood
structure� This is the reason why the present study focuses on the initial conversion
of wood into �bres rather than being concerned with the transformation of individual
�bres into suitable �bre bundles through further treatment� It is essential to be able
to control the initial de�bration so that breakdown occurs in the best possible way
through an optimized combination of loading mode� loading rate and temperature�
This provides the conditions necessary for the saving of energy during subsequent
treatment and also for achieving a better quality of pulp�



Chapter �

Experimental Work

��� Introduction

The experimental work performed within this project is presented in this chapter�
The main objective of the experiments has been to increase knowledge about the me�
chanical behavior of wood� in particular about properties of relevance and interest for
mechanical pulping applications� The experimental results are also to be used for com�
puter simulations of initial de�bration processes� Only properties perpendicular to the
grain were studied� Three di	erent types of tests are dealt with� see Figure ���� The
combined compression and shear tests� described in Section ���� concern the behavior
of wood when loaded in radial compression and shear� The stable tensile tests� Sec�
tion ���� deal with fracturing properties of wood� the in
uence of the loading rate on
these properties was particularly investigated� The chip shearing tests� Section ����
illustrate the complex behavior of wood when loaded perpendicular to the grain under
loading conditions similar to those found during re�ning� Optical equipment was used
during the chip shearing tests and the compression and shear tests to obtain pictures
of the deformed specimens� All tests were carried out on spruce �Picea abies�� In the
case of the chip shearing tests and the compression tests� both dry and wet samples
were tested� whereas the tensile tests were performed on wood in wet condition only�

L
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R
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R

L

Figure ���� Di	erent types of test considered� Left� combined compression and shear
tests� Middle� stable tensile tests� Right� chip shearing tests� R� T and L denote the
radial� tangential and longitudinal directions� respectively�

��
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��� Combined Radial Compression and Shear

����� General remarks

In mechanical re�ning the wooden material is compressed between the re�ner bars�
In order to get good paper quality it is essential that the pulp �bres are collapsed�
This makes the behavior of wood loaded by compression perpendicular to the grain of
particular interest� The compressive behavior �perpendicular to the grain� of wood has
been studied in several investigations� e�g� ����� ����� ���� and ����� It has been shown
that a great deal of energy is needed in order to achieve collapsed �bres by repeated
compressive loading� Microscopic studies have indicated a combined compressive and
shear loading to be advantageous in order to achieve a more well�de�ned collapse of the
�bres than that obtained for pure compression� e� g� ����� It is also possible that the
energy required to collapse the �bres is lower for combined compression and shear� It
is therefore interesting to study whether the combined loading is more energy e�cient
than the pure compression mode�
In addition� control of mechanical behavior and properties is needed in order to be

able to perform realistic numerical simulations of wood disintegration� As is shown
in Section ���� compressive behavior is of great importance for the overall response
of wooden material� Tests involving combined compression and shear loading were
thus performed� the specimens being loaded in radial compression and shear loading
in the tangential direction� Several cases of combined loading as well as cases of pure
compression and pure shear loading were considered� Tests were performed on both
dry and wet samples�
The present study involves compressive loading perpendicular to the grain only�

Axial compression of wood �bers and the resulting �bre damage and their in
uence on
pulp properties has been studied by Hartler in e� g� ���� and �����

����� Specimens and test setup

The specimen geometry is shown in Figure ���� Most tests were carried out using
specimens with dimensions of approximately ������ mm� in the radial� tangential
and longitudinal directions� respectively� For some tests� specimens having a tangen�
tial width of �� mm were used instead� the dimensions in the other direction being
unchanged� The variations in dimensions were less than � �� The specimens were
prepared with a middle layer of earlywood and with layers of latewood on the upper
and lower parts� Approximately half of the specimens� thickness consisted of early�
wood� The cross sections of the specimens to be photographed were cut with a razor
blade in order to improve the image quality� All specimens were taken from an approx�
imately one�hundred�year�old spruce cut in southern Sweden �Gyvik� Sm"aland�� The
specimens were taken at chest height from the living tree at annual ring numbers ���
����� and ����� counted from the pith� The wooden material had an average density
of ��� kgm�� During the period of time between sample preparation and testing� the
specimens were kept under stable climate conditions at either ��� RH and ���C� or
������� RH and ���C� corresponding to a moisture content of approximately ��� and
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��� respectively� The specimens with an approximate moisture content of ��� will be
referred to in this work as dry specimens� and those with the higher moisture content
as wet specimens�
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L

Figure ���� Dimensions and �bre orientation of tested specimens� where R� T and L
denote the radial� tangential and longitudinal directions� respectively�

The loading mode is de�ned by the angle 

 ! arctan
�
uh
uv

�
�����

where uh is the prescribed horizontal displacement and uv is the prescribed vertical
displacement� Five cases were considered� namely !�� ����� ��� ���� and ���� Pure
compression corresponds to !�� and pure shearing to !���� At !����� the hor�
izontal displacement is about �� � of the vertical one� at !��� the horizontal and
vertical displacements are equal and at !����� the horizontal is about ��� times larger
than the vertical� For the case of !�� ���� and ��� the specimens were loaded up
to uv ! ��� mm �corresponding to an average compressive strain of about �� ��� and
then they were unloaded� For !���� and ��� the maximum deformation was set to
uh ! ��� mm �i�e� a shear strain of �� ���
The tests were performed using a biaxial electromechanical testing machine� The

load was measured using a load cell calibrated for ��� kN� and a LVDT transducer
was used to measure the deformations� The tests were displacement controlled and the
loading rate in the direction involving the largest displacement was set to ����� mms
�the loading rate in the other direction was governed by the angle �� The loading
rates at unloading were set to ten times higher than at loading� For the loading modes
that involved horizontal displacements �shear loading�� the specimens were bonded by
gluing to the testing machine in order to prevent slipping� A fast�curing cyanoacrylate
adhesive was used� For the pure compressive loading no adhesive was used�
In total� �� test series were carried out� The conditions for the di	erent test series

are summarized in Table ���� In addition to the main test program consisting of the
test series Ad�Ed and Aw�Ew� results from an earlier investigation involving pure radial
compression are also given� referred to as test series Fd and Fw� The test conditions
for these tests di	ered from those of series Ad�Ed and Aw�Ew mainly in three respects�
the specimen had a di	erent tangential width ��� mm instead of � mm�� the wooden
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material was not taken from the same annual rings �although from the same tree� and
no unloading was considered� For most test series� � successful tests were achieved�
For the wet specimens loaded in pure shear �test series Ew� no successful tests were
obtained� however� All � tests carried out were rejected� The total number of tests
carried out is ��� and the number of successful tests is ��� The reason for rejection was
in most cases failure in the adhesive layer� but in one case trouble with the test data
registration occurred �test series Fw��

Table ���� Test conditions for the di	erent test series�

Test Dimension Annual Moisture Loading Loading rate Number
series R�T�L ring no� content mode�  Vert� Horiz� of tests

�mm�� ��� � �� �mms� �mms� succ�tot�

Ad ������ �� �� � ������� � ��
Bd ������ �� �� ���� ������� ������� ��
Cd ������ �� �� ���� ������� ������� ��
Dd ������ �� �� ���� ������� ������� ��
Ed ������ �� �� ���� � ������� ��

Aw ������ �� �� � ������� � ��
Bw ������ �� �� ���� ������� ������� ��
Cw ������ �� �� ���� ������� ������� ��
Dw ������ �� �� ���� ������� ������� ��
Ew ������ �� �� ���� � ������� ��

Fd ������� ������ ����� �� � ������� � ��
Fw ������� ������ ����� �� � ������� � ��

During the tests� series of photographs were taken showing the deformation of the
specimens� the forces and displacements being recorded at the same time� The optical
equipment employed is shown in Figure ���� It consists of a CCD camera with di	erent
�xed�focus objectives� together with lighting equipment� a positioning table� a video
monitor and a computer out�tted with a frame�grabber board� The pictures taken were
stored in the computer� A frame�grabber board to which the analogue monochrome
camera �������� pixels� was attached was employed� The camera head unit and the
objective� together with �bre light guides� were mounted on top of a positioning table
which is manually adjustable in three directions� Three di	erent camera objectives were
employed� For test series Ad�Ed and Aw�Ew two objectives were used� one capturing
objects of � � ��� mm� and the other ��� � ��� mm�� the �rst one giving an overall view
of the specimen behavior and the latter providing a magni�cation making it possible
to observe the behavior of the microstructure� For each of these test series� both the
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� mm and the ��� mm objective were utilized� For test series Fd and Fw an objective
capturing pictures of ��� � ��� mm� was used�
In addition to the twelve test series considered� some preliminary tests were per�

formed using image analysis� The objective was to get a better perception of the
variation in properties within the growth ring� Results from this type of test will also
be given�

Camera 
head unit

Computer with 
frame grabber 
board

Camera 
control unit

Positioning 
table

Fv

Fh

Monitor

Light equipment

Specimen

Figure ���� Optical equipment used for photographing the behavior of the specimens
during loading�

����� Results

Typical deformation processes for dry specimens loaded in pure compression are shown
in Figures ��� and ���� Figure ��� shows the overall deformation process of the spec�
imen� The top picture shows the undeformed specimen� the next three showing the
specimen subjected to a strain of ��� ��� and �� �� respectively �all strain values pre�
sented being evaluated as deformation per total initial length of the specimens�� In
Figure ��� the deformation process is shown at a greater level of magni�cation� �Please
note that the specimen depicted in this �gure is not the same as in Figure ���� both are
taken from test series Ad� however�� The photographs here include about ��� mm of
the specimen height and ��� mm of its width� located in the lower part of the specimen
�in its mid region� with the abrupt transition between earlywood and latewood being
captured� The undeformed state is shown to the left� the two middle pictures showing
the deformation of the cell structure at average strain values of � � and �� � and
the photograph to the right showing the response at a strain of about �� �� Up to a
strain of approximately � � the specimens behaved linearly� When the deformation
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was increased further� a failure zone containing localized deformations began to de�
velop� This failure zone started in the �rst cell rows of the earlywood and developed
successively toward the latewood� It developed through collapse of the cell structure�
the earlywood cells gradually being crushed� In the third picture in Figure ���� the
strain was increased to �� �� the failure zone expanded so as to include about �� cell
rows of the earlywood� Finally� in the fourth photograph� all the earlywood cells have
collapsed and the entire earlywood zone is densi�ed� resulting in a considerably higher
stress value� From the photographs it can be seen that the cells within the failure zone
appear to be totally collapsed� whereas the cells outside this zone seem to be intact�
The deformation processes for combined compression and shear loading at !�����

and ��� were similar to those for pure compression� see Figure ��� showing the de�
formations at !��� for dry specimens �the pictures to the right do not refer to the
same specimen as those to the left�� Also in these cases the deformations were strongly
localized� The failure zones being developed were initiated at the �rst rows of the
earlywood� then expanding throughout the specimens until all earlywood layers were
densi�ed� The cells outside the failure zones were still almost undeformed� At !�����

the deformations seemed to be slightly more evenly distributed� even though failure
zones with localized deformations were developed� The cells outside these zones were�
however� more deformed than previously� see Figure ���� Furthermore� it seemed as if
the cell collapses for the combined modes are more well�de�ned than for pure compres�
sion� all cells being collapsed in a similar manner�
For pure shear loading successful tests were obtained in the dry condition only �in

wet condition failure in the adhesive layers occurred in all tests�� For the dry specimens
shear fracture occurred at the lower transition between the latewood and the earlywood
as shown in Figure ���� The shear fracture was in all cases developed at a shear strain
of about ����� ��
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Figure ���� Deformation of a dry specimen loaded in pure radial compression� From
top to bottom� undeformed� average strain of �� �� �� � and �� ��

Figure ���� Deformation of a dry specimen loaded in pure radial compression� From
left to right� undeformed� average strain of � �� �� � and �� ��
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Figure ���� Deformation of a dry specimen loaded in combined compression and shear
at !���� From top to bottom� undeformed� average strain of �� �� �� � and �� ��
The pictures to the right do not refer to the same specimen as those to the left�
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Figure ���� Deformation of a dry specimen loaded in combined compression and shear
at !������ Top� shear strain of �� � and normal strain equal to about � �� Lower�
shear strain of �� � and normal strain equal to about �� �� The pictures to the right
do not refer to the same specimen as those to the left�

Figure ���� Deformation of a dry specimen loaded in pure shear� Top� shear strain of
�� �� Lower� shear strain of �� �� The pictures to the right do not refer to the same
specimen as those to the left�
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In most of the specimens the failure zone started to develop in the �rst cell rows of
the earlywood as is shown in Figures �������� This seems natural since these cells are�
normally� the weakest ones� having the thinnest cell walls and the thickest lumens� In
some of the specimens of test series Fd and Fw �� of the ���� however� the cell collapse
started in the middle of the earlywood� This behavior is illustrated in Figure ���� The
�rst picture shows the undeformed specimen� the second shows the specimen when the
failure zone had just started to develop and the third picture shows how the failure zone
continued to expand� After the failure zone was initiated� somewhere in the middle of
the earlywood zone� it �rst expanded initially to include the �rst part of the earlywood�
expanding then towards the transition zone until all the earlywood cells had collapsed�

Figure ���� Cell collapse starting in the middle of the earlywood zone� Specimen from
test series Fd�
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The reason for failure starting in the middle of the earlywood zone and not in the
�rst cell rows of earlywood in these specimens might be that there was some kind
of weakening in the middle of the earlywood which then initiated the failure� The
weakening could be due to some external damage to the cell structure or could be the
result of special growth conditions� Another explanation could be that initiation of
the failure zone is related to the action of the ray cells� These can be considered as
columns or tubes oriented in the radial direction within the cell structure� Although
the relatively sti	 latewood cells provide support to the ray cells sideways� the ray cells
may buckle in the weaker earlywood zone when the structure is loaded in compression�
This buckling may result in cell collapse occurring in the middle of the earlywood zone
instead of in a more natural way in the �rst� and normally weakest� cell rows�
The photographs of the deformed specimens revealed no signi�cant di	erences in

behavior between the dry and the wet samples� Di	erences between the dry and wet
specimens could be observed� however� in the stress�strain curves that were recorded�
Stress�strain curves for the di	erent test series are given in Figures ��������� �note
the di	erent scales in the diagrams�� The solid curves show the response for the dry
specimens and the dashed for the wet ones� The normal stress was evaluated by
dividing the vertical force by the original cross section area of the specimens� and the
shear stress was obtained similarly from the recorded horizontal force� The strain values
were evaluated by dividing the displacements by the initial height of the specimens�
It should be noted that since almost all the deformation occurs in the earlywood�
the strain values would be considerably higher if they were determined for a pure
earlywood layer separately� The curves given are hand�drawn mean value curves for
each test series� The complete set of curves for each series �together with the mean
value curves� are given in Appendix A� The curves there show �ltered response� the
�ltering being made using the MATLAB signal processing toolbox ���� �Butterworth
�ltering�� Typical un�ltered response together with the corresponding �ltered curves
are shown in Figure A�� in the Appendix� As can be seen in the Appendix� there is
fairly good agreement between the results of the various tests within the di	erent test
series except for a few di	erences in the stress values�
For the cases of pure compression and combined loading with !�������� � the com�

pression stress�strain curve can be characterized by an initial linear region� followed
by a plateau region in which stress only increases slightly� and �nally a densi�cation
region with more rapidly increasing stress� The plateau stress is slightly lower for the
case of pure compression than for the combined modes� In pure compression the value
is about � MPa for the dry specimens and � MPa for the wet ones whereas the corre�
sponding values in the combined modes are about � MPa and ��� MPa� respectively�
For the combined loading modes� particularly for the dry specimens� there is a char�
acteristic initial drop in yield stress� however� �This feature was also seen in a few of
the dry specimens loaded in pure compression�� It can also be seen that for the case
of !��� there is almost no increase in stress at the plateau region� the stress after the
initial drop being approximately constant up to a strain of about �� �� In general�
the compression stress values for the wet specimens are about half �or slightly more�
of those for the dry specimens� throughout the response� The initial sti	ness is also
clearly lower for the wet specimens than for the dry ones�
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Figure ����� Stress�strain curves for test series Ad�Cd and Aw�Cw� The curves shown
are mean�value curves� Solid lines show results for dry specimens �Ad�Cd� and dashed
lines for wet specimens �Aw�Cw�� Top� Ad and Aw� Middle� Bd and Bw� Lower� Cd
and Cw�
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Figure ����� Stress�strain curves for test series Dd�Ed and Dw� The curves shown are
mean�value curves� Solid lines show results for dry specimens �Dd�Ed� and dashed
lines for wet specimens �Dw�� Top� Dd and Dw� Lower� Ed�
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Figure ����� Stress�strain curves for test series Fd and Fw� The curves shown are
mean�value curves� The solid line shows results for dry specimens �Fd� and the dashed
line for wet specimens �Fw��
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In comparing the responses of series Ad and Aw with those of the Fd and Fw series
one can see that the results are very similar except that the densi�cation region starts
at a slightly lower deformation for the F series� This is probably due to the fact that
the specimens in these series contained a larger amount of latewood than those of the
A series�
The shear stress is very low and insigni�cant both for the case of pure compression

and for !������ For !��� the shear stress values are considerably higher� although
they are still much lower than the compression stress values� The shape of the shear
stress�strain curve for !��� is similar to the compression stress�strain curve� The
shear stress for the wet specimens is approximately the same as for the dry specimens�
up to a strain of about �� �� Thereafter the shear stress increases more rapidly for
the dry than for the wet specimens�
At !����� the responses di	er signi�cantly from those of the lower values of �

The initial yield stress� both for the wet and the dry specimens� is about the same
as for the lower values of � After the initial linear region the compression stress
decreases consistently up to a strain of about �� �� the stress here being almost zero�
Thereafter the stress increases again� The shear stress increases almost linearly up to
a shear strain of about �� �� The shear stress there is about ��� MPa for both the dry
and the wet specimens� For a further increase in deformation the shear stress decreases
somewhat� This may be due to shear fracture� probably at the lower transition between
the earlywood and the latewood� In pure shear� a tensile stress is developed with a
maximum value of approximately ��� Mpa at a shear strain of about ����� �� At this
point� shear fracture is developed at the transition zone between the earlywood and
the latewood and the tensile stress then decreases rapidly� The shear stress increases
linearly up to ����� � strain with a maximum value of about ��� MPa� The very low
shear modulus of about �� Mpa in rolling shear is apparent from the diagram�
As can be seen from the unloading paths� most of the deformation is inelastic� In

all cases� the stresses initially decrease rapidly with low springbacks at unloading� For
pure compression the strains at zero stresses are about ����� �� For the combined
loading modes this strain is slightly lower� especially for the case of !����
The in
uence of the shear deformation on the energy consumption is of signi�cant

interest� One of the goals of these test series was to elucidate if the combined loading
modes are more energy consuming than that of pure radial compression� The energy
absorbed at three di	erent strain levels is given in Table ��� for some of the test series�
The strain levels considered are those of �� �� �� � and the complete loading cycles�
The unloading for test series Ad�Cd� Aw�Cw was to occur at a compressive strain

of �� �� Due to small discrepancies in specimen lengths� unloading generally did
not occur at this exact strain value� as can be seen from the diagrams in Appendix
A� The in
uence on the results due to these discrepancies was rather small� but it
explains the relatively larger spread in results for the complete loading cycles than for
lower deformation levels� Gaps between the specimens and the loading machine were
present in two cases for the pure compression loading �one in series Ad and one in Aw��
This resulted in unloading occurring at a strain of about �� � only� clearly a	ecting
the results when evaluating the energy consumption for the complete loading cycle�
The values indicated by � in Table ��� show the results obtained when these tests are
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neglected� Furthermore� one test in series Cd had to be interrupted at a strain slightly
lower than �� � due to the capacity of the load cell being reached� The unloading
path in this test was therefore not being captured� The values indicated by �� are the
results when this test was neglected�
The combined loading modes are generally slightly more energy consuming than

pure compression� Only in a few cases did combined loading require less energy than
that of pure compression� and in these cases the reduction in energy consumption is
small�

Table ���� Energy absorption at di	erent strain levels �� one test neglected due to un�
loading at a too low strain� �� one test neglected due to unloading not being captured��

Test Absorbed energy
series �kJm��

comp� strain comp� strain complete loading cycle
of �� � of �� �

mean s�d� mean s� d� mean s� d�

Ad ����� ����� ������ ����� ������� ������� ������ ������

Bd ����� ���� ������ ����� ������ �����
Cd ����� ���� ������ ����� ������� �������� ������ �������

Dd ����� ����� � � � �

Aw ����� ���� ������ ���� ������� ������� ������ ������

Bw ����� ���� ������ ���� ������ �����
Cw ����� ���� ������ ���� ������ �����
Dw ����� ���� � � � �

In order to get information about the variation of properties within the growth ring�
image analysis may be utilized� Some preliminary tests were made using this approach�
The loading mode considered was that of pure compression� An example of a specimen
used is shown in Figure ����� the specimen being supplied with dots� By following the
movements of these dots� much additional information may be obtained� An example
of results obtained is given in Figure ����� The diagram shows stress�strain curves for
some di	erent regions of the specimen� The numbers ��� refer to the points indicated
in Figure ����� Clear di	erences between the curves can be seen� a signi�cant variation
in mechanical properties within the growth ring being present�
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Figure ����� Example of specimen used in tests with image analysis�

Steel-steel

Points (1-2)
Points (1-3)

Points (1-4)

Figure ����� Examples of stress�strain curves for di	erent regions of the growth ring
obtained by use of image analysis� The numbers ��� refer to the dots on the specimen�
see Figure �����

����� Concluding remarks

The experimental work presented in this section was carried out in order to determine
the mechanical behavior of wood when loaded in combined radial compression and
rolling shear as well as in pure radial compression and pure rolling shear� The loading
mode is de�ned by the angle � Five cases were considered� namely !�� ����� ��� ����
and ��� where !�� corresponds to pure compression and !��� to pure shear loading�
At !��� the shear strain and normal strains are equal� Wood in both dry and wet
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condition was tested� having a moisture content of ��� and of ���� respectively� All
tests were carried out at room temperature� No successful tests were obtained in the
wet condition for the case of pure shear loading due to failure in the adhesive layer� For
all the other cases considered� at least �ve successful tests were obtained� The results
from the tests allow the following conclusions to be drawn�

� Failure zones containing localized deformations develop when wood is loaded by
compression in the radial direction�
The failure zones develop through collapse of the cell structure due to cell wall
buckling processes� the earlywood cells gradually being crushed� Even when the
cells within these zones have totally collapsed� the cells outside appear to be
almost intact� For !����� it seems as if the deformations are not as localized
into the failure zone as is the case for the lower values of �

� Normally the �rst cells to collapse are those formed early in the season close to
the latewood cells�
These cells are normally the weakest� having the thinnest cell walls and the
thickest lumens and thereby the lowest buckling force� However� in a few cases
the initial collapse started in the middle of the earlywood zone� The reason for
this might be related to buckling of the ray cells� special growth conditions or
some external damage of the cell structure�

� The in�uence of shear deformation on the compression stress�strain curve is rel�
atively small up to ����� At ������ the response di	ers considerably from that
of pure compression�
At !����� the compressive response is almost identical to that of pure compres�
sion and the shear stress is insigni�cant� The main di	erence at !��� is that
the plateau region is 
atter with almost no increase in stress and that the shear
stresses are greater� although still considerably lower than the normal compressive
stress� The initial yield stress was found to be somewhat higher for the combined
modes than for pure compression� For the dry specimens� a small initial drop in
the stress plateau was found for the combined modes �for the case of !��� this
feature was also seen for the wet specimens although not as pronounced as for
the dry ones�� The initial yield stress is about the same at !����� as for the
lower values of  but the stress then decreases to nearly zero at a strain of about
�� �� whereafter the stress increases again�

� Pure shear loading results in shear fracture along the transition between earlywood
and latewood�
The shear failure occurred at a shear strain of about ����� �� The average
maximum shear stress was found to be about ��� MPa �dry specimens��

� The rolling shear modulus is very low�
These tests indicate the modulus in rolling shear to be as low as about ����� MPa�

� The combined compression and shear loading modes require about the same en�
ergy as that of pure compression�
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Up to a given compressive strain� the energy absorbed for the combined loading
modes was� in most cases� found to be somewhat higher than for pure compres�
sion� The cell collapse for the combined modes seemed to be more well�de�ned
than for pure radial compression� however� with all cells being collapsed in a
similar manner�

� Di	erences in the stress�strain relations between dry and wet specimens can be
observed�
The dry and the wet specimens were similar in their general behavior� but clear
di	erences in their initial sti	ness and their plateau stress could be observed�
Both the initial sti	ness and the plateau stress were about �� � lower for the
wet specimens than for the dry ones� These di	erences mainly concern the com�
pressive stress�strain relations� while the di	erences in shear stresses were smaller�
The energy absorbed at a given compressive strain for the wet specimens was�
in general� equal to about �� � of that for the corresponding dry ones� For the
case of !����� and a compressive strain of �� �� the energy absorbed for the
wet specimens was almost equal to that for the dry ones�

� Stress�strain relations for di	erent regions of the growth ring di	er�
By the use of image analysis much additional information may be obtained� For
instance� variations in properties within the specimen may be determined� Some
preliminary tests that were carried out utilizing image analysis showed a variation
in the stress�strain relations for di	erent regions of the growth ring� The loading
mode considered was that of pure compression�
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��� Stable Tensile Tests

����� General remarks

Mechanical pulping aims at creating fractures in the wood so that the �bres will be
separated� Knowledge about the fracture mechanical properties of wood is therefore
essential for understanding de�bration processes and also to be able to perform realistic
computer simulations of wood disintegration� The aim of the investigation presented
in this section was to determine the tensile strength� the modulus of elasticity and
the fracturing properties of wood in wet condition �moisture content of about �� ��
for loading perpendicular to the grain� and the dependence of these properties on
the loading rate� For the corresponding properties of dry wood �moisture content of
about �� �� reference is made to studies carried out earlier ��� ���� The tests performed
were displacement�controlled tensile tests� the specimens being loaded in the tangential
direction� All tests were performed on spruce�

����� Determination of fracturing properties by tensile tests

Since the fracturing properties of wood were determined by tensile tests� these tests
must be stable� It was also necessary to measure the complete load�displacement
curve� including the descending path� The particular problem in measuring such a
curve is obtaining stability in the test� In order for stability to be achieved� the testing
equipment and the design of the specimen need to be appropriate� A background for
this need is described in the following�
Consider a hypothetical experiment in which a specimen is loaded in pure tension�

Assume that the testing machine and the grip arrangements are in�nitely sti	� As
the load is applied to the specimen� it will initially behave elastically� When the
stress reaches the tensile strength of the material� a damage zone containing localized
deformations may develop� If the deformation is further increased� the load carried
by the specimen decreases and the material outside the damage zone is unloaded� see
Figure ����a� The total deformation of the specimen �l is assumed to be given by

�l ! l� �� �����

where l� is the deformation of the material outside the fracture zone and � is the
softening deformation of the fracture zone� Figure ����a� If the specimen is too long
�and accordingly too weak�� the unloading recovery is greater than the softening de�
formations in the fracture zone� implying that the total deformation decreases during
unloading� Since this is usually not possible even when the test is displacement con�
trolled� a sudden and unstable failure usually occurs� see Figure ����b� More generally�
the strain energy stored in the specimen as the test is carried out is greater when the
specimen is longer� If the strain energy becomes too great a sudden failure will occur�
Gustafsson ����� Thus� even for an in�nitely sti	 testing machine� there is a maxi�
mum length of the specimen which cannot be exceeded if stable tensile tests are to be
performed� This critical length� lc� depends on the modulus of elasticity� the fracture
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energy and the tensile strength of the material� Representative values for spruce per�
pendicular to the grain correspond to a critical length in the range of ���� mm� see
Bostr�om ����
In the hypothetical experiment described above� the testing machine and the grip

arrangements were assumed to be in�nitely sti	� something that obviously is not the
case in a real test� The sti	ness of the surrounding of the fracture zone depends not only
on the sti	ness of the specimen itself but also on the sti	ness of the grip arrangements
and of the testing machine� Thus� in order to obtain stable tests� the testing equipment
and the design of the specimen must be appropriate� The dimensions of the specimen
should be small� the grip arrangements should be made su�ciently sti	 and a sti	
testing machine should be used in order to facilitate recording of the complete load�
displacement curve� Not only the axial sti	ness of the testing machine needs to be great
enough� but also the rotational sti	ness� in order to avoid instability due to rotation ����

l ε

l +    l

σ

∆

l +    l

Load

Failure

Load

δ
Damage zone

σ

∆
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l = l   + δ∆ ε

l = l   + δ∆

Figure ����� Characteristic load�displacement curves� Top� Stable tensile test� Lower�
Unstable tensile test�

The fracture energy GF � de�ned as the energy needed to bring a unit area of
the material to complete fracture� is an important parameter in characterizing the
fracturing properties of a material� It is also an important measure in connection with
de�bration processes aiming at decomposing the material� GF is evaluated as the area
below the ���l curve� see Figure ����� The inelastic response of the material outside
the fracture zone is thus assumed to be negligible�

����� Specimens and test setup

The tests were carried out to determine the tensile strength� the modulus of elasticity
and the fracture mechanical properties of wood in green condition and the dependence
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Specimen elongation
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Tensile stress

Fracture energy  G
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Figure ����� Evaluation of the fracture energy GF �

of these properties on the loading rate� Displacement controlled tensile tests were
employed� the specimens being loaded in the tangential direction� The specimens were
taken from an approximately ����year�old tree� at a location in the stem about �� years
from the pith� the ring width was about � mm� The wooden material had a density of
��� kgm�� Directly after the tree was cut� a ��� m long log was wrapped in plastic
during transportation� and thereafter stored in ��� RH at ��C�
A number of �� mm thick slices were sawn from the log� Each slice was further

divided into � mm thick strips from which the specimens were prepared� see Figure �����
A notch was cut in each specimen in order to obtain a well�de�ned fracture zone� Each
notch was ��� mm wide and � mm long� Ten specimens were prepared from each slice
of the log� In addition to these� special specimens were taken in order to measure the
moisture content� To prevent drying� all specimens not used during the preparation
period were kept in a climate box�

20
3

10 5 mm

20

15

Figure ����� Preparation and geometry of the specimens�

Two solid steel cylinders were mounted in the hydraulic grips of the testing machine�
�a MTS ��� #closed loop$ machine�� The specimen in question was placed between the
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two cylinders� bonded to them by a fast�curing cyanoacrylate adhesive and cured for
approximately �� minutes at a constant compression of about ��� MPa� The test was
run immediately thereafter� During testing� the load and the elongation were recorded�
The load was measured using a load cell calibrated for �� kN� The deformation was
measured using a clip�gauge mounted between the free surfaces of the steel cylinders�
The test setup� including a mounted specimen� is shown in Figure �����

Testing machine

Steel cylinders

Clip-gaugeSpecimen

Figure ����� Schematic diagram of the test setup for tensile tests�

The test conditions for the di	erent test series involved in the investigation are
summarized in Table ���� The main part of the test program consisted of the series
A��A�� Tests were performed for loading rates that varied between ����� to �� mms�
The aim was to achieve � successful tests for each loading rate� which meant a total
of �� successful tests� To accomplish this� �� tests needed to be performed� since ��
tests were rejected� The major reason for rejection was failure of the adhesive layer�
although some problems in registering the test data also occurred� The maximum
stress during the test involved a displacement of approximately ���� mm� taking only
����� s for the fastest loading� High demands were thus placed on the speed of the test
data registration program� The program used was able to record ���� test data per
second�
In addition to the series A��A�� tests were performed in order to investigate whether

the sti	ness properties of the glue had an in
uence on the evaluation of the modulus of
elasticity� The specimens used for these tests were similar to those used in the A�series�
although they were not notched� Two specimen thicknesses were investigated� � mm
�series B�� and � mm �series B��� The loading rate in these tests was set to ��� mms�
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Table ���� Test conditions for the di	erent test series�

Test Loading Specimen Moisture Number
series rate thickness content of tests

�mms� �mm� ��� successfultotal

A� ����� � �� ��
A� ���� � �� ��
A� ��� � �� ��
A� ��� � �� ��
A� �� � �� ��

B� ��� � �� ��
B� ��� � �� ��

����� Results

The results for test series A��A� are shown in Figures ���������� The complete stress�
displacement curves for the di	erent loading rates are given in Figure ����� A com�
parison of the mean�value curves obtained for the various loading rates is also shown�
The fracture energy� tensile strength and modulus of elasticity for the di	erent loading
rates are shown in Figures ���������� respectively�
No signi�cant di	erence in results between the two specimen thicknesses considered

in series B� and B� was found� The average tangential modulus of elasticity for the
B� series was found to be ��� MPa� whereas the result for the thicker specimens in
series B� was ��� MPa� The di	erence is small as compared to the spread in results
within the test series �the standard deviation was �� and �� MPa for the two series�
respectively�� The in
uence of the glue sti	ness on the results when evaluating the
modulus of elasticity can thus be regarded as small�
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Figure ����� Modulus of elasticity for di	erent loading rates �%!average values�� Note
the logarithmic scale on the horizontal axis�

����� Concluding remarks

The experiments presented constitute an introductory study to determine fracturing
properties needed for numerical simulation of de�bration processes� It would be desir�
able to supplement the investigation by further tests carried out with higher loading
rates� with other material orientations and with specimens being taken from di	er�
ent annual rings� In addition� similar tests should also be performed for shearing�mode
�Mode II� and mixed�mode fracture� since these play a signi�cant role in the de�bration
process�
A total of �� successful tensile tests were performed� The conclusions that can be

drawn on the basis of these tests can be summarized as follows�

� Fracture energy increases as loading rates increase�
The fracture energy ranged from about ��� Jm� to ��� Jm� in the loading
rate interval studied� ��������� mms�� There was one value in the test series for
the loading rate of �� mms which di	ered very much from the others �due to
the development of double cracks�� see Figures ���� and ����� Disregarding this
value� the average fracture energy for this test series was found to be ��� Jm��
This indicates that� at a loading rate larger than �� mms� the fracture energy
is nearly constant�

� Tensile strength increases as loading rates increase�
The tensile strength increased by about ����� � when the loading rate was in�
creased by a factor of ten�

� Modulus of elasticity increases slightly as loading rates increase�
This property is less rate�dependent than the fracture energy and the strength�
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��� Chip Shearing Tests

����� General remarks

The chip shearing tests were performed in order to obtain a better understanding of
the de�bration process� especially with respect to the mechanical behavior of wood
loaded perpendicular to the grain� The in
uence of the specimen orientation versus
loading direction� and the in
uence of the earlywood and latewood con�guration within
the specimen on the deformation and fracturing process� were investigated� The tests
performed also indicate the complex loading conditions present in initial de�bration
processes� Furthermore� the tests serve as examples used in numerical simulations
�Chapter ��� Optical equipment was used to photograph the specimens during testing
so as to reveal deformations and fracturing of the material� The forces and displace�
ments involved were also recorded� The test setup and sample dimensions were chosen
in light of the geometry typical of re�ner segments� the loading conditions being made
to resemble those present in the initial de�bration process� A major di	erence between
the testing conditions in the present study and those found in an actual re�ner con�
cerns the loading rate� The tests performed were carried out for a very low loading
rate whereas the wood material in a re�ner is subjected to much higher loading rates�
Tests were performed on both dry and wet samples�

����� Specimens and test setup

The test setup is shown schematically in Figure ����� The specimen is placed between
two steel plates� the test being run by moving the lower plate horizontally while the
upper one remains �xed� The specimen is thus subjected to a shear loading resembling
the loading on the wood chips in a re�ner caused by the two rotating discs� In designing
the steel plates� account was taken of the geometry of disc segments where the initial
de�bration occurs� A countersink of ��� � ��� mm� for both plates and a gap of ��� mm
were selected� see Figure ����� In addition� tests were also performed using a somewhat
di	erent test setup� in which the right�angled upper steel plate was replaced by a knife�
see Figure ����� with a angle of ��� and with a angle knife�wood or clearance angle
of ���

Steel plate

Wood specimen

Figure ����� Schematic view of test setup�
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Figure ����� Geometry of knife used as loading device in some of the tests�

The tests were performed using a biaxial electromechanical testing machine� The
two steel plates were mounted on the gripping device of the testing machine� A biaxial
load cell was used to measure the horizontal and vertical forces� LVDT transducers
mounted on the gripping device being used to record the displacements� The tests
were controlled with respect to the horizontal displacement of the lower steel plate�
A major di	erence between the conditions in these tests and those in a re�ner was�

as mentioned� the loading rate� Due to the high velocity of the rotating discs in a
re�ner� the chips there are subjected to a very high loading rate� one of as much as
��� ms� The test results presented here� in contrast� involved the very low loading
rate of ���� mms�
During the tests� sequences of photographs were taken showing the deformations

and the fracturing of the specimens� The forces in horizontal and vertical directions
were recorded at the same time� The optical equipment used is described in Subsec�
tion ����� and is shown in Figure ���� Three di	erent camera objectives were used in
the investigation� for producing images of objects with heights of ���� ��� and �� mm�
respectively� The width of each picture was ��� times that of its height� Most of the
tests were performed using the �� mm objective� since this objective can capture the
deformation of the entire specimen throughout the failure process� For some specimens�
the � mm objective was employed� whereas in some other tests the ��� mm objective
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was used in order to discern the response of the specimens in greater detail� The latter
objective provided a magni�cation making it possible to see the cell structure�
The main part of the test program consisted of fourteen test series� referred to as

series Ad� ���� Gd� Aw� ���� Gw� For these test series� two di	erent specimen heights
were used� ��� mm and ��� mm� see Figure ����� All specimens had a width of � mm
and a depth of �� mm� Note that the terms depth �away from the observer�� height �in
vertical direction� and width �left to right� are used here to clarify the alignment of the
samples in the test apparatus� as shown in the �gures that follow� For the � mm high
specimens� � di	erent orientations of the wooden material in relation to the direction of
loading were tested� de�ned by the angle � between the radial direction and the loading
direction� The four orientations tested were� ��� ���� ��� and ����� The orientations
�!��� ��� correspond to loading in the radial and tangential direction� respectively� and
�!���� ���� correspond to directions of loading diagonal to the growth rings� For the
��� orientation� i�e� loading in the tangential direction� two di	erent con�gurations were
tested� one with earlywood at the upper part of the specimen and one with latewood�
All in all� six di	erent specimen con�gurations were examined and for all cases� tests
were performed using both dry and wet samples�
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Figure ����� Geometry of specimens used for test series A�G� R� T and L denote the
radial� tangential and longitudinal directions� respectively�

During the period between sample preparation and testing� the specimens were kept
under stable climate conditions at either ��� RH and ���C� or ��� RH and ���C�
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corresponding to a moisture content of approximately ��� and ���� respectively� The
specimens with the lower moisture content� series Ad� ���� Gd� will be referred to as
dry specimens and those with the higher moisture content� series Aw� ���� Gw� as wet
specimens� Test series Ad�Fd and Aw�Fw were performed using the loading device
shown in Figure ����� whereas series Gd and Gw were carried out using the loading
device in Figure ����� The test conditions for the fourteen test series are summarized
in Table ���� The specimens within each series were prepared so as to be as similar
as possible not only in their dimensions but also in the location and thickness of the
earlywood and latewood zones� The specimens were cut to shape using a razor blade
and were further sandpapered in order to get as good a �t between the steel plates
as possible� the surface exposed to the camera was �nished with �ne grade sandpaper
in order to get a good image with a clear di	erentiation of the earlywood and the
latewood�

Table ���� Test conditions for the di	erent test series� The orientation of the specimen
is de�ned by the angle between the radial direction and the loading direction� The
superscripts e� l denote that the upper part of the specimen consists of earlywood and
latewood� respectively�

Test Specimen Specimen Moisture Angle of loading Number
series height orient� content device surface of tests

�mm� � �� ��� � �� successfultotal

Ad ��� � �� �� ���
Bd ��� � �� �� ���
Cd ��� �� �� �� ��
Dd ��� ��e �� �� ��
Ed ��� ��l �� �� ��
Fd ��� ��� �� �� ��

Aw ��� � �� �� ��
Bw ��� � �� �� ��
Cw ��� �� �� �� ��
Dw ��� ��e �� �� ��
Ew ��� ��l �� �� ���
Fw ��� ��� �� �� ��

Gd ��� ��e �� �� ��
Gw ��� ��e �� �� ��

After testing� all specimens were examined visually in order to verify that the
deformation and crack pattern captured by the camera was representative throughout
the depth of the specimen� The number of successful tests for the di	erent test series
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ranges between � and �� for most series � successful tests were achieved� The total
number of tests carried out is ���� of which �� tests were successful and �� tests were
rejected� Several tests were rejected due to too large di	erences in their earlywood and
latewood con�guration as compared with the rest of the specimens� Another cause
for rejection was the di�culty in preparing the specimens of correct dimensions which�
in some cases� resulted in too large gaps between the specimens and the steel plates�
Furthermore� some tests were discarded due to problems with test data registration�
In addition to the fourteen test series� a number of additional tests were carried

out choosing other specimen geometries and using the � mm or the ��� mm objective
instead of the �� mm objective that was employed in the test series�
The wood material used for these tests was the same as for the compression tests

presented in Section ���� All the specimens were thus taken from a spruce tree cut
in southern Sweden �Gyvik� Sm"aland�� The specimens were taken at chest height
from the tree� at annual ring numbers ����� and ����� counted from the pith� and
the wooden material had an average density of ��� kgm� and a growth ring width of
about ��� mm�

����� Results

The results from the fourteen test series will be presented �rst� The general behavior
of the material� di	erences between dry and wet samples� di	erences due to speci�
men orientation and di	erences between the two loading conditions will be discussed�
Thereafter� results from some additional tests will be presented and discussed�

Test series A
D

The failure processes of a representative specimen in each test series are shown in
Figures ���������� A sequence of � pictures is presented for each test series showing
the course of deformation and fracture in the specimens� together with the recorded
load�displacement curves� The pictures are linked to points in the load�displacement
curves by the numbers ���� For each test series� the �rst picture shows the undeformed
specimen� pictures ��� showing the specimen subjected to a shearing displacement
of ���� ���� ��� and ��� mm� respectively �except for the case of test series Bd and
Bw for which pictures ��� show the specimen at a shearing displacement of ���� ����
��� and ��� mm� respectively�� The load�displacement diagrams show the recorded
horizontal �solid lines� and vertical forces �dashed lines� as functions of the horizontal
displacement of the lower steel plate� A di	erent scale on the vertical axis of the
diagrams in Figure ���� �series Gd and Gw� is used as compared to the diagrams in
Figures ���� to �����
In order to illustrate the di	erences in results within the test series� all the speci�

mens of test series Bd and Bw are shown in Figures ���� and ����� respectively� when
subjected to a shearing displacement of � mm�
Load�displacement curves for the di	erent test series are given in Figures ����������

The diagrams show hand�drawn mean�value curves for each test series� the solid lines
represent horizontal forces and the dashed lines represent vertical forces as functions
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of the horizontal displacement of the lower steel plate� Figure ���� shows the results
for test series Ad�Fd with dry specimens and Figure ���� shows the results for the
corresponding series Aw�Fw with wet specimens� In Figure ���� the load�displacement
curves for test series Gd and Gw are given� Note the di	erent scale on the vertical axis
in Figure ���� as compared to that in Figures ���� and ����� The force displacement
curves for all tests within each test series are given in Appendix A� In these diagrams the
corresponding hand�drawn mean�value curves are also shown �dashed lines�� In general�
about ��� samplings of forces were made during testing� except for the case of test series
Ad� Bd and some of the tests in series Aw and Bw for which only about �� samplings
were made� For the tests with the higher number of sampling points� the curves given in
the Appendix� as well as those of Figures ���������� show �ltered response� whereas raw
data are presented for the tests with the lower number of sampling points� The �ltering
of the recorded load signals was made using the Matlab signal processing toolbox ����
�Butterworth �ltering�� Typical load signals recorded from a test together with the
corresponding �ltered response are given in Figure A�� in Appendix A�
The results in the form of maximum forces and energy consumption for the di	erent

test series are given in Table ���� Since there is no vertical movement of the lower steel
plate� only the horizontal force contributes to the energy consumption� which is thereby
given by the area below the horizontal force displacement curve� It is� for all cases�
evaluated at a shearing displacement of � mm� although the horizontal force was not
equal to zero at this stage of deformation for several of the test series�
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Figure ����� Illustration of the failure process of a typical dry specimen in test series Ad
�top� and wet specimen in test series Aw �lower��
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Figure ����� Illustration of the failure process of a typical dry specimen in test series Bd
�top� and wet specimen in test series Bw �lower��
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Figure ����� Illustration of the failure process of a typical dry specimen in test series Cd
�top� and wet specimen in test series Cw �lower��
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Figure ����� Illustration of the failure process of a typical dry specimen in test series Dd
�top� and wet specimen in test series Dw �lower��
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Figure ����� Illustration of the failure process of a typical dry specimen in test series Ed
�top� and wet specimen in test series Ew �lower��
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Figure ����� Illustration of the failure process of a typical dry specimen in test series Fd
�top� and wet specimen in test series Fw �lower��
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Figure ����� Illustration of the failure process of a typical dry specimen in test series Gd
�top� and wet specimen in test series Gw �lower��
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Figure ����� Deformation and fracturing of all � dry specimens in test series Bd� The
specimens are subjected to a shearing displacement of � mm�

Figure ����� Deformation and fracturing of all � wet specimens in test series Bw� The
specimens are subjected to a shearing displacement of � mm�
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Figure ����� Load�displacement curves for test series Ad�Fd �dry specimens�� The
curves shown are mean�value curves for each test series� solid lines show horizontal
forces and dashed lines show vertical forces�
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Figure ����� Load�displacement curves for test series Aw�Fw �wet specimens�� The
curves shown are mean�value curves for each test series� solid lines show horizontal
forces and dashed lines show vertical forces�
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Figure ����� Load�displacement curves for test series Gd �left� and Gw �right�� The
curves shown are mean�value curves for each test series� solid lines show horizontal
forces and dashed lines show vertical forces�

Test Specimen Maximum Maximum Energy Number
series orient� Vert Force Horiz Force of tests

� �� �N� �N� �mJ�
mean s� d� mean s� d� mean s� d�

Ad � ����� ���� ����� ���� ����� ���� �
Bd � ����� ���� ����� ���� ����� ���� �
Cd �� ����� ���� ����� ���� ����� ���� �
Dd ��e ��� ��� ���� ��� ���� ��� �
Ed ��l ����� ���� ����� ���� ����� ���� �
Fd ��� ����� ���� ����� ���� ����� ���� �

Aw � ���� ���� ����� ���� ����� ���� �
Bw � ����� ���� ����� ��� ����� ���� �
Cw �� ����� ��� ����� ���� ����� ���� �
Dw ��e ��� ��� ���� ��� ���� ��� �
Ew ��l ���� ���� ����� ���� ����� ���� �
Fw ��� ����� ���� ����� ���� ����� ���� �

Gd ��e ��� ��� ���� ��� ���� ���� �
Gw ��e ��� ��� ���� ��� ���� ��� �

Table ���� Summary of results from the chip shearing tests�
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From the pictures in Figures ���������� it can be seen that the mechanical behavior
of the specimens is very complex� The behavior of the material is characterized by the
development of cracks and by large volumetric changes occurring when the earlywood
is subjected to compression� It can also be clearly seen that the properties of the
latewood are very di	erent from those of the earlywood� the latewood being very much
sti	er�
By examining the failure processes shown in Figures ���������� the load�displacement

relations given in Figures ��������� and the results summarized in Table ���� it can be
concluded that the specimen orientation and its earlywood�latewood con�guration have
great in
uence on the failure process� on the load�displacement relations and� above
all� on the energy consumption� For the � mm high specimens of tests series Ad and
Aw� which were loaded in the radial direction� several cracks were formed and com�
plex crack patterns were developed� The cracking mainly occurred in the tangential
direction� The earlywood close to the edges and in the middle of the specimens was
partly compressed substantially� For the specimens in test series Bd and Bw� two main
cracks developed� First� a tensile crack appeared at a shear displacement of about
� mm and then a fatal crack at a displacement of about ��� mm� running through the
complete width of the specimen� For the dry specimens the fatal crack was dominated
by the opening mode� whereas for the wet specimens it was dominated by shear� The
behavior of the specimens in series Cd� Cw� Fd and Fw was somewhat similar to that
of the Bd and Bw series with� in general� two main cracks developed� The shapes of the
load�displacement curves for these series were also similar� The tests series deviating
the most from the others are Dd and Dw� in which the specimens were loaded in the
tangential direction and had an upper part of earlywood� For this setup� a neat shear
fracture occurred in the earlywood along the abrupt earlywood�latewood transition�
where the material below the fracture zone was practically undeformed� The shear
forces in these tests were considerably lower than those of the other test series� It is
interesting to compare this response with that of the specimens in test series Ed and
Ew� which were also loaded in the tangential direction but with latewood at the top of
the specimen� The latewood is much sti	er than the earlywood and provides greater
resistance to deformation and cracking� and considerably larger forces were needed for
failure� The failure mode was more of a peeling type than the neat shear fracture of
the specimens in series Dd and Dw� For the dry specimens the energy consumption
ranged between ������ J� and for the wet specimens between ������ J� For both the dry
and the wet specimens the minimum energy consumption was found for the D series�
The maximum energy consumption was found for series Ed and Fw� It is interesting
to note that the minimum and the maximum energy consumptions� for the case of
the dry specimens� were both obtained for loading in the tangential direction� the large
di	erence in energy consumption being due to the di	erent earlywood�latewood con�g�
uration between the two series only� A very large di	erence between the corresponding
series with wet specimens loaded in the tangential direction was also found �series Dw
and Ew��
It can be concluded that the wet specimens behaved somewhat di	erently than the

dry specimens� The failure processes were similar for the wet and for the corresponding
dry test series� but the dry specimens were in general more brittle than the wet ones�
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which could be deformed more without cracking� Di	erences between the dry and the
wet specimens in terms of load deformation curves could also be observed� The shape
of the curves were similar� but the initial sti	ness was lower for the wet specimens than
for the dry� and the horizontal and the vertical forces at a given shear displacement
were� in general� lower for the wet specimens than for the corresponding dry ones�
with the exception of test series Cw �the vertical force of series Dw is also slightly
higher than that of Dd�� The energy consumption was consistently lower for the wet
specimens than for the corresponding dry ones� ������ lower for series Aw� Bw� Ew
and Gw� about �� � lower for series Fw and about �� � for test series Cw and Dw�
Comparing the behavior of the specimens within the di	erent test series indicates

that� although certain variations in the location of cracks can be seen� the overall be�
havior and the failure processes were similar� This can be seen in examining Figure ����
showing test series Bd� and Figure ���� showing test series Bw� In these �gures all the
specimens within the two test series� when subjected to a shearing displacement of
� mm� are shown� In general� the variations within the test series were found to be
smaller for the wet specimens than for the dry ones� From the load�displacement dia�
grams in Appendix A it can be seen that there is relatively good agreement between the
results within the various test series� Although there are variations between the curves�
their shape is in general similar� It can also be seen that the variations are smaller for
the test series involving wet specimens than for the dry ones� The greatest variations
could be observed at the end of the tests� especially in connection with the vertical
force� The reason for these discrepancies is that� in some of the tests� small pieces
of wood were squeezed within the small gap between the two steel plates� The forces
were a	ected by the amount of material that was squeezed� This may also explain the
oscillations in the vertical force recorded near the end of some of the tests� The small�
est variations were found for test series Dd and Dw� for which the results within the
series were very similar regarding both the failure process and the load�displacement
relations�
By comparing the results from test series Gd� Gw with those from Cd and Cw� it can

be concluded that the loading mode has a great in
uence on the failure process as well
as on the energy consumption� The energy consumption is about �� � lower for series
Gd as compared to Cd and about �� � lower for Gw as compared to Dw� The failure
processes for test series Gd and Gw were considerably more dominated by opening
mode fracture than those for test series Cd and Cw� and the knife loading did not
produce such a clean smooth fracture surface as that for series Cd and Cw� It can also
be seen that the knife loading setup results in less inelastic compressive deformations
�cell collapses� in the earlywood than the setup with a right�angled support� Clear
di	erences between the dry and wet specimens for the knife loading setup could be
seen� The fracture surface was in general smoother for the wet specimens than for the
dry ones� For most of the dry specimens �� of �� a tensile crack at the knife�edge�
perpendicular to the knife� was developed at a shearing displacement of about ��� mm�
The horizontal load�displacement curves for the dry specimens had two clear peaks� at
about ��� mm and ��� mm displacement� For the wet specimens the cut�o	 part was
in all cases intact and the load�displacement curves smoother with a peak at about
������� mm displacement�
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Additional tests

In addition to the main test series� additional tests involving specimens having other
earlywood�latewood con�gurations were carried out� In Figure ����� two di	erent spec�
imens are shown� both tested in the dry condition� The specimens were subjected to
the same relative shearing displacement� ��� mm� They di	er with respect to the loca�
tion of the earlywood and latewood� The pictures were taken using the � mm objective�
The di	erences in mechanical properties between earlywood and latewood are clearly
illustrated� the sti	ness of the latewood being much greater than that of the earlywood�
It can also be seen that� when the earlywood is subjected to compression� this results
in large deformations and large volumetric changes�

Figure ����� Illustration of the di	erence in mechanical properties between earlywood
and latewood� The specimens were tested in dry condition�

When the ��� mm objective was used� the cell structure became visible� In Fig�
ure ����� four pictures are shown taken with this objective of a specimen tested in dry
condition� The small inset picture� showing a complete specimen� is from a test of a
similar specimen using a �� mm objective� The area covered by the ��� mm objec�
tive is indicated by the dashed lines� In the �rst picture �upper left�� the specimen
is subjected to a shearing displacement of ��� mm� As can be seen� the deformations
within the earlywood zone are not distributed uniformly� Three failure zones of col�
lapsed earlywood cells have developed� but the cells between these zones appear to
be intact� When the deformation was further increased� as shown in the next picture
�lower left�� additional earlywood cells have collapsed and a crack has been initiated in
the right latewood zone in the radial direction� The third picture �upper right� shows
the specimen at a shearing displacement of ��� mm� At this point� two major cracks
oriented radially have developed� both appear to run between adjacent cell rows� This
suggests that the bonds between the cells are crucial to the formation of cracks in
latewood� A similar phenomenon has also been observed by Stefansson ����� The crack
formation and growth within the earlywood is more di	use than that of the latewood�
The further crack growth can be seen in the last picture �lower right� in which the
specimen is shown at a shearing displacement of ��� mm� Note the deformation of the
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ray cell at the bottom of the pictures� which clearly indicates the collapse of the cell
structure�
The results shown in Figure ���� clearly indicate that much knowledge might be

obtained by experimental observations and modelling on a micro level� which will be
further treated in Chapter ��
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Figure ����� Localized deformations in the earlywood and cracking of the latewood�
The small picture in the middle� taken from a test of a similar specimen� shows the
area covered by the ��� mm objective� The specimen was tested in dry condition�
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����� Concluding remarks

The tests presented in this section were carried out in order to gain a better under�
standing of the mechanical behavior of wood loaded perpendicular to the grain under
conditions similar to those during re�ning� Speci�cally� the in
uence of the material
orientation versus loading direction� the in
uence of the earlywood and latewood con�g�
uration within the specimens� and the e	ect of the loading mode on the failure process
were studied� The tests also illustrate the complex loading conditions present during
the initial de�bration� The test setup and the dimensions of the samples were chosen
to be similar to re�ner segments� Optical equipment was used to obtain photographs
of the specimens� showing the deformation and fracturing of the material� Tests were
performed on wood in both a dry and a wet condition �with a moisture content of ���
and ���� respectively�� All tests were carried out at room temperature� It should be
noted that in the re�ning process the wood material is subjected to very high loading
rates� whereas the tests performed were carried out at a very low loading rate�
The tests provided valuable information concerning the mechanical behavior of

wood that can be used for further analysis of initial de�bration processes� The following
conclusions can be drawn on the basis of the results of the tests performed�

� The mechanical behavior of wood loaded perpendicular to the grain is very complex
and involves both cracking and large volumetric changes�
The behavior of the material is characterized by the development of cracks in cases
where the earlywood or the latewood is subjected to tension andor shearing�
and of large volumetric changes in cases where the earlywood is subjected to
compression�

� The mechanical properties of latewood di	er markedly from those of earlywood

account should be taken of these di	erences in studying initial de�bration pro�
cesses�
These di	erences are usually not considered when wood is studied on a larger
scale� but for the applications in mind here account must be taken of the di	er�
ent early� and latewood properties if the material behavior is to be understood�

� Several zones of localized deformations may develop when earlywood is subjected
to compression perpendicular to the grain�
Whereas the cells may be totally collapsed within these zones� the cells outside
them appear to be nearly intact�

� The specimen orientation and con�guration has a great impact on the failure
mode� the load�displacement relations and the energy consumption�
Very large di	erences concerning the deformation and fracture process� the mag�
nitude of the recorded forces as well as the energy consumption were found be�
tween the di	erent specimen orientations and con�gurations� The di	erences
were somewhat greater for the dry specimens than for the wet ones� For the
dry specimens the energy consumption ranged between ������ J and for the wet
specimens between ������ J� It is interesting to note that the minimum and the
maximum energy consumptions were found for the same specimen orientation
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�loading in the tangential direction�� The di	erences depended only on the the
early� and latewood con�guration within the specimen�

� The design of the loading equipment has a strong in�uence on the failure process
and energy consumption�
The failure process was considerably more dominated by the opening fracture
mode in the knife loading case than for the setup with a right�angled crushing
surface� The knife loading setup resulted in considerably lesser deformations
�and fewer collapsed cells� within the earlywood� and the energy consumption
was about �� � lower than the results obtained with the right�angled contacting
surface�

� Moisture content has a strong in�uence on the mechanical properties of wood�
The dry specimens were in general more brittle than the wet specimens� which
could be deformed more without cracking� From the load deformation curves it
could also be seen that the initial sti	ness was greater for the dry specimens than
for the wet ones� The maximum shear load �except for the case of test series Cw�
was also signi�cantly lower for the wet test series than for the corresponding dry
ones� Also the energy consumption was consistently lower for the test series with
wet specimens than for the corresponding dry ones�

� Cracks in the latewood seem to run between adjacent cell rows�
Observations made on the dry specimens clearly indicated that cracks oriented
perpendicular to the tangential direction in the latewood run between adjacent
cell rows rather than across the cell walls� which suggests that the bonds between
the latewood cells are crucial to the crack formation� In the earlywood� on the
other hand� the crack propagation is more di	use�
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Material Modelling

��� Introduction

When numerical analyses of initial de�bration processes are to be performed� two main
approaches may be applied in modelling the wooden material� One approach is to use
continuum models based on smeared material properties� The other approach is to
develop models of the cellular microstructure� the individual �bres being modelled�
The latter approach is the more general one� providing a higher degree of resolution� It
has the disadvantage� however� of giving rise to extremely large models that are di�cult
to handle using the computer resources available today� unless very small pieces of wood
are studied� Although a continuum modelling approach allows the deformation and
fracturing of larger wood pieces to be analysed� it does not permit the deformation
and fracturing of the individual �bres to be studied� On the whole� the continuum
approach appears to be the most suitable for simulating the initial breakdown of the
wooden chips in the re�ner� For later stages of the de�bration process� modelling at
the microstructural level is needed in order to analyse the deformation process of the
individual �bres�
In this chapter� one continuum modelling approach and one microstructural mod�

elling approach are presented and discussed� Both these approaches are useful in
analysing and simulating di	erent de�bration processes and di	erent types of mechan�
ical pre�treatment� The in
uence of di	erent loading modes� loading directions and
loading rates on the deformation and fracturing processes of wood are also of inter�
est� Numerical examples using these two main approaches are presented in Chapters �
and �� where comparisons with experimental results also are made�

��� Modelling at Macrostructural Level

����� Modelling approach

The most important conclusion to be drawn from the experimental investigation pre�
sented in Chapter � is that the inhomogeneity and anisotropy of the material should be
taken into account in studying initial de�bration processes� The tests clearly illustrate

��
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the di	erences in mechanical properties between earlywood and latewood� If numer�
ical simulations of initial de�bration processes are to be successful� account must be
taken of these di	erences� It is also shown in Chapter � that the mechanical behavior
of wood loaded perpendicular to the grain can be very complex� Characteristics for
the behavior of the material are the development of cracks and the large volumetric
changes of earlywood when subjected to compression� In order to be able to perform
proper simulation of initial de�bration processes� the following material characteristics
need to be taken into account�

� The inhomogeneity and anisotropy of the material�

� The nonlinear inelastic response of earlywood when subjected to compression
perpendicular to the grain�

� The fracture mechanical behavior of the material�

The inhomogeneity of the material is taken into account by dividing the wood into
zones of earlywood and latewood� The earlywood zones can be further subdivided in
the radial direction into several layers that di	er slightly in their sti	ness and strength
properties� By doing this� the strain localization arising when earlywood is subjected
to high compression can� at least partly� be captured�
A crushable foam model is used to model the behavior of earlywood� Foams are

characterized by their ability to deform volumetrically when subjected to compression�
a deformation which is due to cell wall buckling processes in the microstructure� similar
to the behavior observed in earlywood� A general description of the structure and
properties of cellular solids such as foams is given by Gibson and Ashby in ����� Due
to the increasing structural use of foams for insulation� cushioning� and the absorbing
of kinetic energy in case of impacts� various constitutive models have been developed�
such as that described by de Souza Neta et al� ����� The model employed in the present
study is similar to the one described in ���� and based on non�associative compressible
plasticity� The model is included in ABAQUS ����� For the latewood� linear elastic
behavior is assumed as long as no cracks are developed� The foam plasticity model could
also be employed in the modelling of latewood if the inelastic response in compression
of the latewood is to be taken into account� In the present study� on the other hand�
the assumption of linear elasticity seems su�ciently accurate in modelling latewood�
Fracture of the material is taken into account by use of a �ctitious crack model�

The fracturing properties are projected onto distinct cracking surfaces by use of soft�
ening stress displacement relations� The model is implemented in the �nite element
simulations by introducing special crack elements between the standard solid elements�
The constitutive modelling adopted can be summarized by the following�

� Dividing the wood into zones of earlywood and latewood

� Subdividing the earlywood into several layers in the radial direction

� Crushable foam plasticity model used for the earlywood
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� Linear elastic behavior assumed for the latewood

� Fracturing modelled by means of a �ctitious crack model

To develop material models re
ecting all the characteristics of importance for the
mechanical behavior of wood is a tremendous task� Therefore� various assumptions and
simpli�cations must be made� One of the most important simpli�cations made in the
present study is to assume isotropy� For the present applications� a plasticity model
seems to be the most suitable choice for modelling the behavior of earlywood� whereas
the latewood can be assumed to behave in a linear elastic way except for the cracking�
In the case of linear elastic behavior� it is quite simple to account for orthotropy� but
plasticity models for orthotropic materials are considerably more complex than those
for isotropic materials� The most common orthotropic plasticity model used is based
on the Hill yield criterion ����� This criterion is a function of the stress deviator only�
which means that yielding is independent of the hydrostatic stress� Taken together
with the assumption of associated plastic 
ow� it implies that the plastic deformation
is deviatoric� i�e� that there is no plastic volume change� This type of plasticity model
is developed for metals� for which assumptions of plastic incompressibility and yielding
independent on the pressure stress have been veri�ed experimentally� These assump�
tions are� however� not reasonable for capturing the behavior of wood� since volumetric
plastic changes are a key feature of the material behavior� The foam plasticity model
adopted in the present study is not based on these assumptions� It has the disadvan�
tage� on the other hand� of being based on isotropic behavior of the material� Wood
is a highly anisotropic material� The largest di	erences in mechanical properties are
between the longitudinal and transverse directions� There is also some directional de�
pendence within the transverse plane� The sti	ness ratio between the radial and the
tangential directions is normally assumed to be about ��� and �� see ���� ��� and �����
This sti	ness ratio is based� however� on conditions in which the material is considered
as a continuum� in which the di	erences in properties between earlywood and latewood
not are taken into account�
It should also be noted that the di	erences between the radial and tangential di�

rection normally observed� only concerns the initial linear elastic part of the material
behavior� In the present applications� in which earlywood is loaded far beyond the
linear elastic response� these di	erences are probably not particularly important for
the overall behavior of the material� In comparing the stress�strain curves for radial
and tangential compression that Uhmeier et al� ���� obtained� it can be seen that the
general appearance of the curves is similar� the di	erences consisting mainly in there
being a slightly higher plateau stress in radial compression� This is probably due to
reinforcement by the ray cells and to di	erences between the two directions in the
structural arrangements of the wood �bres �����
Since the out�of�plane properties do not in
uence the in�plane response decisively

and the di	erence between the tangential and the radial directions is not signi�cantly
large� the use of on isotropic foam model may give quite reasonable results when an�
alyzing wood loaded perpendicular to the grain� However� in order to be able to
study arbitrary loading conditions and loading directions �not only perpendicular to
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the grain�� account should be taken of the anisotropy of the material� Models for or�
thotropic foams have been developed� for instance by Schreyer et al� ����� This type of
model might be used instead of the isotropic model adopted in this study�
In the following two sections the foam plasticity model and the �ctitious crack

model are presented and discussed�

����� Foam plasticity model

The model is well established� see e� g� ���� and ����� and has been developed for
analysis of crushable foams which are used for impact absorption� particularly in the
automotive industry� Concerning speci�c parts of the model� di	erent alternatives exist
for the choice of various parameters and the dependence on certain �eld variables� In
the following� the model is presented as it is applied in the present investigation�
The behavior in the elastic region is assumed to be linear� The yield surface is

de�ned in terms of the equivalent pressure stress p and the Mises equivalent stress q�
de�ned as

p ! �
�

�
�kk �����

q !

s
�

�
SijSij � �����

where �ij are the components of the Cauchy stress tensor and Sij are the deviatoric
stress components given as

Sij ! �ij  pIij� �����

The yield surface is de�ned as

F !

s�
pt � pc
�

 p
��
 
�
q

M

��
�
pc  pt
�

! � �����

where pt is the strength of the material in hydrostatic tension and pc ! pc
�
�plvol

	
is the

yield stress in hydrostatic compression as a function of volumetric plastic strain� The
volumetric plastic strain is de�ned by

�plvol ! lnJpl� �����

where Jpl is the plastic part of the volume change

J !
V

V�
! JelJpl� �����

and where J is the ratio of the current volume to original volume and Jel is the
corresponding elastic part� M is a constant computed from the yield stress in uniaxial
compression
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M !
��r

ptpc�� �
�

�
��
�
pt � pc��

	
� �

�
���

� �����

where �� is the initial yield stress in uniaxial compression and pc�� is the initial value
of pc� The parameters pt� pc and �� are all de�ned as positive numbers� Eq� �����
de�nes an elliptical surface in the p�q plane intersecting the p�axis at �pt and pc� The
compressive strength� pc� increases when the material is compacted� whereas pt remains
�xed throughout any plastic deformation process� The yield surface is illustrated in
Figure ���� Uniaxial compression is represented in the p � q plane as p�q ! ���� In
the deviatoric plane the yield surface is a circle� which implies that the yield stresses
in triaxial tension and compression are equal�
The strength in hydrostatic tension pt remains �xed� whereas the compressive

strength pc evolves as a result of compaction of the material� This is modelled by
a piecewise linear function� For the present applications a tri�linear function was used�
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pc / 0
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c-p t
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Figure ���� Yield surface in the p� q plane for the crushable foam model�

Potential 
ow is assumed� the 
ow rule being written as

��plij ! ��
�h

��ij
�����

where ��pl is the plastic strain increment� �� the plastic multiplier� and h the 
ow
potential� given by

h !

s
�

�
p�  q�� �����

A geometrical representation of this 
ow potential is shown in Figure ���� The 
ow
potential can be rewritten� using the de�nitions of the equivalent pressure stress and
the Mises equivalent stress as given in Eq� ����� and ������ respectively�
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The plastic strain increment can now be expressed as

��plij ! ��
�h

��ij
! ��

�

�h
�ij � ������

The 
ow potential thus gives a direction of 
ow that is identical to the stress direc�
tion for radial paths� This means that loading in any principal direction causes no
deformations in the other directions� Since the yield function is not used as the poten�
tial function� the plasticity is non�associated� resulting in a non�symmetrical material
sti	ness matrix�

q

p

isolines

∆εpl

σ

h

flow potential

Figure ���� Plastic potential surface in the p�q plane for the foam plasticity model�

Foam materials often exhibit an increase in yield stress as strain rates increase� The
strain rate dependence is assumed to be separable� the shape of the hardening curves
at di	erent strain rates being similar� according to

fd ! f�
�
�plvol

	
Hp

�
��pl
	
� ������

where f s is the static stress�strain behavior and Hp is the ratio of the yield stress at
nonzero strain rate to the static yield stress� Hp is de�ned by a power law of the form

��pl ! D�Hp � ��
r ������

where D and r are material properties�
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����� Fracture mechanics model

The nonlinear fracture mechanics model applied in this study corresponds to a Ficti�
tious Crack Model �FCM�� see Hillerborg ����� Gustafsson ����� Wernersson ���� and
Petersson ����� The model was implemented in the �nite element simulations by intro�
ducing special crack elements� These crack elements are de�ned in a subroutine to the
standard version of ABAQUS by use of the #UEL$�option� These crack elements are
further discussed in Subsection ����
The idea of FCM can be illustrated using a hypothetical experiment� A specimen

without any crack is loaded in pure tension� as shown by Figure ���� Assume that
the testing machine is very sti	 and that the complete load�displacement curve for
the specimen can be recorded� As the load is applied� the specimen initially behaves
elastically� When the stress reaches the tensile strength of the material� a damage zone
containing localized deformations may develop� If the deformation is increased further�
the load carried by the specimen will decrease and the material outside the damage
zone will be unloaded� as shown in Figure ���a� In modelling this behavior� the total
deformation of the specimen� �l� is assumed to be given by

�l ! l� � ������

where l� are the deformations of the material outside the fracture zone and � is the
distance between the separating surfaces in the fracture zone� Figure ���b� Note that
� is equal to zero until the fracture process zone starts to develop� The material
properties of the fracture zone can now be separated from the material properties
outside the fracture zone� The material behavior outside the fracture zone is described
using a stress�strain relation �� � � relation�� whereas the behavior of the fracture
zone is described using a stress�displacement relation �� � � relation�� Figure ���c and
Figure ���d� respectively� The mechanical properties of the material are thus de�ned
using two di	erent types of relations� for the material outside the fracture process zone
a stress � strain relation is employed and for the material within the fracture zone a
relation between stress and displacement is used�
The fracturing properties given in the form of a softening stress relative displace�

ment relation ���� relation� are projected onto a �ctitious crack surface� This surface
is equivalent to an in�nitely thin process zone� in which the relative displacement �
between the adjacent bounding surfaces of the zone is assumed to uniquely determine
the stress in the �ctitious process zone�
When testing for obtaining fracture mechanical properties� the softening deforma�

tion � must be larger than the unloading recovery in order to establish stable perfor�
mance during the complete test� More generally� this condition can be formulated in
terms of energy� implying that more energy must be consumed in the crack opening
process than the amount of elastic energy released during unloading� If this is not the
case� a sudden failure will occur� as described in Section ����
The above discussion concerns the pure opening mode �Mode I�� corresponding

to a relation between softening stress and relative displacements normal to the crack
surface� Similarly� the concept can be applied to the pure shearing mode �Mode II��
resulting in a relation between a softening shear stress and a relative shear displacement
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Figure ���� Characteristics of a �ctitious crack model� illustrated for a specimen loaded
in tension by displacement control� from ����� Top� material behavior� Middle� model
of the material behavior� Lower left� material properties outside the fracture zone�
Lower right� material properties of the fracture zone�

parallel to the fracture surface� In addition to these pure modes� a mixed mode can be
de�ned� involving stresses and displacements both normal and parallel to the fracture
surface�
The fracture in the material is modelled by introducing two �ctitious crack surfaces�

The distance between these surfaces is initially zero� By introducing stresses and
relative displacements between the surfaces� the fracturing can be modelled in a simple
and well�de�ned way� The fracture mechanics model is to be used for applications
involving large deformations� This means that the choice of stress measure by which
the constitutive relations are formulated is very important� For instance� it can be
seen from the experimental investigation �see for example Figure ����� that earlywood
might be signi�cantly compressed prior to cracking� This means that the fracture
surface may be much smaller when cracking occurs than it was when de�ned in the
undeformed con�guration� Whether the stress measure is related to the undeformed
or to the deformed con�guration is thus important� The constitutive relations for the
fracturing zone as presented in the following are formulated as forces per current area
�true stress��
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In the following� the tensile stress and the relative displacement normal to the frac�
ture zone are denoted by �n and �n� respectively� and the shear stress and relative
shear displacement by �s and �s� The fracturing properties for the pure opening mode�
Mode I� and the pure shearing mode� Mode II� expressed as stress displacements rela�
tions� are approximated using bilinear curves� as shown in Figure ���� The tensile and
shear strengths are denoted by ft and fs� respectively� The relative displacements for
which the stresses are zero� i�e� at complete fracture� are denoted by �n�� �s� and the
breakpoints on the curves are de�ned by �n�� �n� and �s�� �s�� respectively�
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Figure ���� Approximation of fracturing properties using bilinear stress�displacement
curves� Left� mode I� Right� mode II�

To be able to model a mixed mode fracture� there must be a coupling between
the softening properties in tension and shearing� In this investigation� the stress com�
ponents �n and �s are expressed as functions of the relative displacements �n and �s
according to�

�n ! �n ��n� �s� ! �n ��n�



� �

�s
�s�

�m

������

�s ! �s ��n� �s� ! �s ��s�



� �

�n
�n�

�n

� ������

where �n��n� and �s��s� denote the material description for the pure opening and the
pure shearing mode� respectively� and wherem�n are mixed mode coupling parameters�
For m ! n ! � there is no coupling between the tensile and shearing behavior� Suitable
values for m� n are in the range of ����� For �s ! �� the shear stress is zero and the
�n��n� �s� relation coincides with that of the pure opening mode� For �n ! �� the tensile
stress is zero and the �s��n� �s� relation coincides with that of the shearing mode� see
Figure ���� When� however� �s � � and �n � � we have mixed mode fracturing� and
the tensile �shearing� capacity is gradually reduced for increasing shearing �normal�
deformation� This coupling for mixed mode fracturing is illustrated in Figure ����
Two examples of stress displacement relations for mixed mode loading are shown in
Figure ���� In the �gure� the tensile stress is plotted as a function of the relative normal
and shear displacement for two di	erent values of the coupling parameter m�
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For compression perpendicular to the crack plane� a Coulomb friction model is used�
This means that the shearing capacity is increased according to

�s ! �s ��s�



� �

�n
�n�

�n

 �p� ������

where �p is the contact pressure at the fracture zone ��p ! ��n� and � is the coe�cient
of friction� The in
uence of friction on the shearing capacity is illustrated in Figure ����

sδ

µ σ

σ

p

s

Figure ���� Increasing shear capacity due to friction�

Within the loading rate interval studied� the experimental investigation presented
in Section ��� showed that the fracture energy and the maximum stress increase with
increasing loading rate� The fracture energy and maximum stress varied approximately
linearly with the logarithm of the loading rate� The increase in fracture energy with
increasing loading rate was greater than that of the maximum stress except for the
highest loading rate tested� The rate dependence of the fracturing properties is� in this
study� modelled in a simple manner in terms of the initial stress rate �i�e� the stress rate
prior to softening�� It is assumed that the rate dependence is such that the shape of
the softening curves for di	erent loading rates is similar� cf� Figure ����� The uniaxial
softening relations are then written as

�n ! ��n ��n� �s�Hfn ������

�s ! ��s ��n� �s� �p�Hfs ������

where ��n� �
�
s are the uniaxial stress displacement relations for the reference loading

rate and Hfn� Hfs are ratios of the softening stress at the current loading rate to the
softening stress at the reference loading rate� Hfn is determined according to

Hfn !

�
�  

�fn
f�n



log



��n
���n

��
������

where �fn is the increase in tensile strength when the loading rate is increased by a
factor ��� f�n is the tensile strength for the reference loading rate� ��n is the current
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stress rate �prior to softening� and ���n is the corresponding stress rate for the reference
loading rate� Hfs is de�ned in a similar manner as Hfn� The e	ect of the loading rate
on fracturing behavior is illustrated in Figure ����

σ  , σn

s

s

Increasing
loading rate

δ  , δn

Figure ���� Change of uniaxial softening properties with increasing loading rate�

One of the most important parameters for characterizing fracture�mechanical prop�
erties is the fracture energy GF � de�ned as the energy needed to bring a unit area of
the material to complete fracture� For the pure opening mode� the fracture energy
corresponds to the area under the �n � �n curve� Thus

GF !
Z �n�

�

�n ��n� d�n ������

and similarly for pure shearing mode� For mixed mode fracture� the magnitude of GF

is the sum of the contributions from the two modes according to

GF !
Z
�

��n ��n� �s� d�n  �s ��n� �s� d�s� ������

where & is the deformation path resulting in complete separation of the material� The
fracture energies for pure opening and pure shear modes are given as input data to
the model� The mixed mode fracture energy is governed by these energy values� the
magnitude of the coupling parameters m� n and the loading path� The in
uence of the
radial loading direction and the magnitude of the coupling parameters on the fracture
energy is illustrated in Figure ��� for equal values of m and n� It is assumed that tensile
and shear softening begin at the same time� The radial loading path is expressed in
terms of a mixed mode angle de�ned as

� ! arctan



�n
�s

�
� ������

The input data for the case illustrated are de�ned in Figure ���� The values are rep�
resentative for spruce loaded in tension perpendicular to the grain and in longitudinal
shear� The fracture energy for the pure opening mode is ��� Jm� and for the shearing
mode ���� Jm�� For the case of m ! n ! �� i�e� with no coupling between the two
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Figure ���� Fracture energy at radial loading paths�

modes� the fracture energy would be the sum of the uniaxial fracture energies irrespec�
tive of the loading direction� For m ! n ! � the mixed mode fracture energy exceeds
that of the pure shear mode for some loading directions� For m ! n ! � the fracture
energy varies approximately linearly between the uniaxial values� For higher values of
m and n the fracture energy decreases more rapidly from that of the pure shear mode
and may go below that of the pure opening mode� According to experimental data
���� suitable values of m and n for the case studied would be in the range of about
��� The fracture energy predicted by the model is �except for the case where m and n
are set to zero� dependent on the loading path� i�e� on how a certain deformation state
is reached� For combined compression and shear the fracture energy increases linearly
with the compressive stress and the slope of the curve is equal to the coe�cient of
friction �� Figure �����

pσ
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µ

Figure ����� Fracture energy as a function of compressive stress�

If the crack width does not increase monotonically� crack closure may occur� For
the applications in mind here� involving complex loading conditions and deformation
patterns� crack closure can take place and must therefore be taken into account� In
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the present model� it has simply been assumed that the crack closing path reverts to
the origin� This behavior is illustrated in Figure �����
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Figure ����� Illustration of crack closure�

The fracture mechanics model presented in this subsection was implemented in the
�nite element simulations by introducing special crack elements� This is discussed
further in Section ����

��� Modelling at Microstructural Level

����� General remarks

In contrast to the continuum approach discussed previously� a modelling of the cellular
microstructure enables the deformation and fracturing of the individual cells to be
simulated� This approach gives rise to very large computer models� however� permitting
only small pieces of wood to be analysed� One method that might be used to overcome
this problem� at least to some extent� is to assume periodic structures and to apply
cyclic boundary conditions� This method was used in the present study�
An interesting aspect concerning the constitutive modelling is that the strong non�

linearities in mechanical response observed at the macroscopic level for compressive
loading perpendicular to the grain are largely related to geometrical e	ects at the mi�
crostructural level when the cells are buckling and collapsing� At the continuum level�
complex material models are needed in order for these nonlinearities to be taken into
account� The constitutive models for the cell wall material when modelling at the
microstructural level do not need to be so complex� however� in order for realistic re�
sults to be obtained� The material modelling for the cell wall material adopted in this
work is based on linear anisotropic elasticity in combination with nonlinear fracture
mechanics in order for microcracking of the cells to be captured� Nonlinear behavior
in compression �plasticity� for the cell wall material is considered for the ray cells only�
In modelling the cellular structure� two main approaches may be distinguished �����

One approach is to model real structures that are obtained from micrographs� The
other approach is to generate a �ctitious cell structure with properties representative
of those of real structures� In this study the latter alternative is chosen� This approach
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makes it simple to automatically generate a complete model� thus making it much
easier to investigate the in
uence of various parameters of interest on the response
and behavior of the structure� Furthermore� with this approach it is easy to generate
structures that are periodic which� in combination with cyclic boundary conditions�
is a clear advantage if larger structures are to be analysed� In a real cell structure
model it might be di�cult to apply cyclic boundary conditions as the cell walls at
opposing boundaries will not be exactly equal� The model adopted to create the cellular
microstructure was suggested by Persson ����� It involves an irregular hexagonal cell
shape and is based on micrographs and microstructural measurements�

����� Structural model

The model adopted to generate the wooden microstructure will only be outlined brie
y�
For more details reference is made to ����� The length of the tracheids �longitudinal
direction� is very large as compared to their cross�sectional dimensions� In the model
the length of the tracheids is assumed to be in�nite� the in
uence of the end caps of
the tracheids thus being neglected� Furthermore� the small pits of the cell walls are
omitted in the modelling� An irregular hexagonal cell shape is assumed� Figure �����
The radial width wr� the tangential widths wt� and wt�� the cell wall thickness t and the
irregularity parameter e are introduced� The parameter e determines the irregularity
of the cell structure� For e ! ��� a regular cell structure is obtained� The ratio of the
tangential widths wt� and wt� determines the angle between the adjacent cell walls� For
wt� ! wt� a quadratic cell shape is obtained� The tangential widths and the value of
the irregularity parameter are assumed to be constant over the growth ring� The cell
wall thickness and the radial cell width� on the other hand� vary over the growth ring�
Constant width values are assumed for the earlywood and latewood regions� while in
the transition region the radial cell width varies between the widths of the earlywood
and the latewood�
The density of the cell can be determined by calculating the total area occupied by

the cell� At� and the cell wall area Aw as


c !
Aw

At


� ������

where 
� is the cell wall bulk density� As seen in Figure ���� the density over a growth
ring varies considerably� To model this variation� the growth ring is divided into
three regions� earlywood� transitionwood and latewood� In the earlywood region the
density is assumed to have a slight linear increase� In the transitionwood the density
is assumed to increase quadratically� and in the latewood the density is assumed to
increase linearly� The breakpoints on the density curve are denoted by 
� � 
�� The
width of the latewood region ll is set to ���� mm and the width of the transitionwood
region lt is assumed to represent �� � of the total growth ring width ����� The width
of the earlywood region le can then be determined by subtracting the latewood and
transitionwood widths from the total growth ring width�
The cell structure is modelled by assuming that the growth ring width lr is known�

The average density 
r can then be determined according to
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The radial cell width wr is assumed to be constant within the earlywood and the
latewood� Within the transitionwood wr is assumed to decrease linearly from that of
the earlywood to that of the latewood� By knowing the radial width of each region
and the radial cell widths� the number of cells in each region can be calculated�
By selecting a value of 
� and by considering the assumptions concerning the varia�

tion in density within the di	erent regions� the values of 
�� 
� and 
� can be computed
allowing the complete density function over the growth ring to be established� The den�
sity of each cell 
c can then be determined� The cell wall thickness is then calculated
by using Eq� ������ and the cell structure of the growth ring is established� The steps
involved in generating the cell structure can be summarized by

� Selecting the growth ring width lr�

� Selecting other values of the basic geometry and density variables needed�

� Calculating the widths of the earlywood le and transitionwood lt�

� Determining the number of cells in the radial direction of each region�

� Determining the density functions for the three regions�

� Calculating the cell wall thickness of each cell in the growth ring using Eq� �������
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Figure ����� Assumed variation in density over a growth ring �����

In addition to tracheid cells the cell structure also comprises radially oriented cells
�ray cells�� which are of importance for the mechanical behavior of the cell structure�
The ray cells are incorporated in the model by introducing an equivalent cell wall layer
at each side of the generated structure �half a ray cell at each side�� The width of the
ray cell layer was set to ��� �m� The parameters needed to de�ne the cell structure
and the values assumed in this study are given in Table ���� The geometric values are
chosen on the basis of microstructural measurements and of micrographs� see �����
Examples of cell structures generated by the model are shown in Figure ����� The

picture at the top shows the structure generated when assuming an average density of
the growth ring of ��� kgm�� and the lower one corresponds to an average density of
��� kgm�� At a density of ��� kgm� the number of cells in the radial direction of
the growth ring is equal to ��� whereas at a density of ��� kgm� the number of cells
is increased to ��� In the examples shown the number of cells between two ray cells
was set to four�

����� Constitutive modelling of the cell wall material

The cell wall consists of four layers� In addition� there is the inter�cellular layer of
lignin� the middle lamella� holding the �bres together� see Figure ���� The various
layers di	er in their thickness� chemical composition and micro�bril orientation� The
cell wall is modelled in a simpli�ed manner through dividing it into two main layers�
one representing the middle lamella together with the primary wall and the S� layer�
and the other representing the S� layer together with the S� layer� The reason for not
considering all the individual cell wall layers separately is primarily to keep down the
size of the models without losing much accuracy� The elastic sti	ness parameters for
the di	erent layers are determined from sti	ness values of the basic elements of the cell
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Table ���� Adopted geometry and density parameters needed to de�ne the cell struc�
ture� The values are chosen in agreement with those used by Persson ����� The radial
cell width wr is assumed to be constant in the earlywood and the latewood and to vary
linearly in the transitionwood�

Parameter Assumed value Remark

wt� �� �m �
wt� �� �m �
wr �� �m earlywood
wr ����� �m transitionwood
wr �� �m latewood
e ���� �

wray ��� �m �

lt ����lr mm ��� of total ring length
ll ���� mm �


� ���� kgm� �

� ��� kgm� �

e ��� kgm� �

l ��� kgm� �

t ���� kgm� �

Figure ����� Examples of growth ring structures generated by the model� Top� Average
density of ��� kgm� and a growth ring width of ��� mm� Lower� Average density of
��� kgm� and a growth ring width of ��� mm�
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walls �the so�called micro�brils� as reported by Persson ����� These sti	ness values of
the micro�brils were obtained from the properties of the basic chemical constituents
�the cellulose� the hemicellulose and the lignin� and by using a homogenization method�
Depending on the assumed shape and composition of the micro�bril model �di	erent
models have been suggested in the literature� for example by Fengel ���� and Pre�
ston ������ either an orthotropic or a transversely isotropic material is obtained� The
sti	ness values adopted for the micro�brils are expressed in terms of a local micro�bril
coordinate system� In order to orient the local coordinate system of the micro�brils to
the global coordinate system of the overall structural model� two transformations are
needed� First� a transformation of the principal directions of the micro�bril to the cell
wall coordinate system is made� according to the micro�brillar angle of the cell wall
layer considered �a constant micro�bril angle for each layer is assumed� possible vari�
ations within the layers not being considered�� The second transformation is made to
align the cell wall layers to the global directions of the hexagonal cells� see Figure �����
Transformations of the constitutive matrices are made according to Eq� ������
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Figure ����� Transformations needed to orient the local micro�bril coordinate system
to a common global coordinate system�

Microscopic investigations have shown microcracking to occur frequently for com�
pressive loading perpendicular to the grain ����� By the present modelling� fracturing
at the cell corners can be considered� see Figure ����� but delamination of the cell
wall layers is not taken into account� The �ctitious crack model of Section ����� was
employed to capture the fracturing of the cell wall material�
Nonlinear e	ects in compression for the cell wall material are taken into account

for the ray cells only� This is done by adopting the orthotropic yield criterion proposed
by Hill ����� When the axes of the ����coordinate system coincide with the axes of
orthotropy� the Hill yield criterion is given by
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.

Figure ����� Zones of possible microcracking can be considered in the modelling�
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where � is the Cauchy stress tensor and the material parameters a�� a	 are expressed
as
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where �ijy are the yield stresses with respect to the orthotropic directions i and j and
�ref is a reference stress� The Hill yield criterion is an extended form of von Mises�
criterion for isotropic materials� When the parameters a� � a	 satisfy

�a� ! �a� ! �a� ! a� ! a� ! a	� ������

Eq� ������ reduces to the von Mises criterion�
For compressive and shear loading� very large deformations occur locally resulting

in cell walls coming into contact with each other and interacting as the cells collapse�
Due to the strong localization occurring for compressive loading perpendicular to the
grain� this phenomenon becomes of importance already at rather low average �macro�
scopic� strains� It is therefore of great importance to take this into account in the
modelling� In each cell lumen� contact conditions are introduced controlling the con�
tact and preventing the cell walls from penetrating each other� A Coulomb friction
model is employed for the contacting surfaces�
Numerical examples simulating the behavior of wooden cell structures when loaded

perpendicular to the grain using the modelling approach outlined are presented in
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Chapter �� The in
uence of di	erent constititive assumptions on the response is illus�
trated� and a comparison is made with the observed behavior of real structures�
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Chapter �

Numerical Procedure

��� Introduction

In the next two chapters� numerical simulations related to initial de�bration processes
are presented� In the simulations performed both nonlinear material behavior and
geometric nonlinearity were taken into account� The simulations were carried out using
the general purpose �nite element code ABAQUS ����� The present chapter provides
a background to the computer simulations� and some of the theory involved in the
simulations will be presented� The �nite element equations� the technique used when
solving them� and the solid element formulation employed by the program in dealing
with problems exhibiting both geometric and material nonlinearity will be outlined�
The fracture mechanics model presented in Section ����� was applied in the �nite
element simulations by introducing special crack elements� The formulation used for
these crack element is also discussed� The aim is not to provide a complete description
of the theory and the numerical algorithms involved� but rather to describe the general
procedure used in establishing and solving the �nite element equations� For a more
comprehensive description� reference is made to �����

��� Finite Element Equations

The �nite element method is a numerical approach allowing partial di	erential equa�
tions to be solved approximately� The basics of the �nite element method and its
application to various types of problems are dealt with� for example� in Ottosen and
Petersson ���� and in Zienkiewiecz and Taylor ����� For a review of di	erent formula�
tions used in non�linear �nite element analysis� see e�g� Bathe ����
The formulation is based on a Lagrangian description of motion� according to which

the path of a material point is followed through the various con�gurations of the body�
every position being de�ned in relation to a reference con�guration� The relation
between the current and the referential coordinates for any point is given by

xi ! Xi  ui i ! �� �� �� �����

where xi are current �spatial� coordinates� Xi are referential �material� coordinates
which remain �xed for a particular material point and ui are the components of the

��
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displacement vector� The current position and� thereby� the displacements are ex�
pressed in terms of the coordinates of the referential position�
The �nite element equations are derived from the equations of motion given by

����
�x�

 
����
�x�

 
����
�x�

 b� ! 
�u�

����
�x�

 
����
�x�

 
����
�x�

 b� ! 
�u�

����
�x�

 
����
�x�

 
����
�x�

 b� ! 
�u�

or expressed in a compact form �summation over repeated indices� as

��ji
�xj

 bi ! 
 �ui i ! �� �� �� �����

where �ij are components of Cauchy�s stress tensor� bi represent body forces per unit
of current volume� �ui are the accelerations and 
 is the current density of the material�
The tractions� ti� acting on the surface S surrounding the body are given by

ti ! �jinj � �����

In order to develop the �nite element formulation� the three equilibrium equations
represented by Eq� ����� are replaced by an equivalent #weak form$� This weak form is a
single scalar equation over the entire body� The weak form is obtained by multiplying
the di	erential equations by arbitrary weight functions vi and integrating over the
volume V occupied by the body� Taking the scalar product of Eq� ����� with respect
to the weight functions vi results in a single scalar equationZ

V
vi
��ji
�xj

dV  
Z
V
vibi dV !

Z
V

vi�ui dV� �����

An integration by parts using the Green�Gauss theorem is performed on the �rst term
on the left�hand side� resulting in

Z
V
vi
��ji
�xj

dV !
Z
S
vi�jinj dS �

Z
V

�vi
�xj

�ji dV� �����

Inserting Eq� ����� into Eq� ����� and using Eq� ����� yields the weak form of the
equations of motion

Z
S
viti dS  

Z
V
vibi dV !

Z
V

�vi
�xj

�ji dV  
Z
V

vi�ui dV� �����

The terms on the right�hand side of Eq� ����� can be replaced by integrals over the
reference volume� giving

Z
V�

ovi�ui dV�  

Z
V�

�vi
�xj

�ji dV� !
Z
S
viti dS  

Z
V
vibi dV �����
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where 
� is the density referred to the reference volume and �ij are components of the
Kirchho	 stress tensor de�ned by

�ij !
dV

dV�
�ij � �����

The �nite element equations are obtained by introducing approximations of the
displacement vector and the acceleration vector and by choosing the weight functions
appropriately� The displacements and the accelerations are approximated by

ui ! Nikak �����

�ui ! Nik�ak ������

where Nik �i ! �� �� �� k ! �� �� ���� total number of degrees of freedom in the problem�
are time�independent interpolation functions and ak and �ak are nodal displacements
and accelerations� respectively� In accordance with the Galerkin method� the weight
functions are selected as

vi ! Nilcl� ������

where cl are components of an arbitrary vector� The gradient of the weight functions
can now be expressed as

�vi
�xj

! cl
�Nil

�xj
� ������

Inserting Eqs� ������������ into Eq� ����� yields

cl


Z
V�

�NilNik�ak dV�  

Z
V�

�Nil

�xj
�ji dV�

�
! cl

�Z
S
Nilti dS  

Z
V
Nilbi dV

�
� ������

This equation should hold for all values of cl� which means that we get a system of
nonlinear equilibrium equations

�Z
V�

�NilNik dV�

�
�ak  

Z
V�

�Nil

�xj
�ji dV� !

Z
S
Nilti dS  

Z
V
Nilbi dV� ������

This system of equations is the basic �nite element formulation of the problem� Eq� ������
can be expressed in the more compact form

Mlk�ak  P int
l � P ext

l ! � l ! �� �� ���� ������

where Mlk are the components of the mass matrix� Pl
int the internal forces and Pl

ext

the external forces as de�ned by

Mlk !
Z
V�

�NilNik dV� ������

P int
l !

Z
V�

�Nil

�xj
�ji dV� ������

P ext
l !

Z
S
Nilti dS  

Z
V
Nilbi dV� ������
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The de�nition of the mass matrix above is the consistent mass matrix� However� for
the �rst�order elements� a lumped diagonal mass matrix is employed by the computer
code�
In the description that follows� it is convenient to use matrix notation� Eq� ������

then being written as
M�a Pint

�Pext ! �� ������

For static problems� the set of �nite element equations given by Eq� ������ reduces to

Pint
�Pext ! �� ������

��� Solution Technique

An implicit operator de�ned by Hilber� Hughes and Taylor ���� is used for the time
integration� For this operator� the equilibrium equations� Eq� ������� are replaced by
a balance of inertia forces at the end of the time step and a weighted average of the
static forces at the beginning and end of the time step

M�an��  ��  ��
�
Pint

n�� �Pext
n��

	
� �

�
Pint

n �Pext
n

	
! �� ������

where the subscripts n and n � refer to time tn and tn��� respectively� The displace�
ment and velocity integration procedure is de�ned by Newmark�s algorithm�

an�� ! an  �t �an  �t
�

��
�

�
� �

�
�an  ��an��

�
������

�an�� ! �an  �t ���� �� �an  ��an��� ������

where �t is the time increment� i�e�

�t ! tn�� � tn� ������

and

� !
�

�
��� ��� � !

�

�
� � �

�

�
� � � �� ������

The parameter � controls the amount of numerical damping� When � ! � there is
no damping �corresponding to the trapezoidal rule�� whereas signi�cant damping is
available when � ! ��

�
� The default value for the numerical damping is � ! ������

The residual or out�of�balance forces at tn�� are de�ned as

Gn�� ! �M�an��  ��  ��
�
Pext

n�� �Pint
n��

	
� �

�
Pext

n �Pint
n

	
������

The aim is to �nd the solution of
Gn�� ! � ������

By using Eq� ������� the system of equations can be solved� Eq� ������� may be written
in the form of an equation for the displacement vector an���

Gn�� ! G �an��� ! �� ������
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where

G �an��� ! �M

�
�

��t�
�an�� � an��

�

��t
�an  



��

�

��

�
�an



 ��  ��
�
Pext

n�� �Pint
n��

	
� �

�
Pext

n �Pint
n

	
�

������

Due to the non�linearity of Eq� ������� the equation system is solved in an iterative
manner� This is done using the Newton Raphson method� The principle of this method
is to start with an initial prediction of the response and then� by successive iterations�
improving the initial prediction until equilibrium is reasonably well satis�ed� Eq� ������
can to the �rst order be approximated as

G
�
ai��n��

	
� G

�
ain��

	
 



�G

�a

�i

n��

�ain ! � ������

where i is the iteration counter starting from

a�n�� ! an� ������

The iterative correction is found� through Eq� ������� to be

�ain !
�
�Ki
	
��

Gi
n�� ������

where

�
�G

�a
! �K ������

is the Jacobian matrix� A series of successive iterations gives

ai��n�� ! ain��  �a
i
n� ������

The principle of the process is shown for a one�degree�of�freedom system in Figure ����
The criterion used for stopping the iterations is based on all the entries in both G and
�a being su�ciently small�
The Jacobian matrix �K used in the Newton Raphson scheme is derived by di	er�

entiating Eq� ������ with respect to an�� and consists of several terms

�



�G

�an��

�
! �Kn�� !

�

��t�
M ��  ��

�Pint

�an��
� ��  ��

�Pext

�an��
� ������

�Pint��an��� representing the variation of internal forces with displacement� is gen�
erally referred to as the tangent sti	ness matrix K� It is derived by di	erentiating
Eq� ������ with respect to a� In component form it becomes

Klk !
Z
V�

�Nil

�xj

��ji
�ak

dV�  
Z
V�

�

�ak



�Nil

�xj

�
�ji dV� ������
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Figure ���� The Newton Raphson method illustrated for a one�degree�of�freedom sys�
tem�

where the �rst term corresponds to the usual small displacement sti	ness matrix� except
for the fact that the term �Nil��xj is a function of displacement� and where the second
term is the initial stress matrix�

�Pext��an��� describing the dependence of the external forces upon the geometry�
is generally referred to as the load sti	ness or load correction matrix Kload� It can be
derived from Eq� ������� Using these de�nitions� the Jacobian matrix can be written
as

�K !
�

��t�
M ��  ��K� ��  ��Kload� ������

The solution of the corresponding static problems is also given by Eq� ������
to ������� The residual forces at the increment n � are then de�ned as the di	erence
between the external and the internal forces� Accordingly�

Gn�� ! Pext
n�� �Pint

n��� ������

the Jacobian matrix reducing to

�K ! K�Kload� ������

For a review of di	erent techniques of solving dynamic and static nonlinear prob�
lems� see e�g� Zienkiewicz and Taylor ���� or Owen and Hinton �����

��� Solid Element Formulation

A description of the formulation for solid elements when used for geometrically non�
linear analysis at �nite strains will be given in this subsection� The description is
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restricted to materials having some kind of inelastic behavior� For such materials the
constitutive relations are established in rate form� whereas for elastic materials at �nite
strain� such as rubber�like materials or elastomeric foams� the constitutive behavior is
de�ned as a total stress�total strain relationship�
It should be emphasized that the type of rate formulation used here� based on hypo�

elasticity� satis�es the objectivity principle only if the elastic sti	ness tensor is isotropic�
Strictly� this means that such formulations� which are implemented in many commercial
�nite element codes� exclude anisotropic elasticity� For details on this subject and for
a discussion of di	erent large strain plasticity theories� see e�g� Ristinmaa and Ottosen
�����
The stress measure appearing in the equilibrium equations is the Kirchho	 stress � �

This is also the stress measure used to develop constitutive relations for solid elements
in ABAQUS� Since the constitutive relations are established in rate form� the rate
of Kirchho	 stress used in these constitutive equations needs to be de�ned� Since
the Kirchho	 stress components are associated with spatial directions in the current
con�guration� the material time rate of Kirchho	 stress �� is not suitable as such a
stress rate measure� Instead� use is made of the co�rotational �or Jaumann� rate of
Kirchho	 stress as the stress rate when constitutive relations for solid elements are
established� For further reading on di	erent stress rates� see e�g� Malvern ����� The
Jaumann rate of Kirchho	 stress �� is de�ned as

�� ! �� �W�  �W� ������

where �� is the material time rate of Kirchho	 stress and the last two terms on the
right side correspond to the rate caused by pure rigid body spin� The spin tensor W
is de�ned as the antisymmetric part of the spatial velocity gradient� Accordingly�

W ! asym



� �u

�x

�
!
�

�

�
�� �u
�x

�

�
� �u

�x

T�A � ������

or in component form

Wij !
�

�



� �ui
�xj

�
� �uj
�xi

�
� ������

The symmetric part of the velocity gradient is called the rate of deformation tensor

D ! sym



� �u

�x

�
!
�

�

�
�� �u
�x

 

�
� �u

�x

T�A � ������

The velocity gradient can then be written as

L !W  D� ������

The spin tensor measures the angular velocity of the principal axis of the rate of
deformation� The rate of deformation tensor is the strain rate measure which is work�
conjugate to the Kirchho	 stress� The constitutive equations thus relate the Jaumann
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rate of Kirchho	 stress �� to the rate of deformation D� The constitutive equations
may then be assumed to be of the form

�� ! CD ������

or in component form
��ij ! CijklDkl� ������

where C is the Jacobian matrix of the constitutive model�
In the one�dimensional case� a corresponding strain rate measure �� can be integrated

to a total strain measure which is the logarithmic strain

�log !
Z l

l�

dl

l
! ln



l

l�

�
! ln ��  e� ������

where e is the nominal or engineering strain� This identi�es �� as the rate of logarithmic
strain� This identi�cation also applies in the multi�dimensional case if the principal
axes of straining remain �xed during the deformation� In the general case� the strain
rate measure D� however� is not integrable into a total strain measure� cf� the disussion
by Malvern �����
The strain increment �D from increment n to n � is de�ned by

�D !
Z tn��

tn
D �r� dr ������

and may be constructed by integrating the strain rate approximately over the increment
by using the central di	erence algorithm� as suggested by Hughes ����� This algorithm
de�nes the strain increment as

�� ! �D ! sym

�
� ��u

�xn� �

�

�
A ������

where �u is the displacement increment and xn� �

�

is the midpoint con�guration� Ac�
cordingly�

�u ! xn�� � xn ������

xn� �

�

!
�

�
�xn  xn��� � ������

The total strain at con�guration n  � is constructed using a method suggested by
Hughes and Winget ����� giving

�n�� ! �R�n�R
T  �D ������

where the �rst term accounts for rotational e	ects during the increment and the second
term is the approximate strain increment� �R is the rotation in the increment de�ned
as

�R !
�
I�

�

�
�W

��� �
I 

�

�
�W

�
������
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where I is the identity tensor and �W is the central di	erence integration of the spin�

�W ! asym

�
� ��u

�xn� �

�

�
A � ������

The total stress at con�guration n  � is calculated as

� n�� ! �R� n�R
T  ��� � ������

where the �rst term accounts for rotational e	ects and the second term represents
the material response during the increment� The second term is determined from the
constitutive equations� Eq� ������� as

��� ! C�D� ������

The formulae for calculating the total strains and stresses� see Eqs� ������ and �������
satisfy the criterion of incremental objectivity� which is a discrete analogue of the ob�
jectivity of the governing constitutive theory and precludes the generation of spurious
stresses in rigid motions� An alternative to the use of the approximate rotation incre�
ment �R as de�ned in Eq� ������ would be to apply the rotation increment obtained
from the polar decomposition theorem� This would lead to more complex operations�
however �����
To form the Jacobian matrix used in the Newton Raphson method� the variation in

stress with respect to the nodal variables is needed� This is obtained by di	erentiating
Eq� ������� giving

�� n��

�a
!

��R

�a
� n�R

T  �R� n
��RT

�a
 C

��D

�a

!
��R

�a
�RT �� n�� �C�D�

 �� n�� �C�D��R
��RT

�a
 C

��D

�a
�

������

Use of this expression leads to the exact Jacobian for the Hughes�Winget integration
operator ����� In ABAQUS� however� a simpler expression for this variation is used�
yielding an approximate expression for the Jacobian matrix�
For inelastic material models� such as plasticity models� it is assumed that there is

an additive relationship between the elastic and the inelastic �plastic� strain rates� i�e�
that

�� ! ��el  ��pl ������

where �� is the total strain rate� ��el is the elastic strain rate and ��pl is the plastic
strain rate� This strain rate decomposition is consistent when the elastic strains are
in�nitesimal and when the strain rate measure used is the rate of deformation ����� In
incremental form this yields

�� ! ��el  ��pl ������

where �� is de�ned by Eq� ������� The integration of the material equations is based on
the backward Euler method to meet the consistency condition� For further information
on the integration of plasticity models� see for example Krenk �����
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��� Crack Element Formulation

The fracture mechanics model presented in Subsection ����� was implemented in the
�nite element simulations by introducing special crack elements between the standard
solid elements� see Figure ���� These crack elements connect adjacent nodes at the
boundaries of the solid elements� The width of the crack elements is initially zero�
which means that the nodes of neighbouring solid elements initially coincide� The
crack elements were formulated as ��noded elements�

Crack elementSolid element

Figure ���� Finite element implementation of the crack elements�

The crack elements� which represent �ctitious crack surfaces� behave according
to the constitutive relations given in Subsection ������ except for a slight modi�cation
concerning the initial sti	ness of the elements� Theoretically� the initial sti	ness should
be in�nitely high since the elements are not supposed to #open$ until the tensile or
shear strength is reached� However� for numerical reasons� this sti	ness should not
be too high compared with the other terms in the global sti	ness matrix� The initial
sti	ness was set at ���� times higher than the slope of the �rst softening branch� see
Figure ���� When the tensile or shear strength of the material is reached� these crack
elements express the softening behavior of the material�
The crack element was implemented as a subroutine to the standard version of

ABAQUS� ����� using the #UEL$ option� The uniaxial characteristics� i�e� the proper�
ties for the pure opening and pure shearing mode� respectively� the values of the mixed
mode coupling parameters m�n and the value of the coe�cient of friction � are given
as input data for the elements�
The subroutine is called each time element calculations are required� Estimates of

displacements and displacement increments at the end of each increment are supplied
as inputs to the subroutine� The requested output from the routine is the contributions
of the user element to the out�of�balance �or residual� force vector G and the Jacobian
matrix �K of the overall system of equations� Since no body forces are associated with
the elements� the out�of�balance force vector is given by the vector of internal forces
Pint as

Gn�� ! �P
int
n�� ������
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Figure ���� Modi�ed softening stress�relative displacement curve used for the crack
elements�

and the Jacobian matrix is determined from the tangent sti	ness matrix K as

�K ! K ������

according to Eq� ������ and Eq� ������� respectively�
The crack elements are used for �nite deformation applications� which may result

in non�negligible rotations of the crack elements compared to their orientation in the
initial con�guration� In order to take this into account� a local rotating coordinate
system was introduced� In the following� a barred variable indicates that the variable is
referred to this local coordinate system� The current orientation of the local coordinate
system is determined from the current orientation of the crack element boundaries �see
Figure ���� as

�� !
�a  �b

�
������

where ��� �a and �b are de�ned in the �gure�
With the orientation �� determined� a transformation matrix B can be constructed�

This matrix is orthogonal� i�e�
BTB ! I� ������

The nodal displacements a can now be referred to the local coordinate system through

�a ! Ba� ������

The vector of internal forces �referred to the local system� is determined on the basis of
the constitutive relations� i�e� the stress�relative displacement curves� This force vector
is then transformed back to the global coordinate system by

Pint ! BT �Pint� ������

The tangent sti	ness matrix in the global coordinate system is de�ned as

K !
�Pint

�a
� ������
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Figure ���� Local rotating coordinate system for a crack element�

By use of Eqs� ������ and ������ and the chain rule of di	erentiation� Eq� ������ can
be rewritten as

K !
�
�
BT �Pint

	
�a

!
�BT

�a
�Pint  BT �

�Pint

�a

!
�BT

�a
�Pint  BT �

�Pint

��a
B�

������

An approximation of the tangent sti	ness matrix can be obtained by neglecting the
term containing the derivative of the transformation matrix B with respect to the
nodal displacements� This results in the simpler expression

K � BT �
�Pint

��a
B ! BT �KB� ������

The tangent sti	ness matrix in the local system �K ! � �Pint���a is determined from the
slope of the stress�relative displacement curves� This matrix is then transformed to the
global system by Eq� �������



Chapter �

Numerical Examples � Continuum

Modelling

��� Introduction

This chapter deals with numerical simulation of wood disintegration based on the
continuum material modelling approach presented in Section ���� The basis for the
simulations is the chip shearing tests presented in Section ���� Numerical simulations
of several of the test series� including both dry and wet conditions� are presented
and compared with the experimental results� The adopted material parameters are
discussed and the �nite element modelling technique described� The in
uence of the
choice of material data on the results was also studied� results obtained when using
properties di	erent from those of the reference values being presented and compared�
Simulations of the combined radial compression and shear tests� Section ���� were
also performed� This was done in order to check the appropriateness of the material
modelling approach and the adopted material properties�
There are several industrial applications aiming at disintegrating wooden materials

using knife�cutting processes� Examples are wood chipping� veneer cutting and lumber
slicing� Knife�loading processes might therefore be of special interest to study� and
results obtained from simulations can illustrate the in
uence of the knife design on the
fracturing process and the cutting forces can be determined�
Since the wooden material in the mechanical pulping processes �and in many wood

machining processes� is subjected to very high loading rates� the in
uence of the loading
rate on the failure process and on the energy consumption is of great interest� The
in
uence of the loading rate on the deformation and fracturing processes was therefore
studied� Results from simulations made with various loading rates� up to �� ms� are
presented� The conditions assumed in these simulations are� with the exception of the
loading rate� similar to those used in the chip shearing tests�
The commercial FE code ABAQUS ���� was used for all simulations� The �nite

element formulation and the solution technique used by the program were outlined in
Chapter ��

���
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��� Mechanical Properties

The material data presented in this section are the reference values that were used
generally in the simulations throughout this chapter� In a few cases� however� slightly
modi�ed material data were adopted� This was done in order to overcome numerical
problems in some of the simulations of the chip shearing tests� see Section ������ Fur�
thermore� in order to study the in
uence of the choice of material properties on the
response� simulations were performed using material data di	ering from the reference
values presented below� This parameter study is discussed further in Subsection ������
The rate�dependent e	ects assumed in the study of the in
uence of the loading rate
on the failure process are treated in Section ����
For the numerical simulations� elastic� plastic and fracture mechanical properties

are needed� Furthermore� these properties must be de�ned for earlywood and latewood
separately� since the di	erences in mechanical behavior between these two types of wood
have to be taken into account� In addition to the distinction between earlywood and
latewood� a variation in properties is also assumed to be present in the radial direction
within the earlywood zone� This zone is divided into �ve equally thick layers which
di	er slightly in their sti	ness and strength properties� These layers are referred to as
earlywood ���� earlywood � being the weakest layer representing the material formed
in early spring� and earlywood � being the strongest layer� representing the transition
zone� see Figure ���� The specimens used for the chip shearing tests had a growth
ring width of about ������� mm� In the simulations� the growth ring width was set to
��� mm� the width of the earlywood region to ��� mm �each earlywood layer having a
thickness of ���� mm�� and the width of the latewood was set to ��� mm �the transition
region being included in the latewood zone�� The growth rings of the specimens used
in the combined radial compression and shear tests were generally slightly smaller than
those of the chip shearing specimens� In the simulations of the combined compression
and shear tests� the width of the earlywood region was set to ��� mm �each layer having
a thickness of ���� mm� and the width of the upper and lower latewood regions was
set to ����� mm�

Growth ring

Latewood (and transitionwood)Earlywood

R

T

1 542 3

Figure ���� Subdivision of the growth ring zone into layers� T and R denote the
tangential and radial directions� respectively�
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In the experimental studies� Section ��� and ���� tests were performed on wood
under both dry and wet conditions �moisture contents of ��� and ���� respectively��
Numerical simulations were performed for wood in both conditions� The reference
values of the elastic and the plastic material parameters adopted for the dry and the
wet condition are summarized in Table ���� Since both the earlywood layers and
the latewood zone are modelled as being isotropic� the elastic behavior is de�ned by
the modulus of elasticity E and Poisson�s ratio 	� The plastic parameters that need
to be speci�ed are the strength in hydrostatic tension pt� the initial yield stress in
uniaxial compression ��� the initial yield stress in hydrostatic compression pc�� and the
hardening parameters� de�ned by expressing the yield stress in hydrostatic compression
pc as a function of the volumetric plastic strain �plvol� The parameters pt� ��� pc��� pc
and �plvol are de�ned in Subsection ������

Table ���� Adopted elastic and plastic properties of wood in dry and wet condition
corresponding to moisture contents of �� � and �� �� respectively� E�w� denotes
earlywood and L�w� denotes latewood�

Elastic Plastic
Wood parameters parameters
layer Hardening parameters

E � pt �� pc�� pc

�
�
pl
vol

	
�MPa� ��� �MPa� �MPa� �MPa� �MPa����

Dry�
E�w� � ��� ���� ��	� 
��� ��	� ���������� ����������� ����������
E�w� � ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���������� ����������� ���������
E�w� 
 ��� ���� ���� ��	� ���� 
�������� �
������
�� ���������	��
E�w� � ��� ���� 
��� ���� 
��� ��������� ����������� ������������
E�w� � 
�� ���� 
�	� ���� 
�	� �������	�� ����������� ��
���������
L�w� ���� ���� � � � � � �

Wet�
E�w� � 	� ���� ���	 ���� ���	 ��
������� ���������� �����������
E�w� � � ���� ���� ���� ���� ���������� ��������� ���
������
E�w� 
 ��� ���� ���� ��		 ���� �������� ������
�� ��������	��
E�w� � ��� ���� ��	� 
��� ��	� ��������� ��������� �����������
E�w� � ��� ���� ���	 ���� ���	 
������	�� ����������� ���	�������
L�w� ��� ���� � � � � � �

In dry condition� the modulus of elasticity was assumed to range from ��� up to
��� MPa within the earlywood� whereas a considerably higher value� ���� MPa� was
assumed for the latewood� In wet condition� the elastic sti	nesses were set to �� � of
those of the dry condition� i� e ������ MPa within the earlywood and ��� MPa for the
latewood�
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The values of the plastic parameters were chosen in view of results from radial com�
pression tests� How reasonable the selected material parameters are will be investigated
in the next section� where the combined compression and shear tests of Section ��� are
simulated�
The hardening was modelled by piecewise linear curves� For the wet condition� the

stress values were set to �� � of those assumed for the dry condition� The plateau
stress �� ranges for the dry condition from ���� MPa for the weakest layer �earlywood
�� up to ��� MPa for the strongest �earlywood ��� The corresponding values for the wet
condition are ���� MPa and ���� MPa� respectively� The response in the form of stress�
strain curves for the �ve earlywood layers loaded in uniaxial compression is shown in
Figure ��� for both the dry and the wet condition� In the diagrams� the strain is
de�ned as being nominal strain� i�e� as change in length per initial length� the numbers
��� referring to the �ve di	erent layers� The average stress response for the complete
earlywood zone when compressed in the radial direction is shown in Figures ����
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Figure ���� Stress�strain curves for the �ve earlywood layers when loaded in uniaxial
compression� Left� wood in dry condition ��� � m�c��� Right� wood in wet condition
��� � m�c���

When the tensile andor shearing strength of the material is reached� the fracturing
or softening behavior of the material is captured by the crack elements� The values
selected for the plastic parameters assign the solid elements higher yield stresses in
tension and in shearing than the strength values used for the crack elements� This
prevents inelastic response in tension and in shearing prior to cracking�
The fracture occurring will normally be a mixed mode fracture� involving both

the opening and the forward shear mode �rolling shear�� The fracture mechanical
properties for the pure opening and pure shearing modes� the values of the mixed
mode parameters m�n and the coe�cient of friction � a	ecting the fracturing behavior
in combined compression and shear are given as input to the crack elements� The
properties used in the simulations are given in Table ���� A small variation of the
properties was assumed to be present within the earlywood zone� The shape of the
curves adopted for uniaxial tension has an initial rapid decrease in stress followed by
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Figure ���� Average response of the earlywood zone when loaded uniaxially in com�
pression in the radial direction�

a region of considerably slower decrease� The input for these curves is based on the
results from the tensile tests reported in Section ��� and from other investigations
of tangential tensile fracture of spruce� as reported by Bostr�om ���� Wernersson ����
and Olejniczak ����� In Table ��� ft and fs denote the tensile and shear strength�
respectively� �n�� �n� and �s�� �s� de�ne the breakpoints on the bi�linear curves� �n��
�s� are the displacement values for which the crack is fully developed and GF denotes
the fracture energy�
The strength in rolling shear was set equal to the tensile strength� whereas the frac�

ture energy was assumed to be somewhat higher� The tensile strength� shear strength
and fracture energy for the latewood were assumed to be twice as high as the values
used for the strongest earlywood layer� The strength values and the fracture energies
for the case of the wet condition were set equal to �� � of the corresponding values
assumed for the dry condition�
The values adopted for the dry condition result in an average tensile strength in the

tangential direction of approximately ��� MPa and a fracture energy of ��� Nmm��
These values are in accordance with experimental results from investigations involving
stable tensile tests on spruce performed at low loading rates and at low moisture
contents� Bostr�om ��� reports a tangential tensile strength of ��� MPa and a fracture
energy of ��� Nmm� at a moisture content of �� � and with an average density of
��� kgm�� Wernersson ���� reports a strength of ��� MPa and a fracture energy of
��� Nm� at a moisture content of �� � and with a density of ��� kgm�� Olejniczak
���� studied the in
uence of the specimen geometry and the e	ect of the loading rate� for
loading rates varying between ����������� mms� on the fracture mechanical properties
on spruce in tangential tensile fracture and has reported strength values in the range
of ��������� MPa and fracture energies between ������� Nmm�� The mean density of
the material was ��� kgm� and the moisture content was �� �� For the wet condition
the adopted values result in an average tangential tensile strength of about ��� MPa
and a fracture energy of ��� Nmm�� These values are in close agreement with the
results from the stable tensile tests as presented in Section ��� for the case of a loading
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Table ���� Adopted fracture mechanical properties of wood in dry and wet condition
corresponding to moisture contents of �� � and �� �� respectively� E�w� denotes
earlywood and L�w� denotes latewood�

Opening mode Shearing mode
Wood �rolling shear�
layer

ft �n� �n� �n� GF fs �s� �s� �s� GF

�MPa� �MPa� �mm� �mm� �J�m�� �MPa� �MPa� �mm� �mm� �J�m��

Dry
E�w� � ���� ��
� ����� ���� ��� ���� ���� ����� ���� 
��
E�w� � ��	� ��
� ����� ���� �	� ��	� ���� ����� ���� 
��
E�w� 
 
��� ���� ����� ���� 
�� 
��� ���� ����� ���� ���
E�w� � 
��� ���� ����� ���� 
�� 
��� ��	� ����� ���� ���
E�w� � ���� ���� ����� ���� ��� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���
L�w� 	��� ���� ����� ���� 	�� 	��� ���� ����� ���� ����

Wet�
E�w� � ���	 ���� ����� ���� ��	 ���	 ��	� ����� ���� ���
E�w� � ��� ����� ����� ���� �� ��� ��	 ����� ���� ���
E�w� 
 ���� ���	 ����� ���� ��� ���� ���� ����� ���� �	�
E�w� � ���� ��
�� ����� ���� ��� ���� ���� ����� ���� 
��
E�w� � ��	� ��
� ����� ���� �	� ��	� ���� ����� ���� 
��
L�w� ���� ���� ����� ���� ��� ���� ��	� ����� ���� ���

rate of ��� mms� which should be representative considering the loading rate at which
the chip shearing tests were carried out� The shape of the curves adopted is also in
agreement with the experimental results� The values of the coupling parameters for
mixed mode fracture were chosen to m!n!� which� for the case of di	erent radial
loading paths� results in an approximately linear relation between the fracture energy
in rolling shear and tension� The coe�cient of friction at the fracture zones was set to
����
When the mechanical properties of wood are determined� it is generally considered

as a homogeneous material and the di	erences between earlywood and latewood are
not considered� Not much experimental work has been carried out to determine the
mechanical properties of these two types of wood separately or� more generally� to
determine the variation of properties within the growth ring� Such experiments must
be given a high priority in the future� Due to the lack of experimental data� it is
di�cult to verify the adopted material data in any other way than in an average sense�
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��� Simulations of Combined Radial Compression

and Shear Tests

����� General remarks

As has been shown� the mechanical behavior of wood loaded perpendicular to the grain
is very complex with large deformations� localization phenomena and highly nonlinear
response occurring� In order for numerical simulations of wood disintegration to be suc�
cessful� these material characteristics need to be captured appropriately� In Section ���
a study concerning the behavior in combined radial compression and shear was pre�
sented� By simulating these tests� the adequacy of the material modelling approach can
be evaluated for these important loading modes� In particular� the performance of the
foam plasticity model and the suitability of the material data related to it are tested�
In the following� simulations of the di	erent test series involved in the experimental
study are presented and compared with the experimental results�

����� Finite element modelling

Due to the very low loading rates involved in the tests� static conditions were assumed
in the simulations� The problem was treated as a two�dimensional one� First�order
solid elements were employed� ��noded linear triangular elements for the earlywood and
��noded bilinear quadrilaterals for the latewood� The triangular elements were used
as they are not so sensitive to large distortions� The model consisted of about ����
elements and involved ���� degrees of freedom� The lower boundary of the specimen
was restrained from moving� whereas the displacements of the nodes at the upper
boundary were prescribed according to the loading mode in the particular test being
considered� The �nite element model used is shown in Figure ���� the subdivision of the
earlywood zone into �ve layers being indicated� earlywood � being the weakest layer
and � the strongest� The width of each earlywood layer was set to ���� mm and the
width of the two latewood zones to ����� mm each� For the loading modes considered�
fracture of the specimen may occur �as was the case in the experiments for the pure
shear loading and probably also for the mixed loading at !������� Crack elements
were introduced at the lower transition between the earlywood and the latewood� this
region constituting the weakest part of the specimen� The fracturing properties were
set equal to those of the earlywood layer as de�ned in Table ����

����� Results

Due to extreme element distortion at the left boundary� the complete deformation pro�
cess could not be simulated for the case of !���� It was possible to trace the response
up to average strains of about �� � only� for which locally very large distortions oc�
curred� This problem may be avoided by using a more optimal mesh �with smaller
elements in the critical region� or with a remeshing technique� For all the other cases�
the complete deformation processes could be simulated� The simulated deformation
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Figure ���� Finite element model used in simulations of compression and shear tests�

process for pure compression is shown in Figure ���� The top picture shows the un�
deformed specimen� the next three show the specimen at a strain of ��� �� and �� ��
respectively� The pictures shown concern the dry condition� but the deformation pro�
cess for the wet specimen was completely analogous� At a strain of �� � the earlywood
� layer is compressed considerably� the earlywood � layer has just entered its plateau
region� whereas layers ��� are still behaving elastically� with negligible deformations�
At a strain of �� � the only earlywood layers behaving elastically are layers � and ��
Finally� when the strain is increased to �� � all the layers are deformed considerably�
the deformations in the latewood being insigni�cant� however� The strain localization
arising when wood is loaded in compression perpendicular to the grain is thus captured
to some extent by the modelling employed �compare Figure ��� with Figure ����� Also
for the combined loading modes at !����� and !��� the predicted deformations are
in reasonably good agreement with the experiments� The simulated deformation pro�
cess for the case of !��� is shown in Figure ���� By comparing with Figure ��� it can
be seen that there is a good agreement with the experiments� the failure zone being
initiated at the lower transition zone except for the right edge of the specimen at which
the failure starts a little higher� In the simulation� a tensile crack was developed at the
right edge of the specimen� but it did not propagate much�
The behavior for pure shear loading is shown in Figure ���� Shear fracture occurred

at the lower transition zone just as in the experiments� but the failure occurred at a
lower shear deformation�
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Figure ���� Simulation of the deformation process of a dry specimen loaded in pure
radial compression �test series Ad�� From top to bottom� undeformed� average strain
of �� �� �� � and �� ��
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Figure ���� Simulation of the deformation process of a dry specimen loaded in combined
compression and shear at !��� �test series Cd�� Top� average strain of �� �� Lower�
average strain of �� ��

Figure ���� Simulation of the deformation process of a dry specimen loaded in pure
shear �test series Ed�� Top� average strain of � �� Lower� average strain of �� ��
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The stress�strain curves obtained from the simulations of the di	erent test series
are given in Figures ��� and ���� For comparison� see the corresponding experimental
results given in Figures ���������� The diagrams to the left show the normal stress and
the diagrams to the right show shear stress� For pure compression and pure shear� only
one diagram is given� the shear stress being close to zero in the �rst case whereas the
normal stress is very low �less than ��� MPa� for pure shear� As can be seen� there
is reasonably good agreement between the simulated response and the experiments
for the case of pure radial compression and for combined compression and shear up
to !���� The overall shape of the curves and the stress plateau values are in a
relatively good agreement with the experimental results� The discrepancies found are
more related to the choice of material data than to the overall performance of the foam
model� With a more optimal choice of material data� the discrepancies present may be
reduced signi�cantly� The in
uence of the shear deformation on the compressive stress�
strain curves obtained from the simulations being small� just as in the experiments� At
!����� the compressive stress�strain response is practically identical to that of pure
compression� which was also the case in the experimental study� At !��� the stresses
at the plateau region are somewhat lower than for pure compression and !������ also
in agreement with the experimental results� The initial stress peak found in many of
the experiments for !����� and !��� is not captured� however� The shear stresses
are overestimated in the simulations� although still being considerably lower than the
vertical �compressive� stress� The relation between the response in the dry and the wet
condition is similar to that found in the experiments�
For the case of !������ and for pure shear loading� there are clear discrepancies

between the simulations and the experimental results� concerning both the compressive
and the shear stress�strain relations� the shear sti	ness being considerably too high
in both cases� For pure shear loading� a rather high tensile stress was developed
in the experiments� but this was not the case in the simulations� where instead a
very small compressive stress was present� The shear strength value assumed for the
earlywood � layer seems to be appropriate� however� since the maximum shear stress
value predicted for the pure shear loading is in good agreement with the experimental
results� A much better agreement concerning the response for the case of !����� and
in pure shear is obtained by reducing the assumed elastic sti	ness� This is shown in
Figure ����� The diagram shows the shear stress�strain response for the case of pure
shear loading when assuming the default elastic sti	ness� together with the response
obtained when assuming an elastic sti	ness of only one �fth of the reference values�
The reduction sti	ness was made for all layers �both earlywood and latewood�� The
agreement between the simulation and the experiments concerning the normal stress is
not improved� however� The tensile stress obtained in the experiments for pure shear
is still not captured by the model� The reduction in elastic sti	ness greatly improves
the response concerning the shear forces but results in an unrealistic normal sti	ness�
This is the dilemma encountered when using an isotropic model�
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Figure ���� Simulated stress�strain curves for the combined compression and shear
tests� Solid lines show results for specimens in dry condition and dashed curves for the
wet condition� Top� test series Ad and Aw �pure compression�� Middle� test series Bd
and Bw �mixed loading at !������� Lower� test series Cd and Cw �mixed loading at
!�����
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Figure ���� Simulated stress�strain curves for the combined compression and shear
tests� Solid lines show results for specimens in dry condition and dashed curves for the
wet condition� Top� test series Dd and Dw �mixed loading at !������� Lower� test
series Ed and Ew �pure shear��

The in
uence of boundary e	ects due to the specimen design on the stress�strain
curves obtained may be estimated by simulations� If cyclic boundary conditions are
applied� connecting the left and the right boundary of the specimen� the response
of an in�nitely wide specimen is simulated� Cyclic boundary conditions in this case
means that the displacements of the nodes at the left boundary are set equal to those
of the corresponding nodes at the right boundary� The deformation of a specimen
loaded at !��� is shown in Figure ����� It can be seen by comparing Figure ���� with
Figure ��� that the deformation pattern di	ers from that of the � mm wide specimen at
the specimen edges� It can be concluded� however� that the e	ects of specimen width
on the stress�strain curves obtained are very small� This can be seen in Figure �����
showing the normal stress�strain response for an in�nitely wide specimen �solid curves�
and the curve obtained for the � mm wide specimen� In both cases mixed loading
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Figure ����� In
uence of Young�s modulus on the response in pure shear loading�
Material data for wood in dry condition� Eref refers to the reference values of the
modulus of elasticity de�ned in Table ����

at !��� and material data for wood in dry condition were assumed� The di	erences
in stress�strain response between the in�nitely wide specimen and the � mm wide
specimen were found to be very small for all loading cases considered�

Figure ����� Deformation of an in�nitely wide specimen loaded at !���� The specimen
is shown at an average strain of �� ��

To summarize� it can be concluded that the modelling employed predicts the be�
havior for pure compression as well as for combined compression and shear up to !���

reasonably well� The normal stress�strain relations obtained are similar to those ob�
tained in the experiments� the di	erences are mainly related to the choice of material
parameters and to the choice of an isotropic model� The shear stresses are overesti�
mated although still being low in comparison with the normal stresses� The responses
for !����� and for pure shear are not so well captured by the modelling employed�
concerning both the normal and the shear stress�strain relations� The results indicate
that the shear fracturing properties for the earlywood � layer seem to be appropriate�
though�
It should be emphasized that the material data given in Section ��� and adopted for

all simulations throughout this chapter were selected prior to the combined compression
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Figure ����� Normal stress�strain response for an in�nitely wide specimen �solid curve�
as compared to that of the � mm wide specimen �dashed curve��

and shear tests were carried out� They do therefore not represent the optimal choices
for achieving the best possible agreement with the experiments presented in Section ����
A better �t may be obtained by choosing slightly di	erent yield stress values as the
densi�cation in the simulations starts at a slightly too high strain and the sti	ness is
too high�
The fact that the very low modulus in rolling shear in relation to the normal sti	ness

is not captured by the modelling is more crucial� however� Due to the foam plasticity
model being isotropic� the shear modulus is governed by the modulus of elasticity
and Poisson�s ratio� The shear sti	ness is considerably overestimated with the present
choice of material data� This is the reason for the overall poor agreement concerning
the shear�dominated loading modes and the fact that the shear stresses generally are
being overestimated for all loading modes�
A signi�cant improvement concerning the prediction of the shear stress�strain rela�

tions was obtained by decreasing the moduli of elasticity drastically �down to one �fth
of the reference values�� Such low values of Young�s modulus give rise to unrealistic
normal sti	ness� however� It should also be emphasized that the modulus of elasticity
perpendicular to the grain may� due the extremely low modulus in rolling shear� be
very low depending on the annual ring orientation� This was illustrated in Figure ����
The choice of the elastic sti	ness using an isotropic model is thus not trivial� It is
a balance between obtaining a low modulus in rolling shear and obtaining a suitable
normal sti	ness� The optimal choice of the sti	ness values depends on the type of
problem considered� For the problems dealt with in the following� the sti	ness values
adopted seem reasonable� however�
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��� Simulations of Chip Shearing Tests

����� General remarks

Simulations of the behavior of the specimens in tests series Ad� Aw� Bd� Bw� Dd�
Dw� Fd� Fw� Gd and Gw of the chip shearing tests were performed� Simulations were
thus made for both the dry and the wet condition� for di	erent specimen heights�
orientations and the di	erent loading conditions applied in the experimental study�
In general� the material data presented in Section ��� was used for all the cases

studied� A few exceptions were made� however� Firstly� in the simulations of test series
Ad� Aw� Bd and Bw slightly modi�ed material data were used �as compared with
those given in Table ��� for the earlywood ��� layers� for the elements near the right
edge of the upper rigid surface� Somewhat lower values were used for the volumetric
plastic strain �plvol when de�ning the hardening of these elements� This modi�cation
was made for numerical reasons� so as to prevent excessive distortion of these elements�
Furthermore� in a few cases� slightly higher values of �n�� �s� and �s� compared to the
values in Table ��� were used in de�ning the softening behavior of the material� This
was done to decrease the negative sti	ness of the crack elements� in order to obtain
su�cient stability in the calculations to be able to pass certain critical stages in the
solutions�

����� Finite element modelling

The problem was analysed as a two�dimensional static problem under plane strain
conditions� First�order solid elements were employed� ��noded bilinear quadrilateral
elements for the latewood zones and ��noded linear triangular elements for the early�
wood� The tests indicated large deformations occuring in the earlywood� Triangular
elements were thus used for the earlywood zones since these elements are not as sensitive
to distortion� Crack elements were introduced between the solid elements at locations
where large tensile andor large shearing stresses occurred� When the strength of the
material was reached� these elements captured the softening behavior of the material
as described earlier�
The two steel plates in the tests were modelled as rigid surfaces� Interface elements

were used to describe the contact forces between the rigid surfaces and the wood
specimen� A Coulomb friction model was employed� the coe�cient of friction between
the steel plates and the specimen being set to ����� A perfect �t of the specimens
between the steel plates was assumed� The gap between the steel plates was set to
��� mm� just as in the experiments� For numerical reasons� the sharp edges of the steel
plates were smoothed�
A �nite element model used in the simulations is shown in Figure �����

����� Results

The results from the simulations are presented and discussed in the following� Firstly
the simulations of the � mm high specimens of test series Ad and Aw are dealt with�
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Earlywood

Rigid surface

Latewood

Interface
elements

Figure ����� Example of �nite element model used in the simulations�

thereafter the � mm high specimens of the B and D series and �nally the simulations of
the specimens subjected to the knife�loading setup �series Gd and Gw�� A comparison
of the results of the simulations with the experimental results is given in Section ������

Test series Ad and Aw

The specimen geometry and the earlywood�latewood con�guration used in the sim�
ulations are given in Figure ����� and can be considered to be representative for the
specimens used in test series Ad and Aw� The earlywood zone was� as described earlier�
divided into �ve equally thick layers� the location of these layers being indicated by
the numbers ��� in the �gure� The �gure also shows the �nite element mesh adopted
for the simulations� The �nite element model involved about ���� solid elements and
���� nodes�
The simulated deformation and fracturing processes for tests series Ad and Aw

are given in Figure ����� In the �gure� sequences of �ve pictures showing the course
of deformation and fracturing in the specimens together with the corresponding load�
displacement curves obtained are given� The upper part of the �gure shows the response
for the dry specimen and the lower part the corresponding response for the wet one�
The pictures are linked to the load�displacement curves by the numbering ���� The
solid lines in the load�displacement diagrams show the horizontal force and the dashed
ones the vertical force�
The simulated behavior of the wet specimen was rather similar to that of the dry

one� The di	erences mainly consisted of lower force values involved for the wet speci�
men� and fracturing occurring at somewhat larger shear displacements� and the max�
imum load �point of global softening of the specimen� being reached at a somewhat
later stage for the wet than for the dry specimen� The response of the specimens could
be predicted up to a shearing displacement of about ��� mm ���� mm for the dry and
��� mm for the wet specimen�� The maximum horizontal force was reached at a shear�
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Figure ����� Specimen geometry and earlywood�latewood con�guration used in the
simulation of test series Ad and Aw�

ing displacement of approximately ��� mm for the dry specimen and about � mm for
the wet one� Thereafter the load decreased rapidly until the end of the analysis�
The energy needed to break the specimen consists of elastic energy� plastic dissi�

pation� frictional work and fracture energy� Since it was not possible to simulate the
complete failure processes� the complete energy consumption could not be evaluated�
At the points at which the maximum loads were reached �at a shearing displacement
of about ��� mm for the dry and ��� mm for the wet specimen�� approximately ��� mJ
and ��� mJ was consumed for the dry and the wet specimen� respectively� The main
part� about �� �� was due to plastic dissipation� approximately �� � being consumed
in the fracturing processes and elastic energy and frictional work constituting the rest�
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Test series Bd and Bw

The specimen geometry and the earlywood�latewood con�guration used in the simula�
tions are shown in Figure ����� The �nite element model involved ���� solid elements
and ���� nodes� the mesh density being similar to that of the model used in simulating
the Ad and Aw test series� The simulated deformation and fracturing processes for
the two test series are given in Figure ����� Just as for the case of the simulation of
series Ad and Aw� it was not possible to capture the entire failure processes for these
specimens due to numerical instability problems� However� for both cases the main
course of deformation� including a major part of the global softening� was captured�
The response was traced up to a shear displacement of ��� mm for the dry and ��� mm
for the wet specimen� The maximum load was reached at a shear displacement of
���� mm and ��� mm for the dry and the wet specimen� respectively� Just as for the
simulation of the � mm high specimens� the simulated behavior of the dry and the wet
specimen was similar� the di	erences consisting of lower forces involved for the wet
specimen and fracturing generally occurring at somewhat larger shear displacements�
Since the complete failure processes of the specimens could not be simulated� the

total energy needed to break them could not be evaluated� At the end of the analyses�
the major part �more than �� �� of the energy supplied was consumed due to plastic
dissipation� fracture energy constituting about one tenth� elastic energy and frictional
work constituting the rest�
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Figure ����� Specimen geometry and earlywood�latewood con�guration used in the
simulation of test series Bd and Bw�
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Test series Dd and Dw

Figure ���� shows the adopted specimen geometry� the earlywood�latewood con�gura�
tion and the �nite element model adopted in the simulations� In the model ���� solid
elements were used� the total number of nodes equal to ����� The simulated defor�
mation and fracturing processes for the two test series are given in Figure ����� For
both the dry and the wet specimens it was possible to simulate the complete failure
processes� The simulated behavior of the dry and the wet specimen was similar with
almost pure shear fracture along the transition between the earlywood and the late�
wood� and with large compressive deformations in the earlywood near the upper rigid
surface� The deformations of the material below the fracture zone were negligible� The
di	erences between the wet and the dry specimen consisted of the calculated forces
for the wet specimen being consistently lower �maximum horizontal force about �� �
lower�� global softening occurring at a larger shear displacement ���� mm compared to
��� mm� and the fracturing involving slightly more of the opening mode for the wet
than for the dry specimen�
The total energy consumption predicted for the dry �wet� specimen was equal to

���� ������ mJ� The energy due to plastic deformations constituted the main part of the
total energy consumption� about �� ���� �� fracture energy about �� ���� �� elastic
energy and energy due to frictional work constituting approximately � ��� � of the
total energy consumption�
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Figure ����� Specimen geometry and earlywood�latewood con�guration used in the
simulation of test series Dd and Dw�
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Test series Gd and Gw

The specimen geometry and earlywood�latewood con�guration assumed were similar
to that adopted in the simulation of series Dd and Dw� A similar �nite element model
was also used� with the exception of the upper steel plate now being shaped as a knife
and that the mesh was re�ned at the fracture zone� The knife was modelled using two
rigid surfaces with their edges crossing in order to prevent elements from slipping over
the edge of the knife� The knife angle was� just as in the experiments� set to ��� and
the clearance angle to ��� The �nite element model is shown in Figure �����
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Figure ����� Specimen geometry and earlywood�latewood con�guration used in the
simulation of test series Gd and Gw�

For both the dry and the wet specimens it was possible to simulate the complete
failure processes� Figure ����� The simulated failure process for the wet specimen was
similar to that of the dry one� the di	erences mainly consisting of lower forces for the
wet than for the dry �about �� � lower�� In both cases the cut�o	 part was broken
into two pieces� the force�displacement curves thereby having two clear peaks �at about
��� mm and ��� mm� respectively��
The small oscillations in forces are related to the contact conditions near the edge

of the knife� especially to the lower side of the knife� and are due to the contact
between rigid surfaces �representing the knife� and the solid elements �representing the
contacting wood� being checked at the nodes only and not along the entire contact
boundary� The oscillations are thus strongly in
uenced by the �neness of the mesh
at the edge of the knife �i�e� at the fracture zone�� A coarse mesh results in large
oscillations whereas a �ne mesh gives rise to smaller variations� This is shown in
Figure ���� in which the response obtained by using the reference mesh is compared to
that obtained using a coarser mesh with the element size at the fracture zone doubled
as compared to the reference mesh�
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uence of mesh �neness on the results in simulating test series Gd�
Left� reference mesh� Right� coarse mesh �element size at the fracture zone doubled
as compared to the reference mesh�� Solid lines show the horizontal forces and dashed
lines show the vertical forces�

The total energy consumption predicted for the dry �wet� specimen was equal to
���� ������ mJ� The main part of the energy supplied was consumed by frictional work�
�� ���� �� fracture energy equal to �� ���� �� plastic dissipation equal to �� ���� �
and elastic energy constituting less than � ��� ��

����� In�uence of variations in material data

In order to illustrate the in
uence of the choice of material data on the results� sim�
ulations were performed using modi�ed values as compared to the adopted reference
values presented previously� The cases studied were those of test series Bd� Dd and
Gd and the properties considered were the elastic sti	nesses� the plastic properties of
the earlywood� the fracture mechanical properties and the coe�cient of friction be�
tween the steel plate and the wood specimen� The in
uence of the elastic sti	ness was
studied by changing the modulus of elasticity for all the di	erent wood layers as well
as by changing the modulus of elasticity for the latewood only� The in
uence of the
plastic properties was studied by changing the initial yield stress pc�� and the values of
pc at the speci�ed plastic volumetric strains� the relative change of pc�� being equal to
that of pc and the properties for all the earlywood layers being changed simultaneously�
The e	ect of the fracture mechanical properties was investigated by varying the tensile
and shear strengths and the stress values ft� fs� �n� and �s�� keeping the values of
the relative displacements �n�� �n�� �ns and �s� unchanged� This results in a relative
change of the fracture energy of the same amount as the change of the strength and
stress values� A variation of the coe�cient of friction � in the fracture zones �a	ecting
the softening behavior in combined shear and compression� was also investigated� The
in
uence of variations of the fracture mechanical properties was studied in an overall
sense by changing the properties in all the wood layers simultaneously�
The in
uences of the di	erent parameter variations considered on the horizontal
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force�displacement relations in simulating test series Bd� Dd and Gd are shown in
Figures ���������� The solid lines in the diagrams show the response obtained by
assuming properties di	erent from those of the reference material properties� and the
dashed curves show the response using the reference material data� Generally� for
variations of the elastic sti	nesses and the friction coe�cients� the responses obtained
by using �� � lower and higher values than the reference values are shown� For the
cases concerning the variations of plastic properties of the earlywood and the fracture
mechanical properties �fracture energy�� the results obtained by using �� � lower and
higher values are given� In some cases� additional results are given in order to more
clearly illustrate the dependence on the parameters in question� For series Dd and Gd it
was in most cases possible to simulate the complete failure processes� For those cases
where this was not possible �numerical problems probably due to instability� severe
element distortion or contact problems� the probable further response is indicated by
dotted curves� For the sake of clarity� the curves for the Gd series �see Figure �����
were smoothed �compare with the curves in Figures ���� and ������
The in
uence of variations in the elastic sti	ness on the response is in all cases very

small� especially when considering the sti	ness of the latewood only� The horizontal
force� when using a lower �higher� elastic sti	ness� is consistently slightly lower �higher�
and the point of global softening� for series Bd and Dd� occurs at a somewhat higher
�lower� shear displacement than that obtained using the original elastic sti	ness values�
The largest in
uence of the overall elastic sti	ness was present for series Gd� but the
e	ect of changing the elastic sti	ness of the latewood only was negligible�
The yield stress variations of the earlywood have a great in
uence on the results�

A �� � increase of the yield stress �pc�� and pc� as compared to the reference values
results in about �� � higher load values throughout the response� for both Bd and
Dd� For test series Gd the in
uence of the plastic properties is not as signi�cant as for
series Bd and Dd� though still important� For series Bd and Dd an increase of the yield
stress results in the maximum load �point of global softening� being reached at a lower
shearing displacement� and lower values result in the maximum load being obtained
at a later stage� For series Gd an increase �decrease� of the yield stress results in the
two peak force values being higher �lower�� whereas the force values in between the
two peaks become lower �higher� as compared to the results using the reference data�
The fracture mechanical properties are also of great importance� for series Bd and
Dd mainly in
uencing when the point of global softening of the specimen is reached�
whereas the e	ect on the load values prior to softening is small� The e	ect of lowering
the fracture energy is greater than that of increasing it� Furthermore the e	ect is
highly nonlinear� especially when considering the simulation of series Bd� For this case
a decrease of the fracture energies for the pure opening and the pure shearing mode
by �� � results in global softening beginning already at a shearing displacement of
about ���� mm instead of the ���� mm that was obtained using the reference material
data� A decrease of �� � only in
uences the results marginally� however� For series
Gd an increase �decrease� of the fracture energy results in consistently higher �lower�
load values throughout the response� the peak loads being obtained at the same shear
displacement�
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The variations of the coe�cient of friction �� controlling the fracturing behavior in
combined shear and compression� have for the case of series Bd a similar in
uence on
the results as have the fracturing properties� although not as great and� furthermore�
the e	ect on the load levels before softening is negligible� The e	ect of reducing �
with �� � is relatively small� whereas a further reduction ��� �� results in softening
occurring at a considerably lower shear displacement� The e	ect of � on the results
in simulating series Dd is small� mainly a	ecting the slope of the softening branch of
the force�displacement curve� The in
uence of � for series Gd is negligible� the load�
displacement curves using the di	erent values of � are unchanged� The in
uence of the
friction between the wood specimen and the steel plate is very small for series Bd and
Dd� but for the case of series Gd it has a signi�cant in
uence on the response� Higher
values of the friction result in higher load values whereas a decrease of the coe�cient
of friction results in lower force values�
By plotting the corresponding diagrams for the vertical force� it can be concluded

that the in
uences of the parameter variations are similar to those for the horizontal
forces� The e	ect of the coe�cient of friction between the steel and the wood is
somewhat higher� although still rather small for the case of series Bd and Dd�
To summarize� it can be concluded that the in
uence of the variations of the mate�

rial parameters considered is clearly dependent on the load case studied� The e	ect of
changing the coe�cient of friction between the steel plate and the wood specimens was
negligible in simulating test series Bd and Dd� whereas it had a signi�cant in
uence
on the response in simulating series Gd� The coe�cient of friction in the fracture zone
�a	ecting the fracturing behavior in combined shear and compression� had a large in�

uence on the results for series Bd� a small e	ect for series Dd whereas the e	ect was
negligible for series Gd� It can further be concluded that the in
uence of the elastic
sti	ness was �for all cases studied� very small� whereas the plastic hardening properties
of the earlywood and the fracturing properties had a large in
uence on the results for
all the three cases studied�

����� Comparison with experimental results

The deformation and fracture processes predicted by the simulations are in good agree�
ment with the experimental results both for the dry and the wet specimens� This is
evident by comparing Figures ��������� with the corresponding experimental results of
Figures ��������� or by studying Figures ���������� in which the simulated deformation
and fracture processes for some of the test series are compared with those of typical
specimens from the corresponding test series� The location of the fracture zones pre�
dicted by the FE simulations and the large deformations within the earlywood appear
to have been captured by the modelling employed� The simulated fracturing� for the
A and B series� generally occurs at slightly lower shear displacement than found in the
experiments� and the simulated fracturing of series Bw is too much dominated by the
opening mode as compared to the experimental results� Another di	erence between
the simulated failures and the experiments was found for the series with knife loading
�Gd and Gw series�� In the simulations the cut�o	 part� for both the dry and the wet
specimens� was broken into two pieces� whereas in the experiments the cut�o	 part was
intact for all the wet specimens�
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Figure ����� Comparison of results from numerical simulation with experimental re�
sults� Deformation and fracturing of a specimen in test series Ad�

Figure ����� Comparison of results from numerical simulation with experimental re�
sults� Deformation and fracturing of a specimen in test series Bd�
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Figure ����� Comparison of results from numerical simulation with experimental re�
sults� Deformation and fracturing of a specimen in test series Dw�

Figure ����� Comparison of results from numerical simulation with experimental re�
sults� Deformation and fracturing of a specimen in test series Gw�
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In Figures ��������� the calculated load�displacement curves are compared with
those obtained from the experiments� Figure ���� shows the results for the dry speci�
mens of test series Ad� Bd and Dd and Figure ���� shows the results from the corre�
sponding wet series �Aw� Bw and Gw�� Figure ���� shows the results for test series
Gd and Gw� The dashed �and in some cases also dotted� curves in the diagrams show
simulated response� whereas the solid lines show experimental results �hand�drawn
mean�value curves�� There is� generally� good agreement between the simulated re�
sponse and the experimental results� In comparing the horizontal force�displacement
curves from the simulations with the corresponding experimental curves� it can be
seen that there is in all cases relatively good agreement concerning the shape of the
curves� The overall sti	ness is in general somewhat too high� however� and the max�
imum load for the A and B series is reached at a lower shearing displacement than
found in the experimental results� These di	erences can be explained to some extent
by the fact that in the simulations a perfect �t of the specimen between the steel
plates was assumed� whereas small gaps between the specimen and the steel plates
were present in most of the experiments� due to di�culties in preparing specimens of
exactly correct dimensions� For numerical reasons� somewhat modi�ed material data
were used in the simulation of test series Ad� Bd� Aw and Bw for the elements in the
right earlywood zone near the upper rigid surface� Using the modi�ed material data�
these elements were not as compressed as they would have been using the reference
data� This contributes also to the di	erences found between the simulated response
and the experimental results� It is also likely that the modulus of elasticity was set too
high� considering the very low sti	ness in rolling shear� In comparing the simulated
responses with the experimental results it should also be emphasized that there is rel�
atively large variation in the experimental results as can be seen from the diagrams
in Appendix A� In some cases it was therefore di�cult to determine representative
average force�displacement curves� As can be seen from the diagrams there is a less
good agreement between the simulations and the experiments concerning the vertical
force of series Ad and Aw ��mm high specimens�� This may partly be explained by
the fact that a perfect �t of the specimens between the steel plates was assumed in the
simulations� Due to di�culties in preparing the specimens to exact dimensions� small
gaps between the specimens and the steel plates were probably present in most of the
tests� especially for the � mm high specimens of test series Ad and Aw� If a small
gap of only ���� mm �equal to one hundredth of the specimen height� is assumed in
the vertical direction� the simulated vertical force displacement relations are changed
drastically and the agreement between the simulated and the experimental response
for test series Ad and Aw is improved considerably� This is shown by the dotted curves
in Figure �����
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Figure ����� Comparison of results from numerical simulations with experimental re�
sults� Load�displacement curves for test series Ad� Bd and Dd� The solid lines are
experimental results and the dashed lines are simulated response�
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Figure ����� Comparison of results from numerical simulations with experimental re�
sults� Load�displacement curves for test series Aw� Bw and Ew� The solid lines are
experimental results and the dashed lines are simulated response�
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Figure ����� Comparison of results from numerical simulations with experimental re�
sults� Load�displacement curves for test series Gd and Gw� The solid lines are experi�
mental results and the dashed lines are simulated response�

In comparing the results of the dry test series with those of the wet it can be
concluded that the best agreement between the simulations and the experiment was
found for the dry specimens in the A and B series� whereas the best agreement in
simulating the D series was found for the wet specimen� From the experiments clear
di	erences between the dry and the wet specimens were found� mainly consisting of a
lower initial sti	ness for the wet specimens� The wet specimens were deformed more
without cracking and the forces were generally lower for the wet specimens� For the
A� B and D series� the point of global softening for the wet specimens is reached
at a slightly larger shear displacement as compared with the dry specimens� These
di	erences were all captured in the simulations�
With the numerical technique applied it was not possible to simulate the complete

failure processes for all the cases considered� A comparison between the energy con�
sumption predicted by the simulations and the experimental results is therefore feasible
only for the D and the G series� For these series� however� a very good agreement was
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obtained� except for the case of test series Dd for which the energy consumption was
overestimated signi�cantly �about �� ��� see Table ����
To sum up� a fairly good agreement between the simulations and the experiments� as

regards both the deformation and fracture processes and the global load�displacement
relations� was obtained using the material modelling approach adopted� The observed
di	erences can be explained by the various assumptions made in the numerical mod�
elling in order to simplify the analyses� especially the use of an isotropic material model�
Due to lack of experimental data there are uncertainties concerning the material prop�
erties assumed� With better knowledge and modelling of these properties still better
agreement between the simulations and the experiments may be obtained� It should
also be emphasized when comparing the numerical results with the experimental that
wood is a natural material with signi�cant variations in properties� which results in a
spread in experimental results�

Table ���� Comparison of calculated energy consumption with experimental results�

Test series Experimental Calculated
result result
�mJ� �mJ�

Dd ���� ����
Dw ���� ����
Gd ���� ����
Gw ���� ����

��� In�uence of Knife Design in Wood Cutting

����� General remarks

There are several other industrial applications aimed at decomposing wooden mate�
rial than de�bration for mechanical pulps� Disintegration by use of knife cutting is
employed in a number of industrial processes� for example wood chipping� veneer pro�
duction and lumber slicing� Numerical simulations using the �nite element method
may be used to obtain better knowledge about these processes in order to optimize
them� For instance� it might be interesting to �nd the most suitable knife design in
order to obtain a better end�product quality� to avoid knife edge damage or to minimize
the energy consumption� A good constitutive modelling of the wood is a key issue for
obtaining realistic results in such numerical analyses� In this section some examples
illustrating the in
uence of the knife design on the fracturing processes and on the
cutting forces are presented�
In principle� the knife used in wood cutting is de�ned by the knife angle �� and the

angle knife�wood �clearance angle� �� as shown in Figure ����� Typical values of these
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angles are in the range of �� ! �� � ��� and �� ! �� �  �� ����� In veneer cutting�
stress concentrations in the wood arise at the regions indicated in Figure ����� One
problem in veneer cutting is veneer cracking� which occurs when the tensile stresses in
region � exceed the tensile strength of the wood�

2θ

θ1

Figure ����� De�nition of angles�

2

3

1

Figure ����� Stress concentrations in the wood in veneer cutting� Region �� tensile
stresses� region �� shear stresses and region �� �bre compression� From Koch ����

����� Results

Naturally� the cutting process is in
uenced by the design of the knife� The deformation
and fracturing of the wood as well as the cutting forces and the energy consumption are
a	ected by the values of the angles �� and ��� Figure ���� shows the response for various
values of the knife angle ��� the angle knife�wood �� is set to �

�� The top part of the
�gure shows the simulated fracturing using values of �� of ��� �left�� ��� �middle� and
��� �right�� respectively� The pictures show the response at a horizontal displacement
of about � mm� The diagrams in Figure ���� show cutting forces as function of the
displacement� the left diagram shows the horizontal forces and the right diagram shows
the vertical forces for various values of ��� The conditions assumed in the simulations
�specimen geometry� material properties� boundary conditions etc�� were similar to
those adopted in the simulation of test series Gw �except for the variation of angle ����
The material data refer to wood in wet condition and static loading conditions being
assumed�
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Figure ����� In
uence of knife angle �� on the cutting process ��� ! �
���

From the simulations it can be concluded that the horizontal cutting force� the
energy consumption and the risk of cracking decrease with decreasing knife angle� The
horizontal force for �� ! ��� is about half of that obtained for �� ! ���� For the case
of �� ! ��

� the cut�o	 part was intact� whereas it was broken into pieces for the higher
values of �� considered� The energy consumption ranged between ��������� mJ� with
the lowest value for �� ! ���� The increase in energy consumption for increasing values
of �� was mainly due to an increase of the fracture energy �due to the fracturing of the
cut�o	 part�� but also due to an increase of the plastic deformations�
The in
uence of the angle knife�wood �� on the cutting process is illustrated in

Figure ���� where the responses obtained assuming values of �� of � and �
� are shown�

In the calculations the knife angle was assumed to be ���� As can be seen� the in
uence
of the angle knife�wood on the horizontal force is small whereas the e	ect on the vertical
force is much greater� The in
uence of �� on the energy consumption is also small�
with a slightly lower value for �� ! �

� than for �� ! �
��
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Figure ����� In
uence of angle knife�wood �� on the cutting process�

��� In�uence of Loading Rate in Wood Disintegra�

tion

����� General remarks

In re�ning as well as in grinding� chipping and several other wood machining processes
the wooden material is subjected to high loading rates� The e	ect of the loading rate
on the fracturing and deformation processes of wood is therefore of great interest� In
re�ning� the peripheral loading rate may be as high as ��� ms� the loading rate near
the inlet of the re�ner� where the initial �bre separation occurs� being substantially
lower� however�
The aim of the following section is to illustrate the in
uence of the loading rate in

wood disintegration� The e	ects on the deformation process� the force�displacement
relation and on the energy consumption are analysed� The B and D series of the chip
shearing tests were chosen as the basis for the simulations� and loading rates between
������� ms are considered�

����� Mechanical properties

The material properties adopted in the simulations are of course of greatest impor�
tance for the results� One of the main issues is the moisture content of the wood� The
mechanical properties of wood are clearly dependent on the moisture content� sti	ness
and strength decreasing with increasing moisture content� In general� the mechanical
properties are a	ected by the moisture content up to the point of �bre saturation� A
further increase in moisture content� resulting in free lumen water� has no in
uence on
the mechanical properties� This is true at low loading rates only� however� At high
loading rates the material acts as a two�phase material� the free lumen water signi��
cantly a	ecting the overall behavior� The higher the loading rate� the more di�cult
for the lumen water to be squeezed out and the greater the e	ect of the lumen wa�
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ter� It should also be emphasized that a high water content does not only in
uence
by the internal lumen water pressure but also gives rise to di	erent inertia forces due
to changes in the density as compared to the density in the dry condition� Concern�
ing the moisture content� two extreme cases may be distinguished� �rstly� wood in
dry condition with no major changes in the mechanical behavior as the loading rate
increases� secondly� fully saturated wood �which is often the case in a re�ner� with
signi�cant rate�dependent e	ects� Both these cases are considered� Results from sim�
ulations based on wood in dry condition as well as fully saturated wood are presented
in the following� For wood in dry condition� the reference material data used in the
simulations of the dry specimens in the previous section �as de�ned in Tables ��� and
���� were adopted with no rate e	ects being taken into account� The density was set to
vary between ������� kgm� in the earlywood �with the lowest value for the earlywood
� layer� and to ���� kgm� in the latewood�
For the case of the wood fully saturated with water� the reference material data for

the wet specimens as de�ned in Tables ��� and ��� were adopted together with rate�
dependent e	ects for the plastic behavior of the earlywood as well as for the fracturing
properties� Rate�dependent e	ects on the elastic properties �viscoelastic properties�
were not taken into account� partly for reasons of simplicity� but also because the
experimental results in Section ��� indicated that the tangential modulus of elasticity
is not very rate�dependent� Furthermore� it was shown in Section ����� that the elastic
properties only have a very small in
uence on the overall response at low loading rates�
The strain rate behavior of the foam plasticity model is speci�ed by the parameters
D and r as de�ned in Section ������ These parameters were� for all the earlywood
layers� set to D ! �� and r ! �� The response for the earlywood zone when loaded
in radial compression at di	erent strain rates is shown in Figure ����� the strain rate
being de�ned as the rate of nominal strain� At a strain rate of ����� s�� the response
is similar to the static one� Increasing the strain rate to �� s�� results in the plateau
stress being increased slightly �about �� �� and a further increase to ��� s�� results in
the plateau stress being increased about ��� � and� �nally� at a strain rate of ���� s��

the response is changed drastically� the material behaving almost elastically� According
to Uhmeier et al� ���� the plateau stress values in radial compression of saturated wood
were approximately doubled when the loading rate was increased from ������ s�� to
�� s��� whereas only a small increase occurred when changing the loading rate from
������ s�� to ���� s��� This is in agreement with the response obtained using the
adopted material properties�
As was concluded in Section ��� the Mode I fracture mechanical properties are

dependent on the loading rate� the fracture energy and the maximum stress were found
to increase as the loading rate increases� The value of �fn �increase in maximum stress
when the loading rate is increased by a factor of ten�� for all the earlywood layers as
well as for the latewood� was set to ���� MPa� which is in an overall sense in accordance
with the experimental results� The corresponding value de�ning the rate dependent
behavior in shear fracture �fs was also set to ���� MPa� The density of saturated
wood is considerably higher than that of wood in dry condition and� furthermore�
the di	erence in density between the earlywood and the latewood is much smaller�
For the earlywood layers� the density was set to ���� kgm� and for the latewood to
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strain rates�
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It should be emphasized that there are several uncertainties concerning the chosen

material properties due to lack of experimental data� Some simpli�cations were also
made in the modelling� Nevertheless� the key features of the material behavior are
probably being captured� It is believed that the in
uence of the loading rate on the
failure process can� by this approach� be predicted with reasonably accuracy�

����� Finite element modelling

The �nite element modelling was similar to that adopted in Section ���� the same
element meshes being used as in the simulation of the B and D test series �except
for the location of the crack elements� due to fracturing in some cases occurring in a
di	erent manner as compared to the static simulations�� The friction between the rigid
surfaces and the wood specimen was as previously set to ���� and the gap between
the steel plates to ��� mm� The upper steel plate was given a constant velocity in the
horizontal direction and restrained from moving in the vertical direction� The lower
steel plate was completely restrained from moving� For numerical reasons a softened
contact relationship� in which the contact pressure is an exponential function of the
clearance between the surfaces� was employed� The implicit time integration method�
outlined in Section ���� was used with a small amount of numerical damping being
assumed �� ! �������

����� Results

Simulations were performed for loading rates of ����� ���� �� ��� �� and �� ms both for
the case of wood in dry condition �no rate e	ects taken into account� and for saturated
wood �with signi�cant rate e	ects�� The specimen con�gurations considered were those
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of the B and D series of the chip shearing tests� For the dry condition� simulations were
performed for the D type specimen� whereas in the saturated condition simulations were
performed for both types of specimens� For the D type specimen the complete failure
processes� at all loading rates considered� could be simulated both for the dry and the
water saturated condition� For the B type specimen di�culties caused by material
instability� severe distortion etc� made it impossible to capture the complete failure
processes at some loading rates
For the case of wood in dry condition� the failure process for specimen con�guration

D is not much a	ected by the loading rate� and up to a loading rate of � ms no
signi�cant changes in the deformation and fracturing process can be seen� Increasing
the loading rate further results in global failure occurring at a larger shear displacement
and in larger plastic deformations of the fractured part� The failure mode with shear
fracture along the transition between the earlywood and the latewood is unchanged�
however� At the highest loading rate� �� ms� the global failure occurs at a shear
displacement �� � greater than that of the lowest loading rates ������� ms�� In
Figure ���� the deformed specimens are shown just before global softening and complete
failure occurs for loading rates of ����� � and �� ms�

1 m/s0.01 m/s 50 m/s

Figure ����� In
uence of loading rate on the failure process for wood in dry condition�
Specimen con�guration according to the D series of the chip shearing tests� Left�
loading rate of ���� ms� Middle� loading rate of � ms� Right� loading rate of �� ms�

The in
uence of the loading rate on the failure process for the case of saturated
wood is shown in Figure ���� for specimen con�guration B and in Figure ���� for the
D con�guration� The �gures show the deformation and fracturing at loading rates of
���� �top�� � �middle� and �� �bottom� ms� For each loading rate the pictures to the
left show the specimen at the beginning of the process �at approximately �� � of peak
load�� the pictures in the middle just before the major global softening begins �which
in most cases is equal to the point of maximum load� and the pictures to the right show
the specimen at the end of the failure process when the forces are approaching zero �or
at the end of the simulation in those cases when the complete failure process could not
be simulated�� As can be seen in Figure ���� the failure process at the lowest loading
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rate ����� ms� for specimen con�guration B is similar to that of the static one obtained
in the simulation of test series Bw� compare with Figure ����� The failure process at
higher loading rates is signi�cantly di	erent� however� The failure mode changes from
opening mode dominated fracturing at low loading rates to shear dominated fracturing
as the loading rate increases� For specimen con�guration D� the failure mode with
shear fracture along the transition zone is independent on the loading rate� The point
of global softening and the plastic dissipation di	er considerably� however�
The force�displacement diagrams for the di	erent loading rates considered are given

in Figures ���� and ����� Figure ���� shows the results for specimen con�guration B
and Figure ���� for the D con�guration� In the �gures� the upper diagrams show the
results assuming wood in dry condition and the lower the results for wood in water
saturated condition� The diagrams to the left in the �gures show the horizontal forces
and those to the right the vertical forces� For each of the four main cases the simulated
static response is also given �the dashed curves in the diagrams�� Note the di	erences
in scale between the diagrams�
The in
uence of the loading rate on the load�displacement relations for the dry

specimen is rather small� The e	ects of increasing the loading rate consist of the forces
increasing and global softening occurring at larger shear displacements� These e	ects
are signi�cant� however� only at the highest loading rates� The maximum horizontal
force at a loading rate of �� ms is about �� � greater than that of the static response
and the global softening occurring at a shear displacement of ��� mm as compared to
��� mm for the static simulation�
The responses for the saturated specimens are strongly in
uenced by the loading

rate� For specimen con�guration D� the response clearly deviates from the static one
already at the low loading rate of ���� ms� the shape of the curves being similar�
however� For specimen con�guration B the response at the lowest loading rate is very
similar to the static one� although not identical� Increasing the loading rate up to ���� �
or �� ms for specimen B and to ��� or � ms for specimen D results in higher forces and
global softening occurring at smaller shearing displacements� Further increases results
in the points of global softening occurring at later stages� the forces still increasing�
however� The maximum force at a loading rate of �� ms is about two or three times as
high as that of the static response for the case of specimen con�guration B and almost
� times as high for con�guration D�
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50 m/s

0.01 m/s

1 m/s

Figure ����� In
uence of loading rate on the failure process for water saturated wood�
Specimen con�guration according to the B series of the chip shearing tests� Top�
loading rate of ���� ms� Middle� loading rate of � ms� Lower� loading rate of
�� ms�
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Figure ����� In
uence of loading rate on the failure process for water saturated wood�
Specimen con�guration according to the D series of the chip shearing tests� Top�
loading rate of ���� ms� Middle� loading rate of � ms� Lower� loading rate of
�� ms�
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A very important aspect concerning the in
uence of the loading rate on the failure
process is that of its e	ect on the energy consumption needed to break the specimen�
The total energy can be divided into � parts� elastic energy� energy due to plastic
deformations� energy consumed in frictional work� kinetic energy and energy consumed
in the fracturing process� The magnitudes of these energy components �as well as the
total energy consumption� for the di	erent loading rates are given in Table ���� Results
both for using the material properties for wood in dry condition and for using those of
the saturated condition are shown� The values given in the table are� in most cases�
evaluated at the end of the failure process when the horizontal force has approached
zero� In those cases for which the complete failure processes could not be simulated
�some of the loading rates for specimen con�guration B�� values evaluated at the end
of the simulation are given instead� These values are indicated by the � superscript�
Examples of the variation of the di	erent energy components with time are shown in
Figure ����� The diagrams given concern specimen con�guration D and loading rates
of ��� and �� ms� The upper diagrams concern wood in dry condition and the lower
diagrams water saturated wood� The di	erences in scale should be noted in comparing
the diagrams� As can be seen from the diagrams� the ratios between the di	erent
energy components vary considerably with time�
For the dry condition the energy consumption increases as the loading rate increases�

The increase is not so large� however� and of importance for the highest loading rates
only� The energy consumption at the highest loading rate considered ��� ms� is
about �� � higher than that at the lowest loading rates� The increase is mainly due to
increasing plastic dissipation and kinetic energy� but also due to an increase in frictional
work�
The in
uence of the loading rate on the energy consumption for saturated wood

is similar for the B and D specimen con�gurations� The total energy consumption is
approximately unchanged when the loading rate is increased from ���� to ��� ms� A
slight increase for the B con�guration due to an increase in plastic dissipation can be
seen� For the D con�guration the di	erence between the loading rates is less than � ��
the small increase in fracture energy at ��� ms is compensated for by the decrease
in plastic dissipation� When the loading rate is increased to � ms the total energy
consumption reduces signi�cantly for both specimen types� for the B con�guration to
less than half of that of the lower loading rates and for the D con�guration down to
about one third� although in both cases there is an increase in fracture energy� The
decrease in total energy consumption for both specimen types is due to a dramatic
decrease in plastic dissipation� When the loading rate is further increased the energy
consumption increases� mainly due to an increase of the kinetic energy but also due to
the increase in fracture energy� At the highest loading rate the kinetic energy for the
D type specimen constitutes more than �� � of the total energy consumption� whereas
the energy consumed in the fracturing only constitutes � �� For the B type specimen
the complete failure process at the highest loading rate could not be simulated� but at
the end of the simulation almost �� � of the total energy supplied was absorbed as
kinetic energy�
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Table ���� In
uence of the loading rate on energy consumption�

Loading Specim� Moisture Elastic Plastic Frictional Kinetic Fracture Total
rate con�g� content energy dissip� work energy energy energy
�ms� �mJ� �mJ� �mJ� �mJ� �mJ� �mJ�

���� B satur� ���� ������ ���� ���� ����� �����

��� B satur� ����� ������ ���� ���� ���� �	���

� B satur� ��� ���� ��� ��� ���� ���
�� B satur� ��� ��� ��� ���� ���� ���
�� B satur� ��� ��� ��� ���� ���� ����
�� B satur� ����� ���� ���� ������ ����� �����

���� D dry ��� ���� ��� ��� ��� ���
��� D dry ��� ���� ��� ��� ��� ���
� D dry ��� ���� ��� ��� ��� ���
�� D dry ��� ���� ��� ��� ��� ���
�� D dry ��� ���� ��� ��� ��� ���
�� D dry ��� ���� ��� ���� ��� ����

���� D satur� ��� ���� ��� ��� ��� �	�
��� D satur� ��� ���� ��� ��� ��� ���
� D satur� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���� ���
�� D satur� ��� ��� ��� ���� ���� ���
�� D satur� ��� ��� ��� ���� ���� ���
�� D satur� ��� ��� ���� ����� ���� ����
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of ��� and �� ms� Top� wood in dry condition with no rate e	ects taken into account�
Lower� water saturated wood�
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��	 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter numerical simulations of wood disintegration were presented� The
constitutive modelling is based on the continuum modelling approach outlined in Sec�
tion ���� The aim of the simulations was to verify the modelling approach� to identify
problems that can arise when simulations of this type are performed and to illustrate
the in
uence of di	erent parameters on the failure processes� The basis for the simula�
tions was the chip shearing tests of Section ���� Numerical simulations of several of the
test series were performed� Wood in both dry and wet condition was considered� The
results from the simulations were compared with the experimental results� Simulations
of the combined compression and shear tests �Section ���� were also performed� the
reason for this mainly being to evaluate the performance of the modelling employed for
the loading modes in question� It was concluded that the response in pure compres�
sion and in mixed loading up to !��� �average shear strain equal to average normal
strain� is rather well predicted� the di	erences between the simulated response and
the experimental results mainly related to the choice of material data and not to the
modelling technique in general� The behavior for the shear dominated loading modes is
not so well captured� however� This is related to the extremely low modulus in rolling
shear �in relation to the modulus of elasticity� not being captured� due to the use of
an isotropic model�
Numerical di�culties due to the large deformations� the complex material behavior

�with possible material instability� and the contact conditions arise when simulations
of this sort are performed� It was thus not possible with the numerical technique that
was employed to fully simulate the behavior of all the specimens considered during the
complete course of events� For all cases� the major part of the deformation and fracture
processes that occurred could� however� be predicted�
It could be concluded that the overall deformation and fracture processes predicted

by the simulations were in reasonably good agreement with the experimental results�
Not only was the location of the fracture zones as predicted by the simulations in
good agreement with the experimental results� but the large deformations within the
earlywood zones were also captured with the modelling technique adopted� The dis�
crepancies concerning the deformation and fracturing processes consist of the simulated
fracturing for some of the test series occuring at a slightly lower shear displacement
than found in the experiments� the simulated fracturing in one case too much domi�
nated by the opening mode and the cut�o	 part in the simulation of the knife cutting
test with wood in wet condition being broken in two pieces �whereas it was intact
in the experiments�� In comparing the load�displacement curves from the simulations
with the experimental ones it can be seen that there is� for all cases� relatively good
agreement concerning the shape of the curves� The di	erences mainly consist of the
overall sti	ness in general being somewhat too high and the maximum load in some
cases being reached at a lower shear displacement than found in the experiments� For
the cases for which the complete failure processes could be predicted� a comparison
of the calculated energy consumption with the experimental results showed a good
agreement�
The di	erences between the results from the simulations and the experimental re�
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sults can to some extent be explained in terms of various assumptions being made in
order to simplify the analyses� For instance� a perfect �t of the specimen between the
steel plates was assumed in the simulations and somewhat modi�ed material data were
used for some elements in some of the simulations in order to prevent excessive distor�
tion of these elements� Due to lack of experimental data there are still uncertainties
concerning the adopted material properties� With better knowledge of the material
properties a better agreement between simulations and experiments can be obtained�
A study of the in
uence of the choice of material properties on the response in sim�

ulating some of the test series was performed� Elastic� plastic and fracturing properties
as well as the friction between the steel plates and the wood specimen were considered�
It can be concluded that the elastic sti	ness has a very small in
uence� whereas the
plastic properties of the earlywood and the fracturing properties have a great in
uence
on the response for all three cases studied� The coe�cient of friction in the fracture
zones �in
uencing the fracturing behavior in combined compression and shear� had a
signi�cant in
uence on the response for one of the cases considered� while its in
u�
ence on the other two cases was small or negligible� The coe�cient of friction between
the steel and the wood was found to have a signi�cant e	ect on the response for the
knife�cutting case� whereas it had a small in
uence for the other two load cases�
The in
uence of the loading rate on the failure process� and especially on the energy

consumption needed to break the specimen into two pieces� was investigated� Loading
rates ranging from ���� ms up to �� ms were considered� The mechanical properties
of wood are� at low loading rates� a	ected by the moisture content up to the point
of �bre saturation only� A further increase in moisture content does not in
uence the
mechanical behavior� This is not the case at high loading rates� however� Free lumen
water then signi�cantly in
uences the compressive response of the material �a two�
phase system�� This is due to the di�culties of squeezing out the lumen water at high
loading rates� Wood at high moisture contents �above the point of �bre saturation��
especially fully saturated wood� thus shows signi�cant rate e	ects� Concerning the
moisture content of the wood two extreme cases were modelled� Wood in dry condition
with no rate e	ects and water saturated wood with rate e	ects concerning the plastic
properties of the earlywood and the fracture mechanical properties were taken into
account� Two di	erent specimen con�gurations were considered�
The in
uence of the loading rate on the failure process and on the energy consump�

tion di	ered signi�cantly between the case of the dry and the saturated wood� When
assuming material properties for wood in dry condition �with no rate e	ects considered
for the material� the e	ect of the loading rate was rather small� The forces increased
somewhat and the point of global softening occurred at greater shear displacements as
the loading rate increased� These e	ects were only of importance at the highest loading
rates� however� The maximum force at a loading rate of �� ms was about �� � higher
than that obtained in the static analysis� The energy consumption also increased for
increasing loading rates� the energy consumption at a loading rate of �� ms was about
�� � higher than that of the lowest loading rates� the increase mainly being due to
an increase in plastic dissipation and kinetic energy but also due to an increase in the
frictional work� The response for the case of the saturated wood was greatly in
uenced
by the loading rate� The higher the loading rate� the higher the forces involved� At a
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loading rate of �� ms the maximum shear forces were about three and six times as
high as the corresponding static results for the two types of specimens considered�
The total energy consumption ranged between ������ mJ for specimen type B and

between ������ mJ for type D� In both cases� the lowest values were obtained at loading
rates of � ms and the highest values at the highest loading rates� At low loading rates
��������� ms� the energy consumption was about ��� and �� mJ� respectively� The
reason for the decrease in energy consumption when increasing the loading rate to
� ms was due to a substantial decrease in plastic deformations� although the fracture
energy and the kinetic energy were increased� The increase in energy consumption at
the higher loading rates was mainly due to an increase in kinetic energy� the other
energy components also increasing slightly� At the highest loading rate the kinetic
energy constituted almost ����� � of the total energy consumption� whereas only a
small portion �about ���� �� was consumed in the fracture process�
There are several industrial processes in which wooden material is disintegrated

using knife cutting� Analyses aiming at illustrating the in
uence of the knife design on
the cutting process were presented� The cutting forces �both the horizontal and the
vertical force component�� the energy consumption and the risk of fracturing of the
cut�o	 part were found to decrease with decreasing knife angle� The in
uence of the
angle knife�wood �or clearance angle� on the horizontal force �and thereby also on the
energy consumption� was small� whereas it has a greater in
uence on the vertical force�
Material modelling is the key issue in performing realistic simulations� It was obvi�

ous from the experiments that account must be taken of di	erences between earlywood
and latewood� Unfortunately� little experimental work has been carried out to deter�
mine the mechanical properties of these two wood types separately� More experimental
work needs to be done in order to determine the elastic� plastic and fracture mechani�
cal properties of earlywood and latewood separately� Especially the properties at high
loading rates need to be better established in order to better understand the complex
deformation and fracturing behavior at high loading rates�



Chapter �

Numerical Examples �

Microstructural Modelling

	�� Introduction

Although the strongly nonlinear response of wood loaded perpendicular to the grain is
largely related to geometric e	ects at the microstructural level� the constitutive mod�
elling of the cell wall material is of great importance for capturing these nonlinearities
and obtaining realistic results from numerical simulations� Some di	erent constitutive
assumptions for the cell wall material are applied in the following� ranging from the
basic assumption of linear elasticity to more sophisticated approaches involving plas�
tic behavior as well as microcracking� Numerical examples simulating the behavior of
wooden cell structures loaded perpendicular to the grain using the di	erent constitu�
tive approaches are presented� The in
uence of the ray cells� the friction at contacting
cell lumens� etc� are also studied� The loading cases considered are those of pure ra�
dial compression and combined compression and tangential shear of one growth ring�
The simulations are made in accordance with the microstructural modelling approach
presented in Section ����
Modelling at the microstructural level often gives rise to very large models� In

order to limit the model size� a rather high density of the growth ring was chosen
���� kgm��� implying a rather small growth ring width resulting in a low number of
cells in the growth ring� Furthermore� the number of cells between two adjacent ray
cells was set to four� even though measurements indicate the average number to be
about six or seven �����
The experimental results from the combined compression and shear tests of Sec�

tion ��� are of great interest in evaluating the simulations performed� In comparison
with the experiments it should be noted that the simulations were made assuming
an average density of ��� kgm�� which results in a rather small growth ring width�
whereas the experiments were performed on wood having a lower density and a con�
siderably larger growth ring width� This means that higher yield stress values are
to be expected� and that the densi�cation region starts at a lower strain level in the
simulations than in the experimental results� The optical equipment utilized in the
experiments of Section ��� captured the overall behavior of the specimens� but it did

���
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Figure ���� Cell structure deformations at radial compression �top� and combined radial
compression and shear �lower� �����

not give detailed information about the deformation and collapses of the individual
�bres� For this reason some results from a study of the behavior of the cell structure
with the aid of SEM micrographs are given in Figure ���� The study was performed
on Norway spruce with low moisture content� The pictures show the deformations of
the cell structure �at two levels of magni�cation� for pure radial compression and for
combined compression and shear loading�

	�� Mechanical Properties

The cell wall is divided into two main layers� one representing the middle lamella
together with the primary wall and the S� layer� the other one representing the S�
and S� layer� as was outlined in Section ���� The elastic sti	ness properties for these
two layers are chosen according to the sti	ness values of the micro�brils as reported
by Persson ����� They are given in Table ����
The material properties of the micro�brils need to be transformed in order to orient

the micro�brils to the global directions of the model� In these transformations the
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Table ���� Adopted elastic sti	ness properties for the cell wall layers� The values
are expressed in terms of a local micro�bril coordinate system where � denote the
longitudinal direction of the micro�bril� � the tangential direction of the micro�bril
and � the direction normal to the cell wall according to Figure ����� From �����

Parameter S� and S� ML P S�

E� �MPa� ����� �����
E� �MPa� ����� ����
E� �MPa� ���� ����
G�� �MPa� ���� ����
G�� �MPa� ���� ����
G�� �MPa� ���� ����
	�� ��� ����� �����
	�� ��� ����� �����
	�� ��� ���� �����

micro�bril angle of the cell wall layer considered is needed� In the following examples
the micro�bril angle of the outer layer was set to ���� and to ��� for the inner layer�
The elastic sti	ness of the ray cell material in the local micro�bril coordinate system
was set equal to that of the S� layer�
Fracture mechanical properties for the cell wall material are not well known� Due

to the lack of experimental data and for reasons of simplicity� several rather crude
assumptions were made in the present modelling� Firstly� similar fracture properties
were assumed irrespective of the in�plane orientation of the fracture zone� Secondly� the
fracture properties for the outer and the inner cell wall layer were set equal� Further�
more� the softening stress�relative displacement relations adopted for the pure tensile
and pure shear fracture modes were assumed to be linear� The tensile strength was set
to ��� MPa� and the fracture energy in Mode I to ���� Jm�� The fracturing properties
in shear were set equal to those in tension� The mixed mode coupling parameters m
and n were set equal to �� and the coe�cient of friction in the fracture zone � was set
to zero� i� e� no increase in shear capacity for combined compression and shear was
taken into account�
Plastic behavior of the ray cells was taken into account by using the Hill yield cri�

terion ����� The yield stress was set to ��� MPa in the axial direction of the ray cell
�radial direction globally� and to �� MPa in the transverse directions� Isotropic hard�
ening was assumed� the plastic sti	ness set to about one tenth of the elastic sti	ness�
For the tracheid cell material no plastic response was taken into account�
The material data adopted concerns wood in dry condition and in room tempera�

ture� No simulations were performed for wood in wet condition or at elevated temper�
atures�
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Due to the lack of experimentally veri�ed material data for wood in general and for
the cell wall material in particular� there are clear uncertainties regarding the adopted
cell wall material properties� The aim of the simulations was only to indicate the in
u�
ence and importance of various assumptions made regarding the constitutive modelling�
This aim can be met despite the fact that the material properties adopted are not nec�
essarily the correct ones� and that some rather crude assumptions were being made in
the modelling�

	�� Finite Element Modelling

Static conditions were assumed and the problem was analysed as a two�dimensional
one� In general� plane strain conditions were assumed� For comparison� a few analyses
were performed assuming plane stress conditions� Second�order ��node solid elements
were used� These element show a much better performance in problems dominated by
bending than �rst�order linear elements� The cell wall was divided into two layers of
elements in the thickness direction� one element for the inner cell layer �S� together
with the S� layer� and one element for the outer layer �middle lamella together with
the primary wall and the S� layer�� In the radial direction six to eight elements were
used per cell depending on the cell type �the larger number for the wider earlywood
cells and the lower number for the latewood cells�� In the tangential direction the
number of elements in each cell was set to six� The total number of elements in the
models depends on the number of cells assumed between the ray cells� For the case
of four cells between the ray cells included the total number of elements is equal to
about ���� and the number of nodes to approximately ������ Contact conditions were
introduced within each cell lumen in order to prevent cell walls from penetrating each
other as the cells collapse� Most of the simulations were carried out taking no friction
into account� In order to investigate whether the coe�cient of friction has any in
uence
on the response predicted� a few analyses were carried out with friction included� A
standard Coulomb friction model was applied�
Crack elements were introduced at the corners of the hexagonal cells in order for

microcracking to be taken into account� as was outlined in Section ������ In connection
with fracture mechanics analyses� the use of second�order solid elements may give rise
to problems� Constraint equations were therefore applied at the zones where the crack
elements are introduced� forcing the displacements of mid�node of the solid elements
to be equal to the average values of the nearest corner nodes� thus inferring a linear
variation in displacements there� The crack elements connect the corner nodes of the
solid elements� It should be emphasized that cracks were not allowed to propagate
completely through the cell walls� It would be desirable to increase the number of
elements in each cell� in particular the number of crack elements across the cell walls�
However� a relatively coarse element mesh was adopted in order to limit the size of the
models�
Cyclic boundary conditions connecting the left and the right boundaries were ap�

plied �the displacements of the nodes at the left boundary were set equal to those of the
corresponding right boundary�� inferring the structure analysed to be in�nitely wide�
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For this modelling technique to be correct� the structure must be periodic� so that the
element mesh at the left boundary exactly �ts that of the right� The displacement of
the nodes at the upper boundary was prescribed according to the loading mode con�
sidered� whereas the nodes at the lower boundary were restricted from moving� The
notation for the loading mode introduced in Section ��� is adopted� with !�� de�
noting pure radial compression and !����� and ��� being combined modes involving
both compression and shear� At !����� the horizontal displacement is equal to about
�� � of the vertical and at !��� the horizontal and vertical displacements are equal�
In order to stabilize the solution for the case of pure compression� a small horizontal
displacement �equal to one hundredth of the vertical displacement� was applied�
The �nite element formulation and solution technique used are outlined in Chap�

ter �� It should be emphasized that the objectivity principle is violated when assuming
material anisotropy in geometrically nonlinear analyses due to the constitutive relations
being formulated as rate equations �hypo�elasticity�� The e	ect of this inadequacy is
di�cult to estimate� however� The directional dependence is not so great �except for
the ray cells� within the plane considered and� furthermore� the strains developed are
relatively moderate� These conditions are probably bene�cial� but the implications of
this inadequacy should be investigated in future work�
Due to the character of this type of analysis� involving a great deal of contact inter�

actions together with material softening behavior and strong geometric nonlinearities�
numerical di�culties and convergence problems readily occurred in the simulations�
An explicit integration scheme may represent a more optimal choice for this type of
analysis� The microscale of the problem considered will infer extremely small time steps
however� and furthermore� the implications of material softening behavior in explicit
analyses is not obvious �the critical time step being unde�ned during softening��

	�� Results

The simplest possible case to consider is that of pure linear elastic material behavior�
At the structural level� a further simpli�cation can be made by not considering the
ray cells in the modelling� The simulated behavior for pure radial compression and
combined compression and shear at !����� and !��� assuming elastic behavior and
omitting the ray cells is shown in Figure ���� The pictures show the specimen at the
undeformed state and at average normal strains of �� �� and �� �� In these� as well as
in all subsequent pictures of the cell structures� � cells in the tangential direction are
included� irrespective of the number of cells included in the analysis in question�
In all three cases� the structure starts to behave nonlinear at strains of about � �

� �� Thereafter� strain localization occurs with collapse of the weak earlywood cells
at the bottom of the structure �thin cell walls and large radial width�� The collapse
then continues successively until all the earlywood cells are collapsed� which occurs at
a strain of about �� �� It can be seen that the strain localization is not as pronounced
as in a real cell structure� compare with Figure ����
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Figure ���� Deformation process assuming elastic material behavior and omitting the
ray cells� From left to right� undeformed� average normal strain of � �� �� � and
�� �� respectively� Top� pure radial compression� Middle� combined compression and
shear at !������ Lower� combined compression and shear at !����
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The stress�strain curves for the three loading cases considered are given in Fig�
ure ���� The overall shape of the curves is in relatively good agreement with the results
of the compression and shear experiments of Section ���� cf� Figure ����� The sti	ness
and stress values are generally too high as compared to the experimental results �the
di	erence in density between the simulations and the experiments should be observed�
however�� It can be seen that the normal stress�strain curves are very similar for the
three loading modes considered� Slightly lower compressive stress values were found for
combined loading at !���� which is in good agreement with the experimental results�
The shear stress values are also similar to those found in the experiments�
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Figure ���� Compressive stress�strain curves obtained assuming elastic material behav�
ior and omitting the ray cells� Left� Normal stress� Right� Shear stress�

With ray cells present in the model� the deformation pattern is changed� This can
be seen in Figure ��� showing a specimen loaded at combined compression and shear
at !������ The collapse of the cell structure is now less localized than without the
ray cells� The stress�displacement relations are changed in the sense that the plateau
stress values are increased� the shape of the curves being similar� As previously� the
stress�strain curves for pure compression and the combined loading modes at !�����

and ��� are very similar� The shear stresses when the ray cells are included are about
the same as previously�
It can be concluded that the response predicted with the assumption of linear elastic

behavior of the cell wall material shows clear similarities with experimental results�
The overall cell structure deformations obtained� characterized by the cell collapses
and strain localization� the shape of the stress�strain curves with a �rst linear region� a
plateau region and �nally a densi�cation region� are all typical features of the behavior
of real structures� There are naturally di	erences� mainly concerning the degree of
localization� but it is surprising how well the structural response is captured by this very
simple constitutive modelling� The unloading behavior when assuming purely elastic
behavior is very di	erent from the true response� however� It is seen from the unloading
response in the diagrams of Figure ���� that the material behaves inelastically� A �rst
approach to include inelastic behavior is to consider plastic response for the ray cells�
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Figure ���� Deformations at an average normal strain of � � and �� �� respectively�
for combined radial compression and shear �!������ assuming elastic material behav�
ior and with ray cells included in the model� Comparison between the stress�strain
response with and without ray cells�

With this assumption� the localization phenomenon becomes more pronounced� cf�
Figure ��� with ���� The plateau stress values will be lowered� with the plateau region
being 
atter� see Figure ���� The unloading response is still unrealistic� however�
Another approach for including inelastic material behavior in the modelling is to

include microcracking as discussed previously� An example of the response obtained
by this approach is given in Figure ���� The deformed cell structure at normal strains
of � � and �� � is shown together with a detailed view of the cell collapse and
the microcracking� The loading mode is that of !������ The overall cell structure
deformations are similar to the behavior obtained when including plastic behavior for
the ray cells� the microcracking implying a more pronounced localization� The normal
stress�strain curve di	ers from that obtained assuming pure elastic material� in that
the plateau stress is consistently lower� the plateau region being 
atter and an initial
drop in yield stress occurring� These features all contribute to a better agreement with
the real response�
The most sophisticated modelling approach considered in this study is combining

the possibility of microcracking of the tracheid cells with elasto�plastic behavior of the
ray cells� The deformation process for the cell structure obtained with this approach
is for the case of combined loading at !����� shown in Figure ���� As can be seen�
this approach results in the most pronounced localization� closest to the real behavior
of the cell structure of wood� Stress�strain curves obtained by this modelling approach
are given in Figure ���� From these diagrams it can be seen that the response predicted
is rather close to the experimental one during loading� whereas the response predicted
for unloading still shows poor agreement with the real response� The curves for the
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Figure ���� Deformation process for combined radial compression and shear at !�����

assuming elastic behavior for the tracheid cell material and elasto�plastic behavior for
the ray cell material� From left to right� undeformed� average normal strain of � ��
�� � and �� �� respectively�
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Figure ���� Stress�strain curves for combined radial compression and shear at !�����

assuming elastic material behavior for the tracheid cell material and elasto�plastic
behavior for the ray cell material�

di	erent loading conditions are� as previously� very similar� The shear stresses were�
for all cases� lower than ��� MPa in the strain interval considered�
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microcracks

Figure ���� Cell structure deformations at strains of � � and �� � when including
microcracking in the modelling� the ray cells are assumed to behave elastically� The
specimen was loaded in combined compression and shear at !������

Figure ���� Deformation process for combined compression and shear at !����� when
including microcracking for the tracheid cells and elasto�plastic behavior for the ray
cells� From left to right� undeformed� normal strain of � �� �� � and �� �� respectively
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Figure ���� Stress�strain curves obtained when including microcracking for the tracheid
cells and elasto�plastic behavior for the ray cells�

A summary of the responses obtained by the di	erent constitutive assumptions
considered is given in Figure ����� In the �gure� the deformed cell structures are shown
at an average normal strain of about � � together with the corresponding stress�strain
curves obtained� The loading mode considered is that of combined compression and
shear at !������
Clear di	erences between the di	erent analyses can be seen concerning both the

deformation of the cell structures and the stress�strain response obtained� The most
realistic response is obtained when including microcracking and elasto�plastic behavior
for the ray cells� The response in unloading� however� is unrealistic�
In the analyses presented so far� no friction was taken into account for the contact

interaction in the cell lumens� The coe�cient of friction does not seem to in
uence the
response signi�cantly� however� With the coe�cient of friction set to ���� no di	erence
could be seen as compared to the case with no friction assumed� The loading consid�
ered was that of combined loading at !������ and the material modelling considered
included plastic response for the ray cells and microcracking of the tracheids� Nor was
any change in response found for the extreme case of an in�nitely high coe�cient of
friction �i� e� rough conditions with no slipping��
When assuming plane stress conditions� no di	erences could be seen regarding the

cell structure deformations as compared to plane strain conditions� The only di	erence
found was about �� � lower plateau stress values than when assuming plane stress�
The in
uence on the normal stress�strain curve when changing the fracture energy

can be seen in Figure ����� The variation in fracture energy was made by changing the
softening displacement only� the strength values being constant� The lower the fracture
energy� the lower the plateau stress values� The in
uence was not very large� however�
and no distinct di	erences concerning the cell structure deformations could be seen�
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�� Elastic behavior� no ray cells included�
�� Elastic behavior� ray calls included�
�� Elastic material behavior for tracheids� elasto�plastic behavior for ray cells�
�� Microcracking included for tracheids� elastic behavior for ray cells�
�� Microcracking included for tracheids� elasto�plastic behavior for ray cells�
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Figure ����� Comparison of responses obtained by various constitutive modelling as�
sumptions for combined loading at !������ Top� constitutive modelling assumptions�
Middle� deformed cell structures� Lower� stress�strain curves�
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Figure ����� Comparison of response obtained by various values of the fracture energy�
stress�strain curves for combined loading at !������

	�� Concluding Remarks

In this chapter the consequences of making di	erent constitutive assumptions on the
response in simulating the behavior of wood at the microstructural level when loaded
perpendicular to the grain was investigated� Several rather crude assumptions and sim�
pli�cations were made� and uncertainties concerning the material data� in particular
the plastic and fracture mechanical properties� are present� It should be emphasized
that the di	erences between the modelling approaches considered are strongly depen�
dent on the material properties adopted� With other material data assumed� di	erent
results may be obtained� Nevertheless� some principal di	erences concerning the de�
formation processes and the stress�strain relations were illustrated for the di	erent
modelling techniques applied�
Even with the simple approach of assuming purely elastic behavior of the cell wall

material� a response with clear similarities of the real behavior is obtained� The highly
nonlinear response at the macrostructural level when loading wood in compression per�
pendicular to the grain is thus to a large extent related to geometrical e	ects at the
microstructural level� The main divergence between the simulations and the real be�
havior of the wood microstructure when assuming elastic behavior concerns the degree
of strain localization� In the real structure the deformations are strongly localized� the
cell collapse occurs for one or a few cell rows at a time� whereas in the simulations
the collapse is of a more global nature� When including the ray cells� the localiza�
tion became less pronounced than was the case when neglecting them� It is obvious
also from the unloading response that the material behaves inelastic� and in order to
obtain more accurate predictions� inelastic material behavior needs to be taken into
account� Plastic behavior of the ray cells as well as the microcracking of the tracheid
cell were considered� With plastic behavior of the ray cells taken into account� more
realistic results were obtained� The deformations were more localized and the plateau
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region on the stress�strain curve became 
atter� Similar behavior was observed when
including the possibility of microcracking� The most accurate results were attained
when combining plastic behavior of the ray cells with the possibility of microcracking
of the tracheids� The agreement concerning the unloading response was� however� still
poor� This is related to the adopted material properties� and better agreement may
be achieved using di	erent material data� The unloading behavior for the fracture me�
chanics model used� assuming the crack closing path to revert to the origin� certainly
in
uences the unloading response as well� The results of the simulations also indicate
the friction assumed in the cell lumen to have a small or negligible in
uence on the
response�
The simulations presented were performed assuming �ctitious periodic cell struc�

tures� It is possible that somewhat di	erent results would be obtained using real cell
structure models� Simulations of the behaviour of real structures should be performed
and compared with results from microscopic investigations� This will enable a better
possibility to verify constitutive assumptions in the modelling�
It is obvious that more experimental work needs to be carried out in order to better

determine the mechanical properties of wood at the microstructural level� With precise
material data available the numerical modelling can be further re�ned� veri�ed and
optimized� facilitating more accurate simulations of the microstuctural performance of
wood�
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Concluding Remarks


�� Conclusions

The extremely large energy consumption required is a major drawback to the use of
the de�bration process in manufacturing mechanical pulp� Large amounts of energy
could be saved if the mechanics of the de�bration process were better understood�
Numerical simulations by means of the �nite element method represent a powerful
tool that can be used to analyse di	erent de�bration methods� Numerical simulations
of such processes require proper constitutive models� wood�s being a very advanced
material from a mechanical point of view� The thesis deals with various aspects of the
constitutive modelling involved in simulating disintegration and de�bration processes of
wood� The major aim is to gain increased knowledge of material modelling approaches
suitable for numerical simulations of this type as well as to acquire greater knowledge of
the complex mechanical behaviour of wood and of the mechanics of initial de�bration�
A substantial part of the present study concerns experimental work� Valuable

information about the mechanical behaviour of wood� useful for further analysis of
initial de�bration processes� was provided by the experiments that were conducted� In
the chip shearing tests� the deformation and fracture processes of wood chips subjected
to various well�de�ned loading modes were studied� The test setup employed was chosen
on the basis of the geometry of typical re�ner segments� In particular� the in
uence of
specimen orientation versus loading direction as well as the in
uence of the earlywood
and latewood con�guration of the specimens� were investigated� It was shown that
the mechanical behaviour of wood loaded perpendicular to the grain is very complex�
When earlywood is subjected to compression� its material behaviour is characterized
by the development of cracks in combination with large volumetric changes� One of
the most important observations made was that the mechanical properties of latewood
di	er markedly from those of earlywood� Latewood is much sti	er than earlywood�
for which zones of localized deformations can develop when subjected to compression
perpendicular to the grain� The failure zones develop through collapse of the cells
structure due to cell wall buckling processes� which lead to the earlywood cells gradually
being crushed�
It was concluded that specimen orientation and earlywood and latewood con�gu�

ration have a strong in
uence on the failure mode and on energy consumption� The

���
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energy needed to break the specimen may di	er up to a factor of ten� depending on
the specimen�s orientation and con�guration� In addition to use of the main loading
device� adopted for the major part of the test programme� certain tests were performed
using a knife loading setup instead� It was concluded that the design of the loading
equipment strongly in
uences both the failure process and energy consumption�
The mechanical behaviour of wood loaded by radial compression and by rolling

shear was investigated� In addition to pure radial compression and pure shear� three
di	erent types of combined loading were considered� In the di	erent types of combined
loading employed� the e	ect of shear deformation on the compressive response was
found to be rather small� although the initial yield stress was somewhat higher and the
plateau region 
atter in the case of combined loading than of pure compression� The
shear stresses were low throughout� The combination of compression and shear loading
was found to require about the same energy as pure radial compression for achieving
a given normal strain� The cell collapse which the di	erent types of combined loading
produced appeared to be more well�de�ned� however� than that which pure radial
compression produced� all the cells being collapsed in a similar way in the former case�
It was likewise concluded that the moisture content has a strong in
uence on the

mechanical properties of wood� In the chip shearing tests� dry specimens were found
to be much more brittle than wet specimens� which could be deformed much more
without cracking� The load displacement curves also indicated that the initial sti	ness
was much higher for the dry than for the wet specimens� The load capacity was also
signi�cantly lower for the wet specimens than for the dry� In the combined compression
and shear tests� the general behaviour of the dry and of the wet specimens was found
to be similar� although clear di	erences in initial sti	ness and in plateau stress could
be seen� Both the initial sti	ness and the plateau stress were about �� � lower for the
wet specimens than for the dry ones�
From the results of the tensile tests it could be concluded that the fracture energy�

the tensile strength and the modulus of elasticity increase as loading rates become
higher� The fracture energy ranged from about ��� Jm� to ��� Jm� in the loading
rate interval studied ��������� mms�� When the loading rate is increased by a factor
of ten� the tensile strength increases by about ����� �� The modulus of elasticity is
less rate�dependent than the fracture energy and tensile strength are� its increasing
only slightly as the loading rates become higher�
Two main approaches may be applied in modelling the wooden material when

numerical analyses of initial de�bration processes are to be performed� One approach is
to use continuum models based on smeared material properties� The other is to develop
models of the cellular microstructure in which the individual �bres are modelled� The
latter approach is the most general one� showing a higher degree of resolution� It
has the disadvantage� however� of giving rise to extremely large models� di�cult to
handle with the computer resources available today unless very small pieces of wood
are studied� Although a continuum modelling approach allows the deformation and
fracturing of larger wood pieces to be analysed� it does not permit the deformation and
fracturing of the individual �bres to be studied� The continuum approach is the most
suitable one for simulating the initial breakdown of the wood chips in a re�ner� At
later stages of the de�bration process� modelling at the microstructural level is needed
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for analysing the deformation process of the individual �bres�
In the thesis� both continuum modelling and microstructural modelling are dealt

with� Numerical simulations� related to initial de�bration processes are presented� us�
ing each of these two approaches and comparisons are made with experimental results�
The numerical simulations were performed using the �nite element method� The pro�
cedure employed for the simulations is outlined� the �nite element formulation� the
solution technique and the implementation of a mixed�mode fracture mechanics model
are described�
The continuum modelling approach involves use of a foam plasticity model and a

�ctitious crack model� The inhomogeneity of the material is taken into account by
subdividing the growth ring into several layers� di	ering in their sti	ness and strength
properties� Several simulations of the chip shearing tests and the combined compression
and shear tests were performed using this modelling approach� Comparing the results
of the simulations with the experimental results� it was found that the deformation and
fracture processes predicted by the simulations agreed closely with the experimental
results� The location of the fracture zones and the large deformations of the earlywood
zones were captured by the modelling employed� The di	erences between the results
from the simulations and the experiments concern mainly the load displacement rela�
tions� and may to some extent be explained in terms of various assumptions that were
made in order to simplify the analyses� The main problem of the modelling employed is
the use of an isotropic plasticity model which implies that the extremely low modulus
in rolling shear �in relation to the modulus of elasticity� cannot be captured�
A study of the e	ect which the choice of material properties has on the response

was carried out� It was concluded that elastic sti	ness has only a very small in
uence�
whereas the plastic properties of the earlywood and the fracturing properties have a
very strong in
uence on the response�
The e	ect of the loading rate on the failure process and on the energy consump�

tion needed to break the specimen was also investigated� Loading rates ranging from
���� ms to �� ms were considered� The e	ect of the loading rate on the failure
process and on the energy consumption di	ered signi�cantly between the case of dry
and saturated wood� When assuming material properties for wood in dry condition
�with no rate e	ects considered for the material� the e	ect of the loading rate was
rather small� The response in the case of saturated wood was greatly in
uenced by
the loading rate� however� The higher the loading rate� the higher the forces involved�
At a loading rate of �� ms the maximum shear forces were about three and six times
as high� respectively as the corresponding static results for the two types of specimens
considered� The loading rate also had a strong e	ect on the energy consumption needed
to break the specimen� The total energy consumption ranged from �� to ��� mJ and
�� to ��� mJ for the two types of specimens considered�
Analyses illustrating the e	ect of the knife design in wood cutting processes were

also carried out� The e	ects of the knife angle and clearance angle being studied�
At the microstructural level� the consequences of making di	erent constitutive as�

sumptions regarding the cell wall material were investigated� the assumptions ranging
from the basic assumption of linear elasticity to more sophisticated approaches taking
account both of plastic behavior as well as microcracking� Although some of the as�
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sumptions and simpli�cations were rather crude and there were various uncertainties
concerning the material data� basic di	erences in the deformation processes and the
stress�strain relations could be shown for the various modelling techniques�
Even with the simple approach of assuming purely elastic behavior of the cell wall

material� a response showing clear similarities to real behavior was obtained� The
highly nonlinear response at the macrostructural level obtained when wood is loaded
in compression perpendicular to the grain appears to a large extent to be related to
geometrical e	ects at the microstructural level� The main discrepancy between the
simulations and the real behavior of the wood microstructure when elastic behavior
is assumed concerns the degree of strain localization� Whereas in a real structure
the deformations are strongly localized� in the simulations the collapse is of a more
global nature� When plastic behavior of the ray cells was taken into account� more
realistic results were obtained� The deformations then were more localized and the
plateau region on the stress�strain curve became 
atter� Similar behavior was observed
when the possibility of microcracking was included� The most accurate results were
attained when plastic behavior of the ray cells was combined with the possibility of
microcracking of the tracheids� There was poor agreement� however� concerning the
unloading response� Better agreement could possibly be achieved by using di	erent
material data and introducing a more realistic unloading behavior into the fracture
mechanics model� An additional result of the simulations was that the friction assumed
in the cell lumen was found to have a small or negligible in
uence on the response�


�� Future Work

Numerical simulation of de�bration processes requires proper constitutive modelling�
From a mechanical point of view� wood is a very complex material� Its elastic� plastic
and fracture mechanical properties� as well as its anisotropy and inhomogeneity� need to
be taken into account if su�cient accuracy is to be obtained� Constitutive models that
take account of all these properties are not available today� The foam plasticity model
adopted in the present study has the disadvantage of being based on isotropic material
behavior� The study deals only with wood loaded perpendicular to the grain� Since
the di	erence in response between loading in the tangential and the radial directions
is not very great� an isotropic foam plasticity model was employed� good agreement
between the simulations and the experiments being obtained� However� in order to be
able to study arbitrary loading conditions and loading directions� account must also
be taken of the anisotropy of the material�
The modelling of the fracture mechanical behavior may need to be modi�ed when

the behavior in rolling shear and mixed mode conditions is better established� There
is thus a need for more accurate constitutive models than those adopted here� In
particular� the development of an anisotropic plasticity model suitable for wood should
be given high priority in future work� The present procedure of introducing the crack
elements manually is also somewhat cumbersome� Preferably some kind of automatic
generation of crack elements should be employed�
It is desirable that simulations of the microstructural behaviour of real cell struc�
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tures are performed and that comparisons are made with microscopic investigations�
This will enable a better possibility to verify the various constitutive assumptions made
in the modelling� and further� the di	erences obtained between using periodic �ctitious
cell structure models and real structures to be investigated�
Studying the complete de�bration process in detail from wood chips to suitable

�bres is a great challenge� A lesser task� though of considerable interest� is to perform
�nite element simulations for determining the 
exibility properties of various �bre
types� Fibre types of particular interest are those with cracks in the micro��brillar
direction� with collapsed lumens� and �bres with #kinks$� i�e� with folded cell walls�
It is important to bear in mind that all numerical simulations need to be veri�ed

by adequate experimental tests� In addition� experimental material tests concerned
with elastic� plastic and fracture mechanical characterization� should be carried out
for obtaining input for the material models used in simulations and for verifying the
constitutive relations adopted� One of the most important observations made in the
experimental study carried out here was that of the importance of taking account of
di	erences between earlywood and latewood in applications such as those considered�
Unfortunately� not much experimental work has been performed to determine the me�
chanical properties of earlywood and latewood separately� Such experiments should be
given a very high priority in the future� They can require special specimen prepara�
tion and may also involve the need of developing completely new test methods� The
mechanical properties at the wood cell level also need to be better established so that
more accurate and reliable simulations of the microstructural performance of wood can
be performed�
When more accurate and reliable material data become available� the numerical

models can be further re�ned� veri�ed and optimized� This will facilitate more accurate
simulations� useful for improving and developing various industrial wood disintegration
techniques� in particular� those used in mechanical pulping�
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Appendix A

Experimental Results

A�� Combined Radial Compression and Shear

The stress�strain response for all the individual tests of the combined radial compres�
sion and shear tests of Section ��� are given in the following� The curves show �ltered
response� The �ltering was made using the MATLAB signal processing toolbox ����
�Butterworth �ltering�� Examples of typical recorded stress�strain curves and the cor�
responding �ltered response are given in Figure A��� Figures A���A�� show the results
for test series Ad�Ed� Figures A���A�� for test series Aw�Ew and Figure A�� for test
series Fd and Fw� The mean value curves for each test series are also given �dashed
curves�� The test conditions for the di	erent test series are de�ned in Table ���� A
summary of the conditions is given in Table A�� below�

Table A��� Summary of test conditions for the di	erent test series�

Test Moisture Loading Number
series content mode�  of tests

��� � �� successfultotal

Ad �� � ��
Bd �� ���� ��
Cd �� ���� ��
Dd �� ���� ��
Ed �� ���� ��
Aw �� � ��
Bw �� ���� ��
Cw �� ���� ��
Dw �� ���� ��
Ew �� ���� ��
Fd �� � ��
Fw �� � ��

���
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Figure A��� Typical recorded stress�strain curves and the corresponding �ltered curves�
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Figure A��� Stress�strain curves for test series Ad �top�� Bd �middle� and Cd �lower��
The dashed lines are mean�value curves�
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Figure A��� Stress�strain curves for test series Dd �top� and Ed �lower�� The dashed
lines are mean�value curves�
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Figure A��� Stress�strain curves for test series Aw �top�� Bw �middle� and Cw �lower��
The dashed lines are mean�value curves�
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Figure A��� Stress�strain curves for test series Dw� The dashed lines are mean�value
curves�
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Figure A��� Stress�strain curves for test series Fd �left� and Fw �right�� The dashed
lines are mean�value curves�
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A�� Chip Shearing Tests

In the following� load�displacement curves for the individual tests of the chip shearing
test of Section ��� are given� In most cases the curves given show �ltered response� The
�ltering was made using the MATLAB signal processing toolbox ���� �Butterworth �l�
tering�� Examples of typical recorded load�displacement curves and the corresponding
�ltered responses are given in Figure A��� In general� about ��� samplings of forces
were made during testing� In a few cases �some of the tests of test series Ad� Bd� Aw
and Bw� only about �� samplings were made� For these tests raw data are presented�
Figures A���A�� show the results for test series Ad�Fd� Figures A����A��� for test se�
ries Aw�Fw and Figures A����A��� for test series Gd and Gw� respectively� The mean
value curves for each test series are also given �dashed curves�� The test conditions for
the di	erent test series are de�ned in Table ���� For convenience� they are repeated in
Table A�� below�

Table A��� Test conditions for the di	erent test series� The orientation of the specimen
is de�ned by the angle between the radial direction and the loading direction� The
superscripts e� l denote that the upper part of the specimen consists of earlywood and
latewood� respectively�

Test Specimen Specimen Moisture Angle of loading Number
series height orient� content device surface of tests

�mm� � �� ��� � �� successfultotal

Ad ��� � �� �� ���
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Figure A��� Typical recorded load�displacement curves and the corresponding �ltered
curves�
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Figure A��� Load�displacement curves for test series Ad �top�� Bd �middle� and Cd
�lower�� The dashed lines are mean�value curves�
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Figure A��� Load�displacement curves for test series Dd �top�� Ed �middle� and Fd
�lower�� The dashed lines are mean�value curves�
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Figure A���� Load�displacement curves for test series Aw �top�� Bw �middle� and Cw
�lower�� The dashed lines are mean�value curves�
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Figure A���� Load�displacement curves for test series Dw �top�� Ew �middle� and Fw
�lower�� The dashed lines are mean�value curves�
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Figure A���� Load�displacement curves for test series Gd �� tests�� The dashed lines
are mean�value curves�
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Figure A���� Load�displacement curves for test series Gw �� tests�� The dashed lines
are mean�value curves�
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